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Corns
Cure Your
BY USING
SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Coro, Wart k Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless;

is not

a

caustic.

It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
83TA CURE IS GUARANTEED.^3J
Price \S5 cent*.
For tale by nil I)rajtgit«ti».
Trv it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A*k for Nchlofterbcck’w Corn and Wart
Solvent uud take no other,
nov2i>
ndtt

GARMENTS
of

TAILOR’S

METEOROLOGICAL.

FOSTER’S

8
For trcmulousncss, wakefulness, dull-

ness, and lack of energy, a most valuable
remedy is Brown’s Iron Bitters,
Ottumwa,Ia.—Dr. J.N. Armstrong says:
“I have used Brown’s Iron Bitters in- my
family and recommend its use to others.”
Jefferson City, Mo.—Dr. J. C. Riddle?1
gays: “Persons who use Brown’s Iron Bitters always speak well of it It is a good
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Led

to the

Collapse.

IE HENRY WARD BEECHER
OF

Pears that the St.

DR. TOWNSEND’S REMEDY
*

Albans Trust

Company is Heavily Involved.

FOR

ASTHMA AND CATARRH.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 25,1881
“I believe It will be sure iu ninety cases in a hundred-”
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct., 17, 1882.
“I

TWENTY-FOUR

THE BARLOW FAILURE.

medicine.”

FEVER,

NEXT

BPECIALjBULLBTIN.
The barometer is highest in the lower Lake
and
lowest in the extreme Northwest.
region,
The temperature has remained nearly stationary east of the Mississippi Valley, and risen in
the Missouri Valley. Westerly winds prevail
in New
England; north to east winds
in tho middle Atlantic, South Atlantlo and
Gulf
and
the Ohio
States, Tennessee
valley and southerly winds in lower Lake reElsewhere winds
gion and Missouri valley.
are variable.
Local rains have fallen in tho
South Atlantic and Gulf States and in the
Missouri valley. Elsewhere fair weather prevails.
Fair'weather is indicated in New England
Middle and Atlantic States, lower Lake region
aud Ohio Yalley on Wednesday and Thursday
with stationary or .slowly rising temperature
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War Dep’t Office Chief Signal (
Officer, Washington, 1), C.
|
August 8, 1 A. M.
For New England,
Fair weather, winds mostly westerly. Stationary barometer and stationary temperature.
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St. Albans, Vt., Ang. 7.—The effects of the
Barlow failure is to depress business affairs
here. Investigation of the affairs of the bank

am
to say
me a secona season

that your remedy Las served
well as the last year.”
Pamph ets with Mr. Beeher’s full letters and
other testimonials furnished on application.
Prepared only bv
DR 38. *1 T WORK'D, Froatburg, M«I.
Price 50 cents and $1.50 per bettle.
For sale by JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., 04 Commercial St., Portland, Me., and by the drug trade
generally.ju20eod till aug!8

fully as

by the examiner will not be known until tonight or to-morrow. President Brainard of
the Trust Company Isays depositors will not
lose mnch but the latter are not so hopeful.
The Trust Company’s last statement showed
2100 depositors with deposits of
8600,000.
Several railroad men including Gov. Faira conference to-day at Barlow’s
residence. The statement that the comptroller
approved of the bank’s loan to the Southeastern
railroad is incorrect. The comptroller said it
was too large aud suggested its reduction. The
first national bank expected and prepared for
a run this morning, but none took place.
Tbe immediate cause of tbe failure is said to
be the breaking of negotiations by the Canadian Pacific Railway officials for the purchase
of the Southeastern Railway of Canada, extending from St. Lambert, Sorel and St.
Guillaume on the north to Sheldon, Stanbridge and Newport on the sonth, in four divisions. Mr. Barlow, who was formerly prominent as a mail contractor, aud was subsequently member of Congress from this district, bas
been considered a very wealthy man, and bas
virtually been sole owner both of the railroad,
which is really an aggregation of several roads
into a system of 3C0 miles, aud of the bank
here, Tho failure was not .wholly unexpectad
to those who knew the circumstances of Mr.
Barlow’s enterprises. His outlays on account
of rebuilding and equipping the road have
been very heavy, and as he bas held virtually
all tbe bonds, as well as a large majority of the
stock, be has had to borrow money extensively
to meet these heavy expenses, putting up his
stock aud bonds as collateral. lathis way bis
bank here became involved, haviog leaned
about 8320,660 to the account of the railroad.
Another creditor, and one through which,
principally, tbe failnre has come abont, is the
Canadian Pacific Railroad, or, at least, its managers in Montteal, who have been for some
year er more coquetting with Mr. Barlow, with
proposit ons to buy his roads or a controlling
interest ia their securities.
TheyJ have been
holding an option on cne-third or twc-lhirds of
the sleek and bonds for several months, but of
late proposed to buy Mr. Barlow’s whole interest and made a tour of inspection of tbo lines,
which gave rise, a few weeks ago, to a statement, since ptoved premature, that the sale
had been effected. At any rale Mr. Barlow
considered it a moral certaiuity, for he bad ail
inventory of the property made and continued
his negotiations till within a few days, with
hopes of success. In pursuance of these negotiations, end in consideration of the option
held by ti em, the Cauadiau Pacific people
have been auvaucing money to Mr. Barlow
for some months and taking his notes therefor,
secured by the bonds of his roads as collateral.
Tbe sale not being effected, and the notes comiDg due, Mr. Barlow w as unable to meet them
or to raise!money on new loans, aud nad to succumb. Mr. Barlow was the owner of more
than three-quarters of the.Jstock aud all tbe
81,750,000 first-mortgage bonds of tbe Southeastern proper and the Sorel division; more
than three-quartes of the Btockand first-mortgage bonds and all the second-mortgage bonds
of the Montreal, Portland & Boston division,
and more than three-quarters of tho capital
His policy
stock of the Champlain diyhicn
has been not to market the bonds but to keep
them in his own name and to borrow money
on them as required, thus
being himself virtually tbe only creditor of the roads
tho Southeastwith
Mr. Barlow’s connection
ern Railway
began in 1878 or 1879, when tbe
Hon. A. B.'Fo&ter, who had owned a controlling interest, died, owing Mr. Barlow considerable money which he had advanced on securiIn the settlement of the Fosties of the road.
ter estate, Mr. Barlow purchased the rest of
in the toad, and thus came
Foster
interest
the
The line,
into its control and management.
only partially completed, was then in a deplorable condition, justifying the description of
“two streaks of rust and a right of way,” connecting the Passnmsic at Newport, with the
Grand Trunk at the Victoria bridge. Mr. Barlow set abont securing all the outstanding
stock and bonds of the road, and having done
so, he wiped out the various mortgages, securing authority from tbe Dominion government to
place a blanket mortgage for 81,750,000 on the
entire line. He completed the Sorel division
from Sutton to the St. Lawrence river, rebuilt, steel-railed and excellently equipped
tbe main line, so that it is now a first-class
road for both passenger and freight business;
extended the Boston, Portland and Montreal
division to Sheldon, Vt., bought the Lake
Champlain and St. Lawrence Junction Railway, which he consolidated with the syRtem,
and built extensive shops aud other buildings
at West Farnham, P. Q., which he made the
headquarters of the system. Meanwhile, the
business of the roads, though large and increasing, has paid little more than operating
expenses and fixed charges, aud these extensive improvements have had to be met by Mr.
Barlow personally. He has probably put in
of his own money,
million dollars
over a
besideB
hyborrowing extensively and
pothecating his holdings of stocks and
enHis
bonndless
bonds.
energy, keen
have
business
and
sagacity
terprise
been fully enlisted in the work, and he has
made a standup fight against odds that would
The result
have appalled most younger men.
might have been different had business generbut
a
more
been
in
condition;
promising
ally
it became at length impossible for Mr. Barlow
of
his
to raise more money for the development
plans, and the Canadian Pacific people, having
failed to secure the Southeastern systom on
terinH satisfactory to themselves, have apparently decided to let Mr. Barlow go to the wall
and take their chances of picking np the property afier the failure on still more. favorable
terms.
Unless some powerful combination of
capital should come to Mr. Barlow’s rescue, it
is hard to see how the result can be otherwise
than a foreclosure by holders of the collateral,
the sale of the roads and their franchises aud
equipment at auction, either to the Grand
Trunk or the Canadian Pacific, and the loss by
Mr. Barlow of the capital which he li is inves
ed in them, as well as his owner .dm. in the
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WASHINGTON.

The First Appointment Under the Civil
Service Law.
:
Washington, Aug. 7.—The first appointmeat under the civil service reform law will
be made by the commissioners to-day. The
vacancy to be filled is a S90C clerkship in the
Treasury. Several vacancies exist in other
departments for which appointees have not yet
been selected. Four substitutes letter carriers
in the city post office have been promoted, and
their places will probaoly be filled by the commissioners this week.
Muicidc of a Signal Kervice Officer.
Maj. Wm W Beebe of the signal service
died at his residence last night from the effects
of a dose of laudanum, taken with suicidal intention. He was discovered by a servant, who
Later a physician was
thought him asleep.
summoned, but too late to he of any service.
Major Beebe was unmarried and was about
forty years of age. He was in the army with
-Gen. W. R. Hazen during the war and was
mustered out at its close. As a member of the
firBt Greeley relief party he was exposed to
severe hardships
and his head gave
him
trouble from time to time. He was to have I
taken charge of the second relief party which
left recently for the Arctic regions, but certain stories in connection with his habits on
previous trips led to the countermanding of
the order.
He was much esteemed by his
superiors in the service as a good officer and
held a warm place in the affections of bis comrades.
Dissipation is Baid to have been the
cause of the suicide.
The President's Mon

as

n

Salmon

Angler.

The President’s son Alan has made a brilliant reputation among the Canadians as a salmon angler, having ancceedod in killing
forty
of these fish daring his recent trip threugh the
Dominion
Permission was granted him to
cast his flies in the upper Cascapedia river,
where, to quote a disciple of Izaak Walton,
he had an unobstructed run of lack, as these
waters had not been overworked by fishermen.
His largest turned the ecales at 45 pounds.
President Arthur’s record as a salmon fisher
has been eclipsea by his sou, who has an outfit
second to none in the country.
The Marquis
of Lome and Princess Louise took considerable pains to make the young American feel at
hi3 ease while he was in Canada, and insisted
upon his spending a portion of his vacation
with them at Quebec. It was a suggestion of
the Marquis that Master Arthur should fish in
the upper Cascapedia, as the formei had set it
apart to be used only on spec’al occasions by
his friends.

Investigation

of the

Telegraph

Strike.

The Senate Committee on K .uc;tiou and
Labor will proceed at once to investigate the
of the telegraph strike.
Sergeant-atArins Bright is now preparing for the trans1
portation of the committee, of which Senator
Blair is Charman, to all the principal cities to
obtain the views of the people most interested.
A report will be made to the Senate early in

causes

December.!

Egyptian Bags Bound for Gloucester.
Surgeon General Hamilton of the Marine
Hospital service to-day notified the Collector
of Gloucester, Mass., of the expected arrival

of a cargo of Egyptian rags and instructed
him no: to permit the landing of the crew or
cargo till all necessary precautionary measures
have beet, taken.
A

Through

Traiu

to

Man Francisco.

The first through train from Washington to
San Francisco and return started from the
Baltimore & Ohio depot this morning. The
train bore away 150 pilgrims from Washington
and Baltimore to the triennial conclave of
Knights Templars at San Francisco. The
party is fully equipped with provisions aDd
supplies, and will be gone about a mouth.
The Work in Architect Bill's Office Fnr
Behind.

Candidate* Soon to bo Informed of Their

New

York.

Charges and Counter Charges by the

Company
Only

a

and

Operators.

Few of the Railroad Oper-

New Yoek, Aug. 7.—Asst. Geuoral Manager
Bates says there is not a word of truth in the
report that the Western Union Company has
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A Washington despatch says the work of I
the supervising architect of the treasury is
thrown very much behind by tliefgrccent and
tedious investigation. Mr. Hill Bays he will
be able now to give his attention to the busi- I
nets of the office.
At present it is overwhelmed by rontino work. The rt quirements of the
Murch investigation have kept thejoffice force
busy. Thirty-five public buildings were authorized by the last Congress, a greater number than had ever been authorized by any preceding one. The plans and specifications for
each of these buildings have to be prepared by
the supervising architect and then submitted
to the secretary of the treasury for his approval. The supervising architect has then to receive bids and let the contracts for all the work
to be done on the buildings and to see that the
work is properly done. If found all right he
must approve it after completion.
All this
new business has been added to that of uncomauthorized
by preceding Conpleted buildings
While the work of the office has thus
gresses.
been greatly increased no provision has been
made for additional clerical force. The work
of the office it as heretofore required the continuous employment o 1 a large number of
clerkB and draughtsmen. This force is found
entirely inadequate to the accumulated business.
The result will be considerable delay in
getting work on the new buildings started.
Serious Illness of Attorney General Sherproperties.
man.
St. Albans, Vt., Aug, 7.-News item Montreal indicates no great excitement over too
the
General
This forenoon while
Attorney
Barlow failure, and the event seetns not unexSherman was at the State House on official
business be was suddenly taken ill, £his mind
pected there. The increased uneasiness here
As soon as
wandered and he was quite sick.
concerning the St. Albans Trust Company is
due to the great uncertainty as to how )»r
lte was able to be removed he was taken to the
President Brainard is involved with Barlow.
residence of Dr. J. Bayer, 5S Mount Vernon
Braiuard seems disposed to encourage, the dtwhere he now is.
The doctor considered it
finite stall
prudent to notify the family of General Sher- positors, but refuses to make a di
meut about his company till the National
utau of his illness and they were sent for this
Bank aDd Barlow matters are folly investigatafternoon. Three physicians gave Mr. Shernumbered
are
All classes of people
ed.
man constant attention and at 11 o’clock tohis
condition
was much more favorable.
among the Trust Company deposit'n .md ma'
night
If
No immediate Berious result is apprehended.
ny had entrusted to the company their all.
the worst comes the loss here will be very
heavy.
Large Hhipmrut* of War lUnterial for
As far as known Barlow’s failure will create
C'hiua.
no embarrassment here.
Twojlocal banks are
San Francisco, Aug. 7.—L»Bt Thursday GOO
said to have some of the insolvent paper, but
cases of ammunition and arms were sent on
secured.
The
Canadian Pacific
are amply
The
the Pacific mail steamship “Comstock.”
railroad has a claim against the Southeastern
a
brand
caseshad
of
“U.
S
Gort.
ammunition
Company for $1,250,000 for money lately lent,
45 calibre,” and all the cases were from Springbut is fully secured by $1,750,000 first mortfield, Mass It is now asserted that during the gage bonds. It is reported that the Investpast eighteen months regular shipments on an
ment Association has suspended on account of
extensive scale have been made to C. Schmidt,
lasBes caused by the failure but the report has
that
240.000
period
During
SpringShanghainot been confirmed.
field rifles and 25,000,000 cartridges in all have
from 300 to BOO bales
been forwarded, besides
No news as yet has been received of the
of cotton duok, suitable for tents, by express,
The total value of
steamer Ludwig, now three weeks overdue#'
by each steamer for China.
Montreal.
the war material approximates £500,000.

absolved railroad companies from contracts to
do commercial business with a viow of pre.
Tenting further complications.
The Western Union Telegraph Co. lias issued
a notice saying that as an organized effort is to
be made to destroy its wires around New York,
in connection with the strike, a reward of

81,000 will be given for proof to convict any
persons interfering with wires, etc. In relation to the matter the officials of the company
say a cable box at the company’s cob was
destroyed last night and cables were cnt, that
20 out of 29 Mutual Union wires were rendered
useless at Searsdale, and that the American
Uuion and Atlantic & Paoitio routes to Boston
were Interrupted with the evident intention of
preventing the Boston papers from getting full
reports of the Sullivan-Slade affair.
A large amount of business was being
handled last night by the Western Union Co.
over its eastern wires.
Special newspaper despatches to Boston and New Kugland in regard
to the Sullivan-Slade light had greatly increased the ordinary volume of work. Sudden
ly about 10.30 the wires refused to work and
there was for a time a cessation of all business.
About 25 wires to the east were still at work
and business was crowded upon them. Later,
however, these were also interrupted. It was
found, however, after considerable delay that
circuits by way of Albany could be utilized,
and most of the business was transmitted by
that route, as well as by Toronto and Montreal.
To-day linemen found that the wires at Searsdale, a point on the Harlem railroad abont 25
miles from New York, to the number of 29,
had been cut, evidently by experienced bauds.
At the company’s cob, where 39 wires of the
Western Union Co. cross the river by means of
a cable, it was
fonnd that the cable box had
been demolished and the cable cut close to the
armor.
It had come to the knowledge of the
company .hat an organized plan for cutting
wires, displacing them, and otherwise injuring
the property of the company, had been in
operation for over a week. Every means
would be taken to capturo those engaged in
this enterprise.
A despatch from Richmond save: There
were only three or four railroad offices on the
Chesapeake & Ohio and on the Shenandoah
Valley which struck. The remaining roads
are all right.
A reward of 81000 was offered this evening
by the Brotherhood for the arrest and conviction of any of the Western Union employees
fouud maliciously interfering with the wires
of that company, and a similar reward was olfered for the identification ot any agent of the
Western Union Company offering a bribe to
striking linemen to interfere with the wires.
Members of the Brotherhood assert that the
Western Union Company have directed their
employees to cut their wires in order to turn
public sympathy from the strikers.
Pittsburg, Aug. 7.—At 2 o’clock about onethird of the operators working on the Pittsburg
division of the Baltimore & Ohio quit work
and are now oat.

•tnudiug.
WA8HIjtGTON, August 7.—Totnorrow the
Civil Service Commission will Inform candidate for departmental clerkships throughout
the country of their standing, and will inform
heads of departments that they are now ready
to certify candidates on requisitions to fill vacancies. There wore 300 applications for departmental places, all of whose papers have
now been examined and their absolute aud
relative standing determined. Each candidate
willbe informed respecting his absolutestaodiug only, and tbe relative position of each on
the list will not be published.
The commission choose this policy iu order to protect the
department officers from pressure, for those
who stood high on the list would bo apt to do
what they could to tied and even force vacancies by personal solicitation aud the assistance
of influential friends. As it is new, candidates will be hold somewhat in suspense,
though they will be able to surmise about
where they stand when the appointments begin to be made by noticing the marks of those
who receive them. Chief Examiner Lyman,
who had charge of the papers, says that the
larger number of applicants passed above the
minimum limit of (13 per oent., and that the
Some of the candidates
average is very good.
on the other baud,
were curiously ignorant.
Tho papers were examined with extiemecare
and fairness on a rigid system, and one whioh
made collusion Impossible. One carious faot
brought out by the examination is that many
of the highest candidates are oolored persons.
This is perhaps to be explained on the ground
that tbe salaries offered for the clerkships are
more of an object and attract a bi tter class of
men, comparatively, among colored people
than white men. ^Salaries in the poetal service, for instance, begin at 8400, and do U'H
get much above 8800,or 81000. and iu eon»<>.
quenee the commission find that fewer candidates of good parts and education apply than
Salaries of this range are <5f
they could wish.
much greater attraction to educated colored
than to white men aud are sought by them
with greater keenness.
The same may be
said of female applicants.
to
time
the
there
have been only
Up
present
one or two calls upon the commission from the
departments for clerks. When the reform gets
into proper running order, however, it Is supposed that there will be 300 or 400 departmental vacancies aunually to be tilled on requisition. This, however, is only a rough estimate, ganged upon the working of the Curtis
rales in 1873 and 1871. It Is thought that one
effect of the change in the service will be to
make the departments slow to call for new
clerks. There will then be no necessity of
filling vacancies to please politicians or influential friends, and clerks will only be asked
for as they are really needed.
Mr. Lyman
says he remembers that under the Cnrtis rules
there were sometimes 30 or 40 vacancies in the
Treasury. Work was slack, aud there being
no pressure for the places the desks
were allowed to remain vacant.
Mr. Lyman foaud
the popular feeling in New York State aud
New England very strongly in favor of the
reform. In some parts of the West, In Indiana, for instance, the people showed less interest.
He found a more friendly spirit in the
South than he had expected.
The examinations had been carefully and, in tbe main, satisfactorily, oondneted. The papers were not
stolen, but once—in Philadelphia. It was, of
course, a difficult matter to avoid accidents of
this sort, bnt they hid exercised all possible
care, aud experience would supply new safeguards. Iu this matter, us iu many others,
there would be some difficulty and friction at
first, bnt when the reform was onoe smoothly
iu operation, its beneits would be so apparent
that no backward steps would be possible.

Cincinnati, Ang. 7.—No strike among the

railroad operators on any of the roads
into the city is reported np to 1.30.

Chicago, Aug. 7.—It appears thntjthe Telegraphic Brotherhood sent orders to strike yes
terday noon to the operators on the Chicago &
Alton railroad, but the orders failed to reach
the operators here and in many other places,
consequently no strike took place. It is said
the strike will take effect to-day. The Broth-

erhood claim that the men on the Southern
divisions of tho Alton and Wabash struck last
night. They also claim that the Wabash men
have been notified, and that seven ont of sixteen men have quit work. The City Council
last night passed a resolution df sympathy
with the striking telegraphers.
St. Louis, Aug. 7.—The Superintendent of
the Wabash telegraph lines reports that only
four operators on that road left their feojs yesterday under orders of the Brotherhood. These
raeti were at Decatur, Til.
No other point on
ilia road was affected.
Tho General Manager of the Vandalia road
says: Only two members of the Brotherhood
have been fonnd cn that line, and they were

required

to

resign.

The General Manager of tho St. Loais &
San Francisco road has no apprehension of
trouble, as he has about 40 good operators filling other positions on this line who can immediately be called in’o service in case a strike

occur?.

Baltimore, Aug. 7.—Officials

at

the main

office of the Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph Co.,
at 3 p. m. tc-day, made the statement that all
the operators at Camden Station quit work tcday. Not one remained. They have heard
from nearly every station along the lines of the
roads, and tho number striking and leaving
their posts does not exceed half a dozen, and
their places have been supplied.

SPORTING.
Btfatln of Amateurs.
New Yobk, Aag. 7,—The regatta of the

National Association of Amateur Oarsmen beThe course
gan at 1 p. m. to-day at this city.
was one
mile and a half, straightaway. The
referee was J. F. Houghton of Boston, and the
judge at the finish was J. Woods Adams of
Newark. The water was all that coaid be desired, and daring the morning the crewe were
practicing over the course. At the time the
races were called thousands of persons lined
the river banks.
The races to-day were all trial heat
The
first race was for junior single scnllg, with entries as follows: T. Hield, of Brooklyn; Jas.
J. Cobnrn, of Newark; Robert H. Bryan, of
New York; B. H. Coughlin, of Bath, N. Y.;
and Thomas McDermott, of Cambridgeport,
Mass. Bryan took the lead at the start and
won.
Time, 10m. 7 l-2s. Coburn was second.
The second race, for senior single sculls, had
the followingeulries;
H. A. Sweeney, Portland; J. Casey, Boston; Jere Donahue, Port
Frank
Henderson, Philadelphia. CaHuron;
sey won in 9m. 15s., Henderson second, and
the ethers far behind.
The third race was the second heat for junior single sculls.
The entries were John E.
O’Rourke, City Point; John F. Cummings,
Boston; Gilbert Fitzgerald, Philadelphia; J.
Killian, Cambridge; and R. H. Pelton, Brooklyn. Killian won, Cummings second, O’Rourke
third. Time, 8m. 52 l-2s.
In the second heat of the senior single sculls
the entries were John P. Buckley. Portland;
Daniel J. Murphy, B'istou; W. B. W«11b,
Chatham; Franklin Phillips, Newark; Joseph
Magrim, of the Athletics of New York. Buckley fouled Murphy near the start, but kept
ahead of him all through the race, Murphy
The judges disqualified
Coming in second.
Buckley oil account of the foul, and Murphy
got the first place, winning in 9 minutes, and
Wells second.
In the junior single sculls, third heat, the
entries were J. I. Smith, Yonkers; John Grayson, Paterson; J. W. Davidson and Thomas
Walters, Newark; J. H. Kemp, Boston. Grayson won in 9tn. 28 1 4s.; Walters second in 9m.
54 l-2s.; Davidson third.
In the senior shells, four-oared, there were
but two entries, Moreley, of the Mutnals of
Albany, being disabled by an abscess in the
hand. The heat, was won by the Bradfords of
Cambridge, in 8in. 13s; the Ottawas second.
In the second heat of the senior fours the
of Greenbusb,
entries were Wolveuhooks
Hillsdale of Michigan and Crescent of Philapbia. The Hillsdales foaled the Wolveuhooks
and Crescents and stove a hole in their boat
and were disabled.
The Wolvonhooks won
the heat in 8m. 30 sec.
In the third heat of the senior fours the entries were Eclipse of New Orleans, Earekas of
Newark and Argonautajof Bergen Point. The
Earekas won the heat in 8m. 1(51-2 sec., the
Argonauts second.
The third heat of the senior single scnlis
was won

by Lang.

The fourth heat of the senior single scull
closed the day’s raoes and was won by Joba J
Murphy of BostOD.
Base Ball.
At Providence—Bostons 6, Providence 4.
At Philadelphia—New Yorks 4, Philadel-

phian

1.

At Chicago—Detroit' 0, Chicagor 0.
At Clveland—Clevelands 5. Buffalos 1.

Pennsylvania Apportionment.
HAHaisutmo, Pa., Aug. 7 In the House to'
day ibe “Ammermau” resolution was adopted
authorizing tho appointment ol a free confer'
ence Committee of five from each house locou"
aider the subject of congressional and legi la"
tive apportionment.
The Lowry cougressron"
al apportionment, giving the Republicans 17
and the Democrats 11 districls, passed finally.
The Jameson legislative apportionment bill
passed ils second reading. It gives tire Republicans#)) and the' Democrats 20 senators, and
tire Republicans lit and the Democrats 1*0
members of the House.
In the Senate a resolution was introduced,
declaring that all efforts to reconcile the differences be! ween tire two houses on the apportionment bills must be fruitless, and that a
further prolongation of the session would lead
to a suspicion that the legislature desired to
obtain a per diem salary, and providing for an
There
adjournment sine die on the 15th just.
was no quotum presentjin thej Senate, and the
until
over
to-morrow without
resolution went
action.
Th»

—

A Murderer Lynched.
Walla Walla, W. T., Aug. 7.—McPherCummins at New York,
son, the murderer of
was hung by vigilantes in the jail yard at DayHe protested hie innoton, Batnrday night.
cence.

POLITICAL.

leading

sufficient data on which to tabulate stateThe Legislature will stand. Demoments.
crats 80, Republicans 20, if the present estimates are unchanged.
Senate, Democrats 30,
Republicans 3. The General Assembly elects
this winter a successor to Uuited States Senator John 8. Williams, whose term expires in
March, 1885.
Returns from the election come iu Blowly,
hut the Democratic gaius reported from many
counties render it almost certain that Knott’s
majority for Governor will not be less than

40,000
Bryantsville, Ky.,

August 7.—A fatal
election
row
occurred here yosterday, in
which two negroes were killed, two were mortally wouuded, and three other men, two of
them white, were seriously injured.
A white
man who hod sold his vote to botli parties was
the cause of the trouble.
He attempted to
vote, but a man named Jennings interfered
and a wagon load of negroes, coming np with a
yell, staned shooting. The killed and wounded are: Phil Fry and George Smith, shot dead;
James Kinkead and
Will
Dun, mortally
wounded, and Green Brougban, William Ar
nold, and Robert Haliitou seriously wounded.
The last two are white men.
A Ouc-S4idcil Election in Utah.
Ogden’, .Utah, Aug. 7.—Yesterday passed
quietly, but little interest being taken in the
election. The*'People's,” or Mormon ticket,
is elected in each district throughout the -Territory, with the exception of summit county,
which is in doubt.
A majority of Gentiles
refrained from voting.
The large majority of

Mormon votes, who it was kuown would vote
solid as directed by the church, deprived the
election of any element of contest.

Under.
In the Boot anti

Shoe Trade.

Boston, August 7.—Wright, Wooster Sc
Co., wool dealers, No. 86 Federal street, Boston, failed today aud made an assignment of
all their property to Lester Goodwin of NewThe firm is
ton, ono of the firm’s employes
one of the prominent wool houses of Boston
aud has done a large business and the liabilities are thought to aggregate a heavy figure.
The concern has stood in very good credit and

been considered worth from $100,000 to 8150,the failure is the cause of no little
surmise to the trade.
As regards liabilities nothing is yet definitely known, but those conversant witli the
firm’s business are of the opinion they will
not exceed 8300,000, thq bulk of which is
thought to be owed to banks which have ill
the majority of cases the Indorsement of John
Wooster, father of the Wooster of the firm
and who is currently reported to be worth
$500,IKK), and who i3 not so far ns known engaged in any outside business, having retired
from trade several years since.
The failure
is looked upon as due in a great part to the
of
distrust
now
general feeling
prevalent in
the mercantile community.
W. O. Sc It. M. Silhy, tenners, Troy, N. H.,
have failed in consequence of the failure of
Mersey, Whittier & Wymau of Boston. They
will make an assignment to E. H. McClure,
t inner and currier of
Peabody, Maas., who
has also failed. The liabilities of these firms
are not definitely known.
Boston, Aug. 7.—The Traveller Bays Williatn B. Fowle, Treasurer of the Auburndale
Watch Co., failed last night. HiB liabilities
arc now supposed to he small,
although nothing
definite is yet learned. The failure will undoubtedly iuvolve the Auburndale Watch Co.,
whose liabilities It is thought will far exceed
the assets.

000, and

MASSACHUSETTS.
Advent Conference.

Boston, August 7.
The 24th annual meeting of the Second Advent National
Christian Association commenced at Chelsea this afternoon.
There are
42 delegates,
representing conferences in
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York,
Indiana, Central Illinois,
Minnesota and
Pennsylvania present.
People's Telegraph

nnd

Telephone

Com-

pany.

At a meeting of the incorporators of the
People’s Telegraph and Telephone Company of
Now England the following directors were
chosen: Hon. Prank Jones, Portsmouth, N.
If.; ex-Gov. A liner Coburn, Skowhvgan, Me.;
Col. Darius Alden, Augusta, JMe.; Payiou
Tucker, Portland, General Manager Eastern
and Maine Central railroads; J. It Bodwell,

Hallowell;

ex-Gov.

Horace

Fairbanks,

as

there is

the Second National Bank of
its president, D. K.
In pork speculation.
The bank is believed to be solvent.
Will Not Attempt to Iwlm Up the Hudson
Norris Taylor Colltnge, the English swimmer, who recently failed in his attempt to
swim from Albany to New York in six days,
announced that he would agaiu attempt it,
starting from New York and going up the
Hudson with every flood tide. For some unexplained reason the programme was not carried
out.
Keno Pluyers Interrupted.
“Keno,” followed by the cry of “Police,''
suddenly stopped a flourishing game of keno
at the Iroquois House at Coney Island last
night. About ten players were in when the
police entered, seized all the instruments and
arrested the dealers. Great excitement was
caused, and all the inmates broke for the doors
and windows.
a

run

on

Elmira, in consequence of
Pratt, having lost $180,000

Perry Boat.
A singular acoident occurred last night to
the ferryboat Iiaroy of Jersey. The packing
of the engine blew out, and the engine-room
became filled with steam. The engineer was
driven out, and a panic ensued among the
passengers. Tito boat ran against the bulkhead with a frightful shock, ami one of the
terrified passengers climbed un the bulkhead.
Coated With Tar aud leathers
Trot, August 7.—About a year ago Albert
Vosb, a bright, well-mannered young German,
who is believed to bo well connected in Germany, took up his abode i,i Castleton, a Hudson river village, fourteen
miles from here.
He soon made friends with Henry Hoffman, a
who
fellow-countryman,
pos-esses considerable
It was not
a wife, aud five children.
ong before the villagers remarked that Voss
and Mrs. Hoffman were very frequently in
each ether’s company. The gossips talked to
Hoffman, who recently scolded his wife and
broke of his friendship for Voss.
The couple,
however, met as before, aud a week ago Mrs
Hoffman left her husband, and with Voss took
a residence opposite
the Hoffman dwelling.
The villagers were incensed at the open imof
the
A delegation on
morality
couple.
Thursday last wailed upon Voss and ordered
him to depart within six hoars.
Mrs. Hoffman by some means compromised
with her
husband, and not only induced him to take
her back, but secured his help in secreting
Voss in the Hoffman residence.
The Castleton people on Saturday night heard of Voss’
whereabouts. One hundred men called at the
Hoffman place and commanded the Hoffmans
to produce him. Backed by his wife, Hoffman showed fight.
Some of the party climbed
to the roof, aud, cutting their way through
with axes, entered the garret, where they
found Voss. He was covered with the contents of a pot of slack lime aud then taken out.
Escorted by the indignant populace, he was
marched to a secluded spot, where he was
Then he
stripped and tarred and feathered.
was marched through the village,
and at Its
outskirts his clothes were returned to him and
he was ordered never to return.
The crowd
went back to Hoffman’s house and told him
that if Voss was again harbored Hoffman and
his wife would be tarred and feathered also.
IHysterions Case of Browning.
Information of a mysterious cause of drownlast evening given at the York-sireet
was
ing
Station in Brooklyn. Daniel J. Cnnan stated
that he was standing at the foot of Gold-street,
when he saw a skiff in the water bottom upward, with a man clinging to it. Cunan threw
off his clothes and plunged in. Before be could
reach the boat the stranger lost his hold and
sank.
A

Punic

on n

firoperty,

TOBACCO

PRODUCTION.

Greatly Encouraged by
Reduction of
Taxation.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 6.—An examination of tbe receipts of internal revenue from
tobacco shows that the tobacco industry has
maintained an excellent reputation as a taxcommissioner of
payer. Tbe report of the
internal revenue, recently published, for the
fiscal year ended Jane 30, 1881, shows that
every dollar kno.vn to be due front it was paid
into the ftrcasuiy, aud the revenue received
from it amounted to $42,104,120.79, agaiust
$47,391,988.91, a comparative decrease this
year of $5,287,739 12. That this decrease is due
to the reduction ou May ^of the current year
of the rates of tax is demonstrated by the fact
that the production of the year just ended
exceeds that of the previous one. The
largely
excess of production returned this year for taxation was: Cigars, $36,518,042; cigarettes, $85,477,405; tobacco (pounds), 8,610,153; snuff
(pounds), 417,804. The magnitude of this increase will be appreciated
on comparing
the
production of the last two fiscal years. It was
as follows, adding the quantities exported:
1882
1883.

Cigars.3,040,976,306 3,077,496,037

Cigarettes..... 664,644,286
640,021,663
Tobacco, pounds_ 166,468,033
166,077,180
Snutf, pounds.
4,860,669
6,284.372
In view of tho agitation for reduced taxation
the exhibit for 1883 is smaller, no doubt, than
it would otlierwi-e

have

exported, from 10,000,000

been.

to

The tobacco

12,000,000 pounds,

bo credited to the item o( tobacco of eacb
Id tbe cigais are included cigars imported into tit is city, amounting, probably, to
au
annual average of 55,000,000. It appears
from this statement that the redaction of taxation lias encouraged the production of tobacco.
mast

ighter Fatally Hurt.
City of Mexico, Aug. 6 —Felicitos Mejia,
the famous bull fighter, was fatally hurt while
engaged in a bull fight yesterday, three miles
outside the city. He was tossed iuto the air by
a bull,
which agalu caught the man on his
horus as lie fell. The building was orowded at
the time, and the greatest exoltsment pre-

MARINE NEWS.
Disabled nt Sen.
Boston, Aug. 7.—Steamer Marion,

Jeffels,
Marbella, Spain, July 13, for Philadelphia with
ore reports July 20, 10 30 a. m., 300
miles

of the Azores lost two blades of his propeller. Ou tlie 21st at 2.30^m. another blade
broke off daring which
it was blowiug
strong from the south with a heavy sea. At
4.30 p. m. the last blade broke and ou the 27th
latitude 44.04, longitude 50 22 was signalled
by steamer West Phaiia from llamburg for
We lowered a boat, went ou
New York.
board for help but tbe captain declined to tow
us as it was agaiust tbe rules of the cumpauv.
On the 28tb took a fresh gale from the ENE,
veering to N during which a boat wts lost and
sails split. August 2, 5.30 a. in. signalled a
large four masted steamer bound west, but no
attention was paid to sigual. At 8 a. m
sighted a steamer but they took no notice and
proceeded. August 3, 10 p. m. s ghted the
Wuldensian. Site laid alongside all night atul
at daylight took us in tow aud brought us to
this port.

ti^r

THE CARLTON MURDER.
Anrro

Nnid to Dove Confessed.

Boston, Aug. 7.—The Post has the information that Boger Arnero has confessed to tho
murder of Mre. Eita Carlton at Watertown,
last March. When the Supreme Court at Halifax decided a few weeks ago against Amero's
application for a writ of habeas corpus, the
The news
prisoner became very despondent.
of tbe refusal was carried to him by a friend,
who went to the Digby jail, aud when he was
told be broke down completely, and made an
absolute confession, without however, golug
info lull details of tbe crime.
A third person
was in bearing and listened
to tbe confession.
Arnero declared in so many words that lie did
the deed, and that he wanted to see a priest.
His request being granted, be was closeted for
several hours with the prieBt, but of course as
the secrets of tbe confessional are sacred, nothing can be known of what passed between
It is supposed, however, that lie supthem.
plemented his confession, already made, with
a full and detailed account of his crime.
He
said then, and repeatedly afterwards, that he
did not want to come to the States, for he
knew that if he did he would certainly be hung.

Nalioxnl Edurolieu'Awiriubh,
Ocean Grove, N. J., Aug. 7.—The National
Educational Assembly will convene here
Gov. Pattlson of Pennsylvania,
Thursday.
will preside at tbe opening session.
Gen.
Eaton, U. S. Commissioner of Education, deliver* the opening address.
Seuator Blair, of
New Hampshire, speaks on the condition aud
prospects of national aid to common schools.
At night Judge Tourgee speaks of the dangers
of neglect in educating our illiterate.

Building* and Whurves Burned.
Philadelphia, Aug. 7.—A fire this evening
destroyed tho warehouses, stables and wharves
of the Knickerbocker Ice Company on the
river front. Forty-three horses and four mules
perished. Toe Philadelphia & Beading railroad freight depot adjoining was damaged.
Less $50,000.
Ice

_

Texas Fever

Among Kansas Caul*.
Lawrence, Kan., Atig. 7.—The Journal’s
Dodge City special says the Texas fever has
broken out there ani< ng tbe native cattle, aud
they are dying off lu great numbers. One
has been arresled
with fever.

man

for

driviug

in cattle

Iron and Htoel Worker*.
Philadelphia, August 7.—The National
Amalgamated Iron and Steel Workers’ Asm>
ciation is holding its annual session here.
President Jarrelt made the opening addres.
A resolution of sympathy with the striking
telegraphers was adopted.

Yellow Fever.

Washington, Aug. 7.—The Surgeon General of the marine hospital service service has

been informed that the steamship Amethys
left four cases of yellow fever at Havana and
sailed from there the 4th inst. for Boston. The
health authorities at Boston have been notified.
Knilrond Leant' Approved.
7.—The stockholders
of the Pennsylvania und Schuylkill Valley
Railroad Company held a special meeting today and 'formally approved the recent action
of the directors in increasing the bonded indebtedness to 84,000,000 and leasing the property to the Pennsylvania Railread Company,
A

Philadelphia, Aug.

from the treasury when they retired to the
frontier. An official dispatch published here
at 7 o’clock this evening, says; “The revolt
The insutganta have
has entirely eDded.
either been arrested in Spain or have fled into
Portugal. The troops sent to suppress the revolt have been ordered to return to Madrid.
The whole peninsula is tranquil.”
Before abandoning Badajoz the insurgents
destroyed a railroad bridge situated a good distancA f om the town, in order to retard the adTwo lieutenant
vance of the pursuing troops.
colonels and two majors were the ringleaders
of the rising.
The military and civil governors and superior officers were closely confined
from the beginning of the revolt.
A ministerial order has been gazetted, proclaiming a state of siege in Estremadura, and
appointing Gen. Blanco commander of the
forces in that proviuce. Gen. Blanco is ou his
way to Badajoz from Madrid, with a force.
Gen. Blauey, commander of the forces in
Estreman Inlestreueadnro will make a strict
inquiry into the causes of the rising at Badajoz. The papers have severely blamed the
officials of Badajoz for allowing the .insurgents
to surprise them.
The insurgents arrested the
prefect geueral commanding the troops and
four officers in their bids Sunday morning.
An editor of a Republican newspaper was one
of the leaders of the insurgents1
Before abandoning Badajoz the insurgents
destroyed a railroad bridge situated a good distance from the town, in order to ret.rd the adTwo Lieutenant
vance of pursuing troops.
Colonels and two Majors were the ringleaders
of the rising. The military and civil Governors and superior officers were closely confined
from the beginning of the revolt.

More Attachments on the Shaw Property.
Just prior to the mortgage of F. Sbaw &
Bros, of their property in Maine to 8. E. Spring
at Portland, being recorded, attachments by
wire were pnt on by Bangor parties to an
amount’ of about $30,000 on bark at Kingman,
A dispatch from
Vanceboro, and HonltoD.
Boston was received in Bangor yesterday, asking the attaches to release 100 cords of bark at
Kiogman, so that the tannery there may not
Should they not be
be obliged to suspend.
able to obtain the bark the tannery may have
to shut down, and the loss to hides in process
of tanning will be very great.
Eastern Maine Railroad.
The Eastern Maine railroad held its annual
meeting in Bangor yesterday. The old board
of officers was re-elected and the lease of the
road to the Maine Central ratified.
California .Tfiuiag ShcIm.

(By Telegraph.)

Lisbon, Aug. 7.—The leader of the revolt
The insurgents on
was a Colonel of cavalry.
Sunday placed a portrait of King Alfonso on
the balcony of the Town Hall with the idea of
provoking a demonstration against monarchy.
The portrait fell during the night.
Bodies of
troops of a 1 arpos took refuge at Elvas, Portugal, yesterday.
Lisbon, Aug. 7.—The authorities at Elvas
havo disarmed 900 insurgents and some civilian fugitives from Badajoz. They will all be

Francisco, Aug. 7.—The following are ths
dosing oliieial quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best Si Belcher.
44k
44k
ophir
Could & Curry.v. S4k
B
Hale & Norcross
Mexican.
84k
San

..

Eureka.
Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.A..
Yellow .Jacket

Savage...

NirlyFirv Persons Affected and Fifteen
Expected to Vie.
Colombia, S. C., Ang. 6.—Sixty-five petsous were seriously poisoned at Camden, S. C.,
Friday night, from eating ice cream at a
church festival.
The poison did not take
effect until early on Saturday morning, when
the entire party was attacked with violent
cramps and vomiting, followed by high fever.
So long a time had elapsed before physicians
were called in that the
antidotes administered
had little effect. One young lady died yesterday, and about fifteen others are not expected
The symptoms are those of arsenic.
to live.
A thorough investigation will be made. The
entire community is shrouded iu gloom over
the sad affair.

*-•

on

among

Sunday.

ported.

Deaths from cholera in Egypt
598 including 78 at Cairo.

ou

Monday

were

Large Crops in Iowa.
Des Moines, Ang. 7.—The wheat yield is
the largest known iu this section for years. It
was well headed, stood heavy, and was free
from rust. Some farmers near ^Norwalk, who
have Jiraelied, say that it will average 20 to 25
bushels to the acre.
One field of Winter
wheat will make 30 bushels to the acre without auy douot. The oat crop is also as good as
has ever been known. The fear which for a
long time was entertained by farmers as to
corn has gradually been dispelled.
After the
early summer rains the corn was small, and it
w .8 with difficulty that the rows could be
distinguished from the weeds. Since that time
the weeds have been cleared out, and now the
corn is much higher than a man’s head and
has began tassel ing. The stalks are large and
healthy, and many will bear two large ears.
If the weather from now to maturity is favorable it will make from 70 to 80 bushels to the
The above will apply to all parts of Iowa
acre.
norm of the Rock Island Road.
shot

by His lusnue Wife.

Baliimobe, Aug. 7.—L. L. Conrad, a well
known lawyer, was shot dead by his wife near
Flydon last night, while laboring under de-

The locomotive

Engineers

Not

Intending

Strike
Cleveland, O., Aug. 7.—P. M. Arthur,
Chief of the Brotherhood of Locemotive Engineers, deuies the statemeut that they are
ready to strike ami says they have no grievance
and will stick to t' eir postB.
to

FOREIGN.
•

_____

Trial of the Dynamite Conspirators Begun.
The Military

Rising in
pressed.

Spain

Sup-

Liverpool, Aug. 7.—The trial of O’Herliby
Featherstoue, Dearsy, Fiannigan and Daltou,
who are charged with having in their possession explosives for the destruction of buildiDgs
and lives began
today. All the prisoners

pleaded

not

guilty.

Several wituesses testified that Featherstoue
visited Glasgow and purchased a quantity of
the strongest nitric acid which lie sent to

O’Herlihy at^Cnrk.
Members

of Parliament Coming I# America.

London, Ang. 7.—Many

ment will
recess.

members of Parliago to America during the coming

The Government

Again

■ustnined.

Motions wore offered in the Hoase of Commons last evening against the policy of the
Goverouioiit in regard to the Transvaal a- d
Zululand. They were defeated however.
A Nusportod Conspirator Arrestod.
A dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph Company from Liverpool says that James McDermott was arrested there yesterday on his arrival from America, and was romanded to jail on
a charge of being engaged in a conspiracy
to
murder public officials.
Cnroy’s Nlnyer.
Capt. Phelan of Kansas City, the man supposed to be identical with O'Donnell, the slayer of James Carey, is at present sojourning at
Cork, and thus could not have committed the
murder.
The British in Egypt.
Mr. Gladstone in the House of Commons last
night, strongly reiterated that a permanent
British protectorate over Egypt waB not intended.
The French Force in the East.
A dispatcli from Hong Kotig to tho Times
says: The French uortheru squadron here
consists of two irou-clads, two corvettes and a
gunboat, mounting 85 guns and carrying 1283
The fleet in the waters of Tonquin is
men.
stronger, but the details are unknown. There
are 7000 troops In Tonquin, of whom 4000
are
stationed at Hanoi. The black flags are reinforced by Chinese. The bombardment of Hue
is being considered.
A French Duel.
Not

Paris, Aug. 7.—M. Eteune, member of the
Chamber of Deputies for Oran, fought a duel
yesterday with a journalist named Mirabeau.
Tho latter had accused the former oi corruption. Mirabeau was wounded in the arm.
The French in Tonquin.
News has been received from Namdinh,
the French have destroyed the
that
Tonquin,
dams across the canal.
The Military Rising In Spain.
Madrid, Aug. 7.—The outbreak among
Spanish troops reported from Portugal occurred iu the city of Badajoz, capital of tho province of tho same name.
The garrison of the
town, numbering 700 men, pronounced for a
the
of 1809, and Ruiz
Constitution
republic,

Zorilla lor President. The troops and the peoThe garrison disarmed the
ple fruternize.
gendarmerie uud the Customs Guards, aud ocThe disaffected
cupied the railway station.
troops also closed the gates of the fortress.
Eleven hundred persous participated iu the
proclamation of the republic, 400 civilians havIt is believed that
ing joined the soldiery.
tlie insurgents seized several thousand muskets
which had been deposited iu the fortress. The
Customs Guards refused to join the movement.
It is stated at Lisbou that Ruiz Zorilla planned
the rising.
The insurgents are now marching to the
Portuguese frontier where they will he disarmed aud interned. A few Spanish soldiers surrendered to the Governor of Elvae, Portugal,

of

the N. T. Tribune.]

King Oscar. Tou
be sure where to find Mm during
summer time in his two kingdoms.
To-day
he is perhaps in btockholm. to-morrow he is
can never

Riot

Among Railroad

Laborer*—Merea

Killed.

Matamoras, Mex.,

August 7.—Ajjterrible

inspecting a couple of military camps twenty-five miles apart and more than a hundred
miles distant from the capital. The day af*

riot occurred at Los Palmas yesterday between
American and Mexican laborers employed at
the terminus of the San Luis and Tampico
railroad. Seven men were killed, three others were fatally and ten seriously injured.
Ravage* of Yellow Fever at Vera Cruz.

Dallas, Tex., August 7.—Gloomy

ter you will hear of him from somewhere
out on the east coast, where he is inspecting
a fortress or a man-of-war, or is on a hunt-

reports

of yellow fever are being received from Vera
Cruz, Mex. All the officers and crews of three
Norwegian vessels that are in port there have
died. The epidemic raging theve at present is
the worst that has visited the place for many
years.

ing

MINOR TELEGRAM

the British troops
s
There has been a great improvement among both troops and people in
the last twelve hours, there having been oaly
30 deaths iu Cairo in that
period. There were
nine deaths in Alexandra on Sunday. All
occurred near the Mahmoudieh Canal, the
filth in which is being moved by the overflow
of the Nile. Yesterday five fresh cases were
reported in the same quarter. When all the
filth is removed it is expected that the health
of the district will improve.
The commander of the Irish troops in Egypt
telegraphs referring to the cholera Bays that
the improvement in the situation is maintained
and that no fresh eases of the disease are re-

Egypt

64k
64k
84k
24k
B44

A notable wanderer is

Twenty thousand florins which have been

from cholera

644

Personal Traits of the Swedish
Royal Family.
[Correspondence

THE CHOLERA.
Alexandbia, Aug. 7.—There were seven
deaths from cholera here yesterday.
London, Aug. 7.—There were 13 death

..a.

Northern Belle.

interned in a fortified town on the coast. It
is reported that the object of the rising was to
cover up the robbery of public money and that
a deficiency of 9000 pounds has been discoveied in the Badajoz treasury.

MEXICO.

Conrad
was
a
well
known
lawyer here, and son of the Secretary of War
under President Polk
A number of Mrs.
Conrad's relatives have been insane, aDd committed deeds of violence in consequence.

A Famous nail l

vailed.

POISONED AT A FESTIVAL.

mentia.

follows:

President, Hon. Frank Jones; Vice President, Hon. J. G. Abbott; Executive CommitMessrs.
tee,
Jones,
Fairbanks, Watrous,
Abbott and Pope; Treasurer, S. C. Blanchard;
Secretary, H. M. Cross.

Woman and D«r Chtldrsn.
the
Atlantic Citt, Ang. 7.—No one of
horrors which occasionally crop ont in the interior of New Jersey has been more wrapped
In mystery than the cremation of a woman and
her two children last Friday night at Estellville, six miles below May’s Landing, the
county seat of Atlantic county, and 18 miles
from this plate. The facts became known yesterday at the railway station at May’s Landing,
36 hours after the tragedy had occurried. It
took place in a settlement of 37 families of
•Hussian Jews, who were colonized at Estellville, a year ago by Gen. Bnrhridge. From
midnight Friday until Sunday morning the
tortures of the mother and her daughter seem
to have been hushed up among these people.
Yesterday morning a group of them appeared
at the station with a wagon, In which lay a
Both were burned almost
woman and girl.
beyond recognition, and it was ascertained
that the purpose of their compatriots was to
tike them to a Philadelphia hospital. Although none of the party would, or could
speak English, it was finally learned that on
Friday, at midnight, awful shrieks had been
heard from the small frame cabin occupied by
the wife aud childreu of Ivan M. Lotowski.
The husband had either deserted his family or
wandered away in search of work. The cabin
was found to be In flames.
When tbe neighbors reached the burning cabin tbe arms and
legs had been burned off a 8-year-old son of
tbe woman. The mother was rolling in agony
in tbe sand, and an 8-year-old daughter was so
dreadfully burned that she was unconscious.
The mother was a beautiful woman, about 28
years of age. Her long black hair was singed
over her shoulders, aud her eyes were fixed in
the wild star” of delirium.
The neighbors will give no definite details
of tlie affair. Hints are thrown out by some
of the Hebrews that the woman sacrificed herself and her family, while, again, it is said
tliut her neighbors were unfriendly to her.
After lying on the hard bench in tbe railway
station for seven hoars on Sunday morning tbe
young girl died. Tbe mother was then removed to tbe bonse of Smith Spence, where
she now lies at tbe point of death. Thus far
she has been unable or unwilling to give the
particulars of tbe burning of her home.
n

year.

8t.

Johnsbnry, Vt ; Hon. J. G. Abbott, Boston;
Hon. F. O. tTiuce, Boston; S. 0. Blanchard,
Boston; James P. Cook, Salem, Mass.; William H. Pope, Providence, R. 1.; John W.
Slater, Providence; Hon. Thomas M. Walker,
Governor of Connecticut; Hon. George H
Watrous, Prosldent Now York & New England
Railroad, and Marcus Marks, New York.
At a meeting of the directors officers were
elected

ThcllrtniT garnudlit the Bornlng of

Busk.

west

A Large Boston Wool Firm Goes

Second

a

irou

MORE FAILURES.

Suspension

Run on

New York, Aug. 7.—The Commercial says

CENTS.

shops where liquor is openly sold. (Applause.)
253 towns where not a drop of Intoxicating
liquor can be bought, doing a great work for
the country, and should be seconded by every
man of morals.
President Cheney then read a letter from
William P. Frye, in which regret at his ina*
bility to be present was expressed. Rev. R.
Dunn, D. D., followed with some remarks on
The meeting closed with the
temperance.
stuging of "My Country, ’tia of Thee," and a
band concert.

today. Authority has been re-established at
Badajoz.
The insurgents carried off 300,000 pesetas

WAS IT A SACRIFICE?

NEW YORK.

n——an———1

PRICE THREE

SSISmUSKt

1883.

the

The Kentucky Election.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 7.—Partial returns
from 33 counties do not change the estimate
given in first dispatches, nor do they furnish

Another

8

■■■ 11 n

raised at Trieste towards a permanent exhibition there willbe devoted to the sufferers by the
earthquake ou the island of Ischia.
The Treasury Department at Washington
has made a ruling that Canadian tugs cannot
tow American vessels from Canadian waters
into American waters beyond the first American port in which they make entry.
LAKE

MARANOCOOK.

|

_

The Annual Encampment of the Grand
Army.

The semi-annual encampment of the De
partment of Maine, G. A. K., and grand reunion of ex-soldiets and sailors, will be held at
Maranccook, Thursday, August 16th. Chand.
ler's military band and orchestra will furnish
the music. Tbe Sons of Veterans, Ladies’
Relief Corps,
and Massachusetts Veteran
The 3d Maine
Association will be present.
Regiment Association will hold its reunion at
Wintlirop on tbe 15tb, and be present on the
’16th. Reunions also of the 4th Maine Battery
Association, 23d, 25th and 30th Maine Regi,
ments, and Maine Association of ex-Prisoners
of War, will be held at the Lake on the 16th'
Tills will nndonbtedly be the largest gathering of veterans which will ever take place in
the State, aud the committee hope that all exsoldiers will make a special effort to be present.
Invitations have been extended to Robert B.

Heath, Commander-in-Chiel of tbe G. A. B.
and Staff, Department Commanders of Massa.
chnset ts, Vermont and New Hampshire, and
their staffs. Also Gov. Robie and staff, and
many other distinguished gnests, are expected
to be present.
Senator Frye will be present
and deliver an address.
Arrangements have been made to furnish
baked beans, brown broad, pickles and coffee
at the low price of 25 cents. Also refreshments
at the dining hall at reasonable rates. Rates
of passage, one fare.
There will be dancing in tbe pavilion to
Chandler’s orchestra.
Tbe boat races will be called at 1 p. m., in
the following order:
Amateur single sculls—(Seniors) two prizes,
value $25.
Juniors—3 prizes, value $20. (Five to enter
aud 3 to start in each race.)
Distance, one

mile and return.
Whitehall boats, confined to the members of
the G. A. R., three prizes—1st, 312; 2d, $8:
3d, $5; distance, three-qnarters of a mile and
If less than four enter, but two prizes
return.
will be given.
Canoe race—First prize, S12; 2d, $8; 3d, 85;
distance, three-quarters of a mile and return.
Pnnt race (blindfolded), three prizes—1st, 32;

2d, 8150; 3d, 81.
The following other prizes will be given:
Saek race—1st prize, $2 50; 2d, 81.50; 3d, 81.
Potato race—1st prize, 82.50; 2d, $1.50; 3d,
81.
Anger Brigade—1st prize, 83; 2d, 82,
Ladies’ archery—Prize, au elegaut napkin
ring for best shot made dnring the day.

Foot ball, swvDgs, etc., etc.
3. J. Gallagher, Augusta, is chairman, and
C. W. Bean, Portland, secretary, of the committee of arrangements.
Reunion of Veteran* at Farmington.
The arrangements for tbe reuuion of the
Maine Veteran Association of Massachusetts at

Farmington, are nearly completed.
Very
nearly 8800 has been raised to meet the expen
ses, aud mnch else has been done in the way
of provisions and lodging. The arrangements,
so far as completed, are to have a largo Yale
tent, 50 x 150 feet, erected for tho collation;
twenty-five smaller tents for lodging, and two
These will ail be
halls for other purposes.
decorated by Boston parties.
Camp-fires will
be run both nights, and the people wilt do all
in their power to make the occasion on enjoyable one. Tuesday evening, August 14, tbe as
sociatlou will arrive. They will be met at the
station by the Farmington band aud John F.
Appleton Post G. A- It., which do escort dnty
Meamwhile a salute
to general headquarters.
In the evening
will be tired and bells rung.
there will be a camp-fire, addresses and the
like. Wednesday morning there will be a business meeting of the association, a parade, a
collation aud addresses and concert on the
common, fireworks in the evening and a prom,
enade concert and ball.
New England Day at Old Orchard.
Monday was New England Day at Ocean
Park. A large immber of people attended the
morning services when Kev. R. Dunn, D. D.,
lectured. Id the afternoon the temple, holding 2000, was crowded Gov. Robie was re
ceived with great applause, and began his
remarks by referring to prohibition as one of
Maiue’s saving features.
He spoke of the
euergy and enterprise of the people of Maine,
its commerce, its schools and colleges as ornaments to education.
It was not safe to make
light of little things in the temperance cause!
every man in the boat should work as 11 he had
the stroke oar. Much is due to the ministers
and atauehes of New England; they have
stood
the country and all its enterprises,
and have aided the prohibition law. Men
elected to enforce the law should be made to
enforce it. The question of “How” from the

audience remained unanswered.

Many good

were said cf Maine and her sons.
Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr., was introduced.
He compared Now England with other countries. Nowhere do we find suoh grand men as
in New England. They are the leading men

things

all over the continent. They have sound comThe
mon sense and big intellects for a basis.
kernel of the New England idea is elevation of
the
first
individual maDhood.
is
Religion
principle; temperance second. He spoke of
the prohibitory law as being au eduoator, and
stated that he could give facts to prove it. It
had been said by enemies that the law made
secret drunkards.
Is is not better to have a
few drunk secret than in
public? Is not their
influence
for
evil
in
the
community
lessened? It is better to drink behind the
door than in public where tlio example injures
weak minds; Thousands are entirely cured of
the habit by the probibitcry law.
Out of 001
cities, towns and plantations there are only 10

1

or

fishing expedition.

A

couple of days

afterward he is miles away, opening an agricultural fair or something In that line, running away after a splendid and costly public
dinner there by special train to Christiana
or to the mountains of Dovre, in Norway,
for hunting reindeer. I don’t believe there
is a leigning monarch in Christendom that
personally is so well acquainted with everything and everybodyin his kingdoms as the
present King of Sweden and Norway, and in
ibis respect his subjects are indebted to his
incessant travels and marvellous memory.
To be King of Sweden, with its 4,650,000
inhabitants, and of Norway, with its 1,900,000
is, from the point of salary, a very nice business, as the civil lists from both countries
give an income of about $380,000. The royal
folk ought to be satisfied, but they aren’t, as
the Norwegian Government recently made
repeated demands upon the “Stor-Thing” to
donate about $10,000 more yearly to the
Crown Prince. The “Stor-Thing” or Norwegian Parliament, has just as many times
rejected the proposition, whereby it seems
that the sturdy people on the west side of
the mountains think that they pay their royalty well enough. Add to the above that
the royal family, has besides the royal castle
at Stockholm, with its 600 rooms, the use of
yet another spacious palace iu the capital for
the oldest of the heirs-at-law to the throne,
not being the Crown Prince or his son, and
in the vicinity of Stockholm the country
places of Roseudal, Haga Ulriksdal, Drottningholm, Rosersberg, Svartsjo and Stromsho!m;in the southern provinces those of
Herrevad’s Abbey and Beckaskog, together
with Sophiero, the King’s private property,
and in Norway, besides the royal castle at
Christiaua, another smaller palace in the
same town and the country palaces of Oskarsball, and it must be admitted that a
family of ten members is uncommonly well
housed, be the family yet a royal one. Of
the Swedish naturalized branch of the Bernadotte family at present the King, the
Queen and their thr83 younger sons are living at the summer palace, Roseudal, about
two miles from Stockholm;
the Crown
Prince, with wife and baby boy, are trying
the qualities of some medical springs in Germany, and the Princess Eugenie, the King’s
sister, with the Duchess-Dowager of DaleKariien, are sojourning in the island of Gotland, in the Baltic.
Corresponding with the remarkable runof the King is his
ning-about propensities
habit of early rising when at home. At about
6 o’clock in the morning be is on horseback,
and, accompanied by bis adjutants, he takes
a trot around the deer park or to the drill
place of his life guards, returning to Rosendal at about 8. The Princes Chaiies and Eugene, the thiid and fourth of his sons, are
then oS to their garrison duties, and about
9, when the pretty but sickly Queen is arisen, he in her company takes breakfast, after
which he very diligently scrutinizes the
The Baity Journal or Dag;
newspapers,
his favorite
it
is
bladt being,
said,
among he Swedish. He read bis mail and
confers either with |the secretaries of the
State departments or with the offieers of his
Court up to 1 o’clock, when a luncheon is
partaken of by the whole family. In the
afternoon everybody doss as he likes, the
King generally spending his time upon literary pursuits, as he does a couple of hours in
the morning before he takes his trip on
horseback. At 6 o’clock dinner is served,
to which generally several higher civil and
military officers are invited by royal order.”
At 10 they partake ofa light supper, and for
about an hour the members of the royal
family proper are privately together discussing the events of theday, family matters,
etc. At about 10 a. in. the Queen, the
weather permitting, takes an airing in a carriage with four horses and attended by one
or two of her ladies of honor in the deer
park, the servants generally dressed In the
half-dress of the Court livery, the life groom
however, with an ostrich feather about three
feet high in his cap. Whatever her simplicity of manners, so much spoken of, may be,
the Queen will not permit an iota of the
royal honors due her to be omitted when
out of the castle.

Notes About Notable People
Mrs. M. M.

public

Munger

is

of

superintendent

schools in Nebraska.

Whitney has made a model fo
Theodore Parker. Tne figure 1

Miss Aune
a

statue of

in a silting position.
Dr. Henry Nachtel,

who organized the
night medical service of New York, has
agreed to undertake tire reorganization of
The New York Herald suggests Capt. G.

V. Fox as the mau to edit the papers of the
Blair family.
Agnes Booth says that actors and actress'
es are peculiarly sensitive to what is said
about them iu the newspapers. As for herself, the longer she plays the more sensitive
she grows.

Gladstone, Talbot and Yilliers
only three members of the British

are

the

House

o*

Commons who were there when Victoria ascended the throne.
A portrait of Henry irviug, on which J.
E. Millais is now engaged, will soon be added to the collection of the Garrick Club iu
Loudon.
Moncure D. Conway has reached New
York on his tour around the world. He will
visit Virginia friends, and then goes to California, Australia, Ceylon, Iudia and Egypt.
He will lecture and take notes along the
way.

Mr. Joseph Miimore of Boston, will take
up and finish the uncompleted works of his
brother Martin, beginning with tbe statue
of Daniel Webster for the city of Concord,
N.H.
Miss White, the sister of a Kentucky
member of Congress, who has been employed iu the office of the supervising architect of the Treasury, has resigued her situatiou to go abroad.aud pursue her architectural studies.
Captaiu Gronbeck, who la at the head of
M. Sibiriakoff’s enterprises in Siberia, is

only twenty-five years old. He was a member of Baron
Nordenakjold’s expedition
along Ihe Arctic coast, and took part in tho

search for the bodies of Commander De

Long

and his crew.
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such business than the Mayor and his
mittee.

WEDNESDAT MORNING, AUG. 8.

Of all absurd -senses for

inexcusable
put forth in
some quarters for the discharge of Mr. T. E.
Ha/ell from the position of music teacher in
the public schools, namely that ho had engaged in the singing exercises at political
meetings, deserves to be decorated with the
blue ribbon. It was not necessary for Mr
Hazell to deny such a charge, but he has
done so iu the sufiiclent and sensible terms
action that which has

We do not read

anonymous letters and communiXlie name and address of the writer are in

eations.

all

Indispensable, not necessarily for publica-

cases

tion but

as a

good faith.

guarantee of

We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

or

preserve

com-

————__________

An Unnecessary Veto.
On Monday evening both branches of the
City Council passed an order appropriating
$300 from the contingent fund to he expended in

freeing

the trees in the

bare never attended a political caucus In my
nor been identified lu any way with campaign
work of any description. Iu casting my vote, how
ever, I consider I have only exercised a part of my
I

life,

streets

right of franchise, for I can see no excuse for hav
lug any political work done iu which a teaehor or
any other honorable and Intelligent man might not
with propriety engage

but it was amended so as to have the mouey
taken from the contingent fund.
When
the order came before the Mayor for approval, instead of approving it he vetoed it for
the reason that the contingent fund ought
not to be drawn upon until the appropria-

T. E. Hazell.
The Boston Advertiser which has been dis-

tinguished among

papers by the careful exclusion from its columns of reports

executions, prize fights, slugging matches, and scandalous trials, and which on the
morning after the great Sullivan benefit in
Boston did not mention the affair, contained
yesterday a full report of the Sulltvan-Slade
slugging match in New York. “How art
thou fallen from heaven, Lucifer, son of the
morning!'’

public grounds is exwas accomplished in

such a manner that the reporters and some
of the members of the hoard of Aldermen
did not know he had killed the order by
his

peremptory

act.

The Mayor’s views of the purposes and
uses of a contingent fund are
peculiar. This

appropriation
priation to he

is not simply an extra
approdrawn upon when other appropriations are exhausted, hut it is made
and iu'ended to cover just such cases as
this where an unforseen exigency calls for
an

expenditure

not

contemplated

annual estimates were made.

when

Ashes of Koses.
BY UBS. OEO. A.

the

requisite for protection from the suddenly developed pest of this season from the
contingent fund is entirely proper. It is
well enough to be careful about wasting this
fund, but evciy tax-payer who takes pride iu
the leafy beauty of Portland would sanction
the action proposed. The Mayor's scruples
are technical, rather than substantial. If the
money had been taken from the appropria.
tion for cemeteries and public grounds, it is
probable that appropriation would prove desum

No

turned like

“That”
expanse of {'littering sand In whose
midst lay a battered tin pan and a spoon.
Her words were echoed an hour later by a
woman with tired heart and brain, looking
away from the “Oxford House” over the
cooi green fields of the Saco vailey, with
their great villages of while-capped haycocks.
The fields are many-tinted in their greens,
patched here and there with brown, relieved
by beautiful elms aud willows, cut into a
crazed sort of geometrical problem by fences
and the crooked, shining Saco, flaunting great yellow daisies and lilies aud fringed
white with meadow-rue. Men are hurrying

mon-

The next meeting of the City Council does

September,

to toss the uncovered

when It will be

over.

to

vales fit into its

place. Haycocks, oxeu and
extremely picturesque aud so
far away against their green background
that one thinks nothing of the worry and
flurry of the men, and till he looks at the
loads

to

uurseries

help

of

particular public

service.

The Crash at St Albans.
The failure of Bradley Barlow and of the
financial institutions he

perhaps

as

Vermont

as

drags

d. wn

with

much excitement, aud
much suffering, in Northern

him will cause

as

the failure of Shaw and Brothers will cause in parts of Maine.
He was

the

most

enterprising capitalist

tion of the State and

a

man

of that

whose

sec"

energy

institution,

and

finding

ure

before he undertook to

and which was a

the

fail-

it, runs
through sparsely
region in which
it has been unable to build up a paying business. The National Bank which loaned
$300,000 to this corporation violated the law
which forbids loans to one party in excess
of ten per cent, of the bank’s capital. The
law will hold him personally responsible for
all losses on this account. His career has
been active, and in a sense brilliant; but it
ends in ruin not free from disgrace.
We
shall doubtless hear that scores of farmers
and small business men whose capital was
invested in the St. Albans institutions con
trolled by Barlow have been financially
wrecked by him.
Such a disaster paralyzes
the prosperity of

a

whole

save

mountains and sand-

as

well be in Boston.

However, if

with

pine-

needles, fragrant with ferns, aud given over
mosquitoes. You may come back laden
with scarlet and white and gold—bunchberries, clematis and golden-rod, and if you

cer’s

watched for hours In my homesickneis so
many years ago—the selfsame mountains
that met my tearful gaze when I rose from
the ground and retired, vanquished aud oppressed, from the woman’s rights argument

picnicked aud frolicked—the only
thing, save the forlorn old guide-board, unchanged by the long years.
Kearsarge gathers up the last golden sunaud wears
them
like a
rays,
I forget that these blue bright

crown.

and

ranges

and

to watch the mountains with me.
gold light them up till

into youth again; to-night, for
moment,
Once

once a day; where
the meat-man and the fish-man drove from
door to door, aud everybody did marketing

forgeries-

city officials concerned
with him in the business, but they were got

There were several

off by the lawyers. Ferguson confessed and
great efforts were made to save him from
the disgrace of going to jail. The Governor
has held out about a year, but now he pardons him not only for his confessed crime
but for “any crimes for which he now
stands indicted.”
Another of this batch was a policeman
who obtained money from the State on
fraudulent claims. The last was Grove
Kennedy, a precious scoundrel who has
murdered several men, one of them being
his uncle who was acting as guardian of his
children. He is said to be sweet tempered
when ho is not in liquor and nobody preIt must not be
sumes to oppose his wishes.
supposed that the Governor of Kentucky
turned these convicts loose in honor of the
opening of the great exhibition of Southern
resources and industries at
Louisville, as
sovereigns sometimes empty prisons to celebrate a great occasion. This
proceeding is
only in accordance with Governor Blackburn’s habit. Me dislikes to have any good
Democrats deprived of their liberty, and
these men are no worse than many others
he has released from irksome confinement.

speedily

cure

lTEHING HUMORS,
Baker’s, Barber’s, Grocer’s, and Washerwoman’s
Itch, Itching Piles and Delicate Itching Humors,
peculiar to both sexes, which are particularly distressing at this season, are instantly relieved and
speedily and permanently cured by the above treatment. Now is the time, when the pores are open
and the perspiration abundant, to cleanse the blood
oi impurities, and the skin of torturing and disfiguring humors.
THOUSANDS OF LETTERS
In our possession repeat this story: I have been a
terrible suflbrer for
years with blood and Skin Huto shun public places by
mors; have b6en
reason of my disfiguring humors; have had the best
physicians; have spent hundreds of dollars and got
no relict until I used the Cutictra
Remedies,
which have cured me, and left my skin and blood as
pure as a child’s.

The brief discussion in the Common
Council Monday night over the additional

appropriation asked for on account of repairs of the Chestnut street school house is
far as it goes. It did not reilluminating
veal what the job will cost—no man knowB
as

that—but it showed very clearly that the
work was undertaken in a way which is
likely to prove extravagant. The acknowledgment that unexpected expenses have
been necessarily incurred in the progress of
inconsidthe work shows that it was
ately begun. The builders who figured on
the job appear to have known more about

REMEDIES

greatest medicines on earth.
J. W, Adams, Newark, O.
The half has not been told as to their curative
C. A. Williams, Providence.
powers.
They core in every case.
H. W. Brockway, M. D.. Franklin, N. H.
My friends know how I suffered from Salt Rheum
until cured by them.
Mbs. A. R. Bbow.n, Malden.
Cured me of Scrofulous Humor of thirteen years’
duration. J. E. Richardson, C H.. New Orleans

Are the

Cdticura Remedies at all Druggists.
PriceCdticdra, 60 cents; Resolvent, $1; Soap, 26 cts
Potter Drug and ( hrmical Co., Beaton.

was

once

taught here.”

“Dauiel

Webster

Ethe

lias removed to the corner of Preble and ICeune*
bee street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester
au4dtf

Depot._

REfVIOVAL,

DR. M. CL PINGREE
Offlco hours from 8 to Da.
m

STREET.
m., 1 to 5, and 7 to
augUdltr

8

Briggi,

or

—

executed.

Jul2dtf

IS PERFECTION/

Public

Benefactress.

Mrs. S.

A. Allen has justly earned this title,
and thousands are this day rejoicing
over a fine head of hair produced
by
her uncqualed preparation for restor-

ing, invigorating, and beautifying the
Hair.
Her World’s Hair Restorer
quickly cleanses the scalp, removing
Dandruff, and arrests the fall; the
hair, if gray, is changed to its natural

Ronds.

And other
desirable
JWENT SECEKITIES.

Roods, Laces,
Fancy Roods, Rloves,
Hosiery, Trimmings,
Buttons, Bomestics, Flannels,
Ladies’ Ready IVIade Rarinents,
Suits, Shawls,
Cotton Underwear,
Infants’ Brcsses, Ac., &c.

fans

a* T Blip I,»:

STB BET.

oodtf

acstiFa aaylor,

Fresco Painters,
11 KKBE
STREET,

NO.

FOBTLAIVD, ME.
C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decoraied
in a tlrat-class manner, p" 1 at short notice. RepairmySOeodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

OF THE WORLD.
tho aaoefc

table,
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tainly
who

an

advantage to
in danger of

492 & 494
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MEATS,

Bfenatnro

ia

on

bottle of GGNmfB

Special Sale
i

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.
Sold and used tbrougrhodt the world

JOHN DUNCAN’S
THE

SONS,
UNITED STATES.
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MANUFACTURES

S(J.,

(DAILY)

Tablets,
Fine Ghocolate;Orops

B

A

ASH

class

First-

Confectionery.

my30

dtf

MiilAiAii

W.

liiidies’

A8IATIO CHOLERA
OHOLERA DI8EASE3

j

ed

severely

morbus.
We administered Pain Killer, and saved him."
with ehelera

Turd wide Piinted Hies* Cambrics
(i 1-4 cts. A1 oa large and choice assortment of New l>'ress Goods, Laces,
Hosiery, Button*, Notions Ac. 'Jot very
low prices,

J. W. Simonds, Brattleboro, Vt., says :

1.25

“
“

“

“

“

“

1.37
1.50
1.02
1.88
2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00

“

“

“

“

*•

“

“

“

“

«

“

all in fine French Lisle and will be
lovers of line Hosiery.

fail."

ALL THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.
WILI.IAM READ (M. D., llarv »rd, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M. 1>„ H&l.ard, 1870), 41

Mlr.'rl, Boaion. give «|meml attention
to the treatment of PIMT l) I. A, PI I. KM H U
A 1.1. DIMKAMKN OP Til K ItKITITI,
without detention from buslneee. Abundant refer
enoea given.
Pamphleta aent on nppllcetitm.
Bun
Houre—IB to 4 o'olook

Ogoe

P.M.(«r«jpt

Congress

street.
eortU

“
“
“

ing.

25
Steamers will run to accommodate.
Round Trip on the Forest City Line, Custom
Wharf, and admission to the Seances.

“

CITY

1.50
2.00

“

appreciated by

dtd

augS

STILL THEY COME.

As

a

MONDAY, AUGUST 6€h.
The Great Triple Combination,

30

*r»ble

A1»

STAR

•

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the

as

saltr of

over

section of

A public

SO vears duration in every

onr

country of Udolpho Wolfe'S

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

-ale uneqnaled

a

any other alcoholic distillation hav

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

to

all

was

1.The Boston Ideal Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
No. 2.Mile. Carlotta Laver nits.

No.

FAitLOii niu:us.
No. 3....Sand’s Comic Amusement*.
Professor Don Joan Bells’ Trained AniNo. 4
.mala and Magic Drill.
—
•.

New Outside Attractions.
Rope Asc#»sion, Miss Belle Laiscell, Breat
for
Life
and
Trapeze YolLeap
an'is, Mile. Carlotta Lavcruie and Professor
Francis.
tickets of the Forest City Steamboat
House Wharf, 25 cents pays tho
trip and admission to Pavilion, Circus. MinTom’s
Uncle
Cabin, Rope Ascension, Leap
strels,
for Life andTire Works.
Custom House Wharf.
auaO
dtf
Get your

Cotppany, Custom
round

EODCATIOItAL.

English and Classical School.
*

485 1-2 Congress Street.

MONDAY, SEPT.

For sale by all Druggist

aud Grocers.

drawn into the

wear

then

put

off
on

on

the

dtf

I
M.
v

.....

Students will he admitted

1st,

plastic rubber,

senmlrsn,

so

that

1 he outside

they

case

that it cannot open,

MISS SARGEJfT’S SCHOOL
KINDERGARTEN
—WILL BE-

OPENED SEI'TTEHBEK 19.

(fcE

-FOB PARTICULAR®

rooms at
or can

|_>ELOW

NEW YORK-

is

dly

nitil eietsnni

and

COVERS,

asloiiislilnsii'

low

iirireN

m

PIANO and ORGAN

in Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland, State of Maine. July 31, A. D. 1883.
In case of JAMES
Debtor.

ALEXANDER, Insolvent

give notico

the thirty first
THIS
day'of Julv, A. I). 1883,a Warrant in lnsolven
issued
C.
**f the"
is

to

by

Retry

that

Court of lusolvoucy for said
against the estate of said

on

Peabody, Judge
County or Cumberland*

JAMES C. ALEXANDER, of Gorham,
d judged to be an Insolvont debtor, on petition oi
aid Debtor which petition was tiled on the tl*irt\flrst day of Julv A. D. 1883, to which date interest on claims is to bo computed.
That the payment of any debts to oi by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by

application.

CO.,

him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor, to
prove their debts and choose oue or more assignees
of his estate, will be he'd at a Court of
Insolvency
tobjholdeuat Piobate Court Room in said Portland.on the thirteenth day of August, A. D. 1883, at
teu o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. It. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court oi Infor
said
of
Cumberland.
solvency
County
augl &8

1n26tsep G
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Pepsin

strengthens

the system
and acts like
a charm on the digestive organs.

Ulock, WETLAND.

WILL VOU CALL

(No.J!J.)
iltf

Empire Grove Campmeeting Grounds.
UK boarding bouse and stable upon said grounds
are uow open and will entertain company until
the end ot the Campmeetlng which commences Au20th and oloses the 27th.
Prioe ot board
week. Bjr order ot Dlrootors-I. 8TIMP-

IHli

stipiUie-ii-

together
according
times again cured
and. second stages,

to
consumption
i'h usunds ot
Write lor
testimonials of ‘*s wonderful cures.
and c .culars—Sent FreeF. We A. liEKGKNGKKN, M. T*

Wjst’s N kuvk and B;iai\ TukatAIK:»
guaranteed spec fie ftji Hysteria, D'uiiueCon
ans, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused t.y tie use of ala hoi
or tobacco, Wakefulness. Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
ening
to mi cry, decay and death, Premature Old
Agcj
acy, Weakness in either sex, Iuvcluntary
Lo ’3 and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exe ■- •on
of the b'lin, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
E. C.

oaiJssdlirAwlw

Proprietor-

I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blotd Puri tier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Maas.

box contains one month's treatment. $l.ab>x
6 boxesfor $5.00; sentby mail prepaid on rece ; t *
A cguarantee 6boxestocuteanyca.se. With
each oruer received for 6 boxes accompanied with $o.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the mor-v if the treatment docs notched
a cure. J. C. WBST & Co., Proprietors, issue guarantees through II. II. HAY & CO.,
Druggists, only
agents. Portland,Me. Junction Middle and Free Sts*

CTA lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female oonipl&ints, nervousness and dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured
mo.

mwedimh it eine in km.
For Sale by ail Druggists, eod&wly

T.

C.

EVANS’

Agency and
Warehouse,

Printers’

H NTO»
IO« WASHINftTON »«.,
Dealer In Wood »nd Metal Type, and all kirn' of
Printers’ Materials. Adrertliement, Inserted In ah
paper In the United Btatee or Canada* at pablilbere'
owett prices lead tor ettlmate*.

Children,

St. Catharine’s

Hall.

APUiSTA, ME.
Diocesan School for Girls, under tho direction!
the Bishop of Maine.
MADAME MON DAN,

oi

Principal.

Assisted by seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. S. Frothingham,
Matron.
Th’s school affords thorough instruction In all departments, with full college course in Latiu and
Greek.
Modern Languages and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Special
advantages for the study of Music and Art.
TERMS: ^250 a year. Sixteenth school year

opens Neptcmber ii*»©

MISS MORGANS

$??SJ*E££

Begins tenth year, September 26. PORTSMOUTH,
Jlyl2eod3m

N.H.

Instruction in
given

to

nglish

i

private pupils by

J. W.

and Class-

Studies

ical

the

snbscriber

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
fan24

dtf

Courses of Instruction—Common English, one
Higher English, including Business Course,
three years; College Preparato y, Ladies* CollegiScientific,
each four yea^s.
ate,
Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
First
(Fail) Term (1888) begins TUESDAY,
prices.
SEPT. 4tli; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.
Address

augl-dtsep3

J. P. WESTON, President,
Westbrook Seminary, Dcering, Mi

$200 A YEAR
CAN

BE

III the LIVING

SAVED
EXPENSES of

the Family
by

the k,o of Rex Magxts, The HumisUn Food
Preservative. It preserve* Meat, Fish, Milk, Cre-ta,
Eggs an.1 all kind* of Animal Food iresh and sweat
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This van
be proved by the testimonial* of hundreds who have
tried it You can wove it for yourself for 511 vena.
You will iind that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.

NO SOURED MILK.
NO SPOILED MEAT.
NO STALE ERGS.
It will keep them fresh an 1 sweet for many
daya
and does nor impart! he slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless
as
salt and costs only a fraction ot a cent to a pound it
meat, tish, hotter or cheese or to a qu rt of milk.

This is no humbug; it ts endorsed bv
ue meu as
Prof Sum’l W. Johnson of ale College. Sold
by
druggists and grocer*. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express ris wo prefer)on receipt of priee.

Maine o ur exi t
s
inee. Viaudine brand for meat:
Ocean Wave for tisli aud sex food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, COc per ib. each.
Fearl tor cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqua Vitro for thud extracts
§1 per ib. each.

The Humlstoii Food

Preserviug Co.,

7‘i KILBY STREET, BOSTON, HAMS,
For sale by s. 8, Sleeper !h Co. Cobb. Bates &
Yerxv Gilman Brothers. I. Bartlett Patten a Co.,
Geo. C. Go. dftin & Co- IVare & II --tings itm* carter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & potter, Boston,

JySO-dhwlm

Mass.

Makes beautiful

TUUINf
I VUIIlLi

Lambrequins, Sofa

PSnPWnT Pillow and

Ottoman

“flOME8TIG” SEWING MACHINE CO.

\\ hen taken
have times and
in the first

Adyertislng*

ami

tion Books and nil material for
tins new fancy work at the Ware*
rooms of the

Cures Coa

SWEDISH REMEDIES,
direction",

cul6

Lacies

bnUbnC! Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Shoot
and PillowShams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Ijintrne-

pamphlets

Samuel Thurston

Suli.iju^nr
t
AuguJt'i,

C.

Swedish

lies the blood

Lynn, Mass.

novl4

the shore

Lunge.

Hie

H Free St.

on

al! dis
cf tlu

PIANO
at

Portland

rubber baggage roll,
contaiuiDC clethiug etc., marked Tbeo. .a. Tuttle.
The finder will please leave it at Swett’s Express
Office, 35 Exchange St., Portland.
aug»5d3t*
a

Swedish
Lthi.c:
Balsam

a^nrlniAiil

FOUND.

Lost.
Freeport
black
BETWEEN
road, Friday,

!
A-.Inrgt*

dtf

LOST AND

Bevonwhire Si., Ronton,
57 Bends Mt., New York.

Hidden,

Office where all the largo
are located, in dry

is

ntc.

17.‘l Ar 175

Post

oot2

cv'was

REVERE RUBBER
FxeiorieH nt
mar2Geod3m

the

goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
ami airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated bv
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 54
Brackett St. where the keys may;be found.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

STREET,

suitable for

JL> Wholesale Jobbing Houses

1'ry Our Giant licit.

18 BEAVER

Island,

Diamond

To LET
Store Nos. 117 &119 Middle St.

many belts made in the old way will, after bein
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
speed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Beit as being in the end the cheapest belt
they cau buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than bolting made in the ordinary
way. We believe t ,,rill wear more than double the
length of time. For ueavy main belts yon will find
it superior to anything made. It Is also superior for
ttnolcMN Beltx, as we stitch the splice in such

on

-FOR-

Youii"

year;

LET.

be arranged in tenements of
Inquire on the premises,
augld2w

as

Samples and quotations furnished

MRS. THROQFS
ENGLISH AMD FRENI H SCHOOL,

rooms

can-

as

ADDRESS-

Westbrook Seminary anti Female College

boarders,
FIFTEEN
five
each.

of Rubber

way that it enunot nepiii

joint standing
streets, to whom

laying

and othpetition ofoutD.ofR.aWallacestreet
for the
or

augGdta

Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as Motioned together, that the holt cannot separate
the

August
jy26d&w4w

1883.

Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
whioh date inquiries may be made of the Principal,
eod2an
jlyi*

To Lei.

cover

and after

on

JAMES CONNELLAN,

ajhfho use Belting.

outside.

3.

admitted at any time. For further information address mil’s it.v »it\i:t
A.n.,
atreodSw
Uerring, Hume.

Dredging.

for

ADVERTISEMENTS.

relerred the

praying
Long

oThis Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, t is (Hitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
not

30

-

Will re-©pea SEPTEMBER 44th, ISS3.
For circulars, address MRS. THROOP, Nd.H
High st. Portland, Me.
jyileod till octl'

ers,
public
mying
Island, wiil meet at said island, at the
way on
head of Ponce’s Wharf, so
called, on TUESDAY, the fourteenth day of August, A. D. 1883, at
12 o’clock noon, then anti there to hear all persons
interested in said street or way, and will thereafter
determine whether public convenience and necesitics require that said street should be constructed,
and if they shall so adjudge, will lay out such street
and fix the damages as required by law.
J. W. D KERIN G. Mayor, 1
ROBERT M. GOULD,
Committee
JOHN C. TUKESBURY,
on
AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
Laying out
FRANKLIN SIMONDS,
New Streets.

Just patented a new article in Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

are so

JRTISTS

City of Portland.

giant:belting.

general beverage and necessary

vegetable decomposition

Important

J

Forest City

DUPU3

that the
|A| OTICE is hereby given out
lv committee on
new

RUBBER

Wo have

cents

House

aug2

Rfl AS

United States ExGinis Office,
State Street, Boston, Mass., Aug. 2, 1883.

TO

11

L01MNG, SHORT & HARM.
CH|tm •l.,*PP
Home.
Mi

1.25
1.50
1.50

“

and lluu

148 Spring Street.
eodtf

fice for specifications, instructions to bidders, and
the requisite blanks, and such further information
as may be desired concerning the same.
CHAS. W. RAYMOND, Major of Engineers.
dot
augG

BELTING.

Ware rooms ol'

Portland and Vicinity—illustrated.
Mount Desert—with Photographs.
W hite Mou .tain Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehead Lake GuideIllustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’s Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New England.
Map of Portland.
Map of Mt. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.
Mupof White Mountains.
Also mi excellent assortment of summer tea

and

cubic yards in Boston Harbor, Mass. Persons desiring to make proposals for this work are requested to apply to the undersigned at this of-

.75
.75
.75
1.00
1.00

and Groon.

S.

SCHNAPPS.

GUIDE BOOKS.

**

In
cases of cholera morbus and sudden attacks
of summer complaints, 1 have never found it
to

J. M. DYER & CO..
511

CO.,

Cor.

C0NGKE3S &

EXC3AKQB

STS.

It stands at the head- “NftH rn-f g
The Light Running-

nn

UUlYl LO ! ! t

LADIES, use the ‘‘DOMESTIC’*
PAPER PATTERNS.
Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
ju8
r';
n-

^

A A*

S. K. NILES,

Advertising Agent,

j

‘J5« WAMII «T«A ST.,
HOMTOA
Contract" for AdTortUunjnte In Now'pspor, in a
BuIh Mid towns of t)»* Unit'd idi'tcs sad tbt
•flttoh ProTioMi.

>

•HtUtlOUMe

Pupils

SEALED

I

m»yl

eod6m

PROPOSALS, in triplicate, addressed
to the undersigned, will be received at this office until 12 o’clock, noon, on Wednesday, the 22nd
day of August, 1883, for dredging about 52,000

.54

“

“

Sdtiotlaiii Ammatic

Hemstitched
Handker12 1 -2 Cts , worth 25 els.

of BOWEL DISORDER.

Captain Ira B. Fess, of Goldsboreugh,
Maine, 8Q\w : " Ona of my sailors was attack-

SUNDAY, AUG. 12
Will give their Spiritual Teat

Fall term will begin

i secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank of
New York. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will be WA FE and profitable,
send for circular giving full information.
6meod
apr21

TO

$2.50

The Great Remedy for every kind

Banker., Chicago.

Propound

3-1 Damask >Vnpkiiis,$l.'>5,worth

I had left behind me a

or

MIDDLESEX BANKING
iiffli town! COMPASY Connecticut,
Conneciicul.
Incorporated

No. 8G

“

$2. iO.

YIELD TO THE INFLUENCE OF

buy

under the laws of
sublft-t to the inspection of the

“

A.

chiefs,
Wlilte quilts $1.00, worth $1,25.
White quilts, fringed, 88 cents,
worth $1.00.
5-8 Duninsk !\npkins,$ 1.75,wortli

CHOLF.RA INFANTUM

to

mission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, .allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Kxcbange, N. Y. Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches ) 953 Broaiway, cor. 23d St.
connected by S Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private
34G Broadway cor. Leonard St.
eodtf
jly23

begin at

“

WOLFE’S

ILadies^Colored Border Handkerchiefs, 10 cents.

OHOLERA MORBUS

are

.S3
1.00

“

Between Oalt

jy30

by

GI V*J Him A CALL !

Cholera!

goods

FBOJI

“

11

Schnapps,

—

Orem Variety of Other

large ciciea and

if you wah

HENRY CLEWS &

all the New Shades and Sizes.

Hosiery in

KEDUCED

other alcoholic preparation.

Lime Juice

That is the
expression of many who have had
their gray hair restored to its natural
color, and their bald spot covered
with hair, after using one bottle of
Mks. S. A. Allen’s World’s Hair
Restorer. It is not a dye.

W

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Caramels,

—

am

wires)

St.

Congress

corrective of water rendered impure by

—

13 MARKET

“Ono Bottle did it.”

ALL

AT

to bondr* cf

T: rile

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on com-

FRANK GOUDpil Congress St.

eodlf

—

§

These

of fine Lisle

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
O
lO

“

dlawWly

ju22

B

giveu

rn&rS

THIS WEEK

every

And will give their Seano ■ Afternoon and Eroning.

and
Ntnte,
Municipal
bought nud Hold,
Mprcial

PROPOSALS.

C. O. HUDSON

beThis is
coming bald.”
the testimony of all who
use
Mrs. S. A. Allen s
World's Hair Restorer.
was

attention

GAME, fts

most
wholesome
sauce thatismade.”

_

me,

School iioctN

GOODS SOLD FOR CASH OIL

hot * caui

well as the

eodtf

BONDS.

EASTMAN BROSi BANCROFT 6 GUARANTEED

FISH,

teemed In India,
and is In my opinion, the most pala-

Have secured the

MAMMOTH PAVILUON AT EAR'S ISLAND

Gorerumeut,

PER CENT.

GUAVIEB,

1851.
•Toll LEA A PERRINS that their
Bauee 13 highly es-

NEI.IR AKU GEORGE,

STATE B lMKCOnifllSSIOlVERS.

soup*,

May,

Exchange

Jy31

■

515 CONGRESS ST.

COMPLIMENTARY. “My
hair is now restored to its
youthful color; I have not
a gray hair left.
I am satisfied that the preparation
is not a dye, but acts on
the secretions.
My hair
ceases to fall, which is cer-

H. i. pay&on & CO.,
32
Street.

delidotn taeto and teat to

of o LETTER from
a MEDICAL GENTLEMAN at Madras. to his Brother
8i WORCESTER,

GREAT

LOOK OUT FOR TJ1E DAY’S PROGRAMME.

The Sale will continue till the entire lot offered is sold.
But those who can be present at the beginning
of the sale will find it greatly to their
profit. The price of each article
will
be
marked in
BLUE FIGURES.

The store will be opened at 8 o’clock. Sale to
8.30 sharp on FRIDAY, AUG. lOtli.

during Ida whole performance,

aug7-dt4

PRESTON, KEAN & CO.,

THE GREAT SAUCE

Irnp&rt®

INVENT*

White

ex-

MTJLTlAXiX.,

uses

Phenomenas,
Spiritual
TIIE EVERETTS,

nil.

and Lettering of Every Description,
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

M, T.

eodt!

DRESS GOODS, SILKS, We Offer for Me
City Ronds,
Ronds,
Velvets, Black Goods, Table Linen County
Railway

SIGN PAINTING

Frank B. Clark,

color, giving it the same vitality ar.d
luxurious quantity as i:i youth.

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

couHlien!

The largest and best in the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a day.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment, of
Stationary and Fancy Goods constantly on hand.

HairRestorer

------

?«.
6*.
(k.
6*.
6*

and otlior first-clana bonds and stocks.

Has romoTed to

BROWN

Cireqlatiug Library.

WORLD'S

...

made from

Merlin

Two Small Glass Tables,
without fringe or covering and free from trap* cr
deception—a decided novelty.

THE

*»l0
....

MERLIN

DR. ALBERT

Th3 Mental Phenomenon & Thought Reader.

Garden.

Mreet,

ble rates.

BUILDER,

43

for

of

i

decl4

CLARK’S

I A. Allen's

Oiler

Montmorency Rapid* in Canada,
on a Tight Wire al a height of 3»0 feet
nnd for a distance of 3,000 fact, Vlil glT#
exhibitions afternoon and evening.
Engagement of the Distinguished Wond.sr Worker
and Alar relist
the Hero

NOTICE.

eodtf

maiue CVuivnl
Portland and Kennebec
AndroMcoggiu <ind Kennebec
Portluud and Ogdcnitburi;
City of Portland

BURROWED

VABENTS FOB

little white-haired

girl beside whom Datdel
Webster was a pigmy to me. jttbnt to bed,
refused gruel and determined to piDe away.
That plan being frustrated, however, I really did go to school aud then aud there, for
the first aud last time struggled with the
In front of the academy
woman question.”
was a fence tastefully and
simuly built of
ong granite bloeks arranged like bars of
soap in a grocer's window, and “the boys’
had declared that little girls should not walk
this fence. But the little girls maintained
their rights, and the discussion waxed warm.
Finally, at their wit’s end, as men usually
are in handling this
question, the boys resorted to a strategem, and tilted one end of
the fence. Next morning all the feminine
disputants lay scattered far and wide on the
grounds with their fists in their eves. A
lew of the stronger-minded one3 still maintained their position, and I saw a little girl
walk that very fence this very day. But I
was »o convinced by this argument that r
betook myself to my dolls again, and never
since have felt any interest in my rights.

Will.

OF THE

for the

set down hereto go to school.

It didn’t console me that

TELEPHONE Hi.

1'miration

I have vivid memories of the day when,

occasion, I

Jy27

middle

Parks',

Harry

Prof.

/

Get your tickets at Steamer EMfTA, Franklin
Wharf. 26 cts. a round trip wi th admission to the

BANKERS,

we

February Sale. Selections have been
each department.

(13m

*EW YORK.

“Oh, the giorions vanished hence!
Ob, the sad imperfect tense!”

myself newly

PORTI.ANP MAINE,

oetl8

ners, I suppose, and school exhibitions with
white dresses and pink ribbons aud essays.

dressed

Caw.

at

34 Exchange Street,

auglWS&w2w31

VRLD.

Equipment
sale by

Commencing Wednesday, Aug. 8th

|

Dr.
.

6s
4s
7s
6s
7s
(Is
6s
Ronds and U. S.

PORTLAND, ME.

218

shall offer at this Sale are not shopworn or damaged, but are ODD LOTS, short lengths
and REMNANTS which have accumulated since our

senses

Cure.

A nnual

aug2

sages

of foul mucus, restores
of smell, taste and
'hearing when affected, frees
the head, throat, and bronchial tubes of offensive matter, sweetens ana purines me Dream, stops tpe
and
arrests
the
progress of Catarrh towards
cough
Consumption. Complete Treatment, with Infor
Nandford’n Radical
Ask
htaler, 91*

eodtf

186 middle Mi eet.

Nandforri’M Radical
,Cuie cleanses the nasal pasthe

Sts.

CASH SALE OF REMNANTS.
SWAN k BARRETT
ON FRIDAY, AUG. 10th.
J. B. Brown & Sons,
The goods that

BRADBURY,

Counsellors

obliged

CUTICERA

i

Bbabbuby

a. W.

BRADBURY &

faithfully

of

my dolls and

Bhadbury.

.American At Foreign Patent*,
No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.
J3B^"A11 business relating to Patents promptly and

over, the last

j

Bion

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriasis,

Ac Whittle

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,
Lewiston
Cincinnati
Es and
St Louis
Maine Central It. It. Cons. Mort.
Northern Pac. It. K. General Mort.
St. Paul A No. Pac. R. It. guaranteed

business cards.

Herbert G.

Lichen Pruritus Scald Head, Dandruff, and
every
species of Itching, Scaly, and Pimply Humors of the
Scalp an a Skin, when the best physicians and all
known remedies fail.

© m

■

_

MJJ

the wagons; where if one
didn’t fancy the ca'ico or black alpaca that
the one or two stores offered, Bhe had the

going without, and where, moreyear’s dress would do very
well; where the academy and the meetinghouse were the beginning and the end of everything; where thero were picnics and sugaring-off parties, aud lyceums to improve
the mind, and “circles” to improve the man

Absolutely Pure.

This Powder never varies.' >A marvel of parity,
strength and wholesomenesa. More economical than
the ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold lu competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold (ml« in cans.
Royal Baking Powdku Co., 10<i Wall St., N. Y.
mchO
dlyr

p.

iug and burning, instantly relieved by a warm
bath with CUTICURA Soap, and a single application
of Cuticura, the great Skin Cure.
This repeated
daily, with two or three doses of CUTicoRA Resolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to keep the b ood
cool, the perspiration pure and uuirritating, the
bowels open, the liver ana kidneys active, will

Exchange

Car Trust and
Securities, for

lPcZEMA, or Salt Rheum, with its agonizing itch-

from the back of

privilege

S

fanciful

lack.”

& MOULTON,

ES OND8

ever

ITCHING AND BURNING !
ITCHING AND BURNING !

with

Portland with the mail

Corner
augl

—

years ago than I should think of mentioning—a village whose main street was

“the city of Louisville, while in that office he
stole a matter of $05,000 belonging to the

one

6s
7s
7s

BY

SALE

BANCROFT. WOODBURY

The ray8
they flush

"I may stand fresh and fair
And drop the garment, care;
more my perfect youth doth
nothing

more

all first class rogues. One of them was
David Ferguson, sometime tax-receiver of

are

cold

of red and

one wants
rest. Of Fryeburg herself, that is, the village—but this is
almost personal. It becomes necessary to
move carefully.
One doesn’t wish to SDeak
of his elderly aunt or his grandmother as
“kittenish.” And I remember Fryeburg

green blinds; where there were tin peddler’s
carts, “shook teams” creeping slowly about
in clouds of white dust, a horse and wagon
jogging along under the elms now and then,
and a great yellow stage clattering up from

clouds

suuset

and gray.
And while
I look old-time faces come back, one by one,

dreary

foot.
It is lovely if

white houses

FOB

we

shine

...

Cleveland, Ohio,

—the selfsame mountains under whose shadow

-4s
4,
4s
Os
6s
6s

Portland Water Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & No Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Central R. R.

BROS. &

to Concord, New Hampshire. Fryeburg,
alas, is a “smart business town.” Lyceums
aud sociables, or “circles,” aud picnics and
sugaring-off parties are going on in the

desolate, chill and forbidding, then glad aud
bright, and bathed in light from summit to

all elms and lilacs aud

Gardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

EASTMAN

is a town clock and a water
company, and the “summer boardei” is
abroad In the laud. Thejocomotivo shrieks
unnoticed many times a day. The people
have forgotten the old yellow stage, though
they still leau standlug at the cross roads in
the heart of the village, a time worn guideboard stating, among other bits of useful
information, that it is seventy-seven miles

Ah, the “demon of change” has left them
untouched, perforce! Hugged, stroug and
still, they are growing dark against the red
sunset sky,
the selfsame mountains that I

wlEK

GALA

to take or-

hands of the very babies whom I dandled
upon my knee, as it were. “My fields are
turning brown.” And as I walk the same
old street under the same old trees, tracing
the line of the years, I And it running
through much of comedy aud more of tragedy, through lives full of tears and across
many a grave. The village is new, the people are new, all old things are passed away,
aud I turn always at last to the mountains.
Will they have moved into the valley? or,
perchance, have been levelled altogether?

EN t ebt \ n ii u>- rs.

FINANCIAL.

ders; there

wish for brown there are cat-o’-nine-tails.
Or if it be mountains and fields that you
wish to see, all the green miles of intervales
reach away to mountains that rise white and
cold to-day, warm and hazy to-morrow; now

were

to the kitcheu

man comes

to

ing his term, but the number is large and
constantly increasing. The worse the crime
and the more certainly guilty the criminal,
the surer is his compassion. So far this
month he has pardoned but three, but they

nnnuANEon.

blinds, “looking as though just painted and
set out to dry,” are only occasional, because
the aesthetic fever turns out to be contagious.
The academy is renewing her youth; instead
of the meeting-house are three churches;
there are flue carriages, several stores, bu chers, bakers aud candlestick-makers; the gro.

points of interest, Fryeburg

flecked with shadows, strewn

region.

various

are

miles over grass-grown roads where the dew
on low leaves till long after
noon,

whe attentively regards what is called the
administration of justice in that quarter the
phenomeuou ceases to be marvellous. We
do not know how many criminals Governor
Blackburn of Kentucky has pardoned dur-

to

as

and so maintain the

.lies

It is sometimes wondered at that crimes
frequent in the South; hut to any one

resorted

their leisure the oxen move aud the great
loads sway aud creak and climb the hill and
labor into barns. The oxen, once there and
knowing they are to stay, switch their tails
and toss their horns as though nobody had
been half so much in a hurry as they. The
clouds, though growing blacker and blacker,
have waited till this minute and now drop
the gentlest of warm summer showers in
great drops like beads, while the mountains
—one might as well look for
mountains in
Holland, so completely are they hii den behind the cloud-curtains.
It is lovely! So is the sand-bank, if
looked at from the right stand-point, and if
Four-years prefers the sand-bank with its
simp le diversifying features, Fifty-years will

er, it doesn’t matter much. All ways lead
out among the pines, and you will drive for

are so

and

the top of the loads without

you start to drive to one point and find in
the end that you have reached quite anoth-

A Jail Delivery.

city,

tumbles

tumbling the
hay down—nobody knows how; quite at
to

might

settled

a

to the scene and

offers much that is desirable in the way of
The sand-bank stretches
away on two sides of the village and breaks
up into countless sandy roads that cross
one another at every conceivable angle and
describe every possible curve. Then there
are little “connecting roads” that serve to
disconnect everything that would otherwise
hold together, and so complicate matters that
you know that the engineer who evolved
them had
delirium tremens. So far as
knowing where you are is concerned, you

and indeed was very seldom in his seat durThe railroad
which
ing his term.

long carried,

that

the two extremes.

Congress as a republican independent and
greenbacker; but he made no figure there

has

and

among the mountains is far better than the
zinc thunder of Kip Van Winkle, The next
act comes soon enough. The men scramble

bank in their

bussiness profitable he went into it extenHe was
sively and made much money.
prominent in politics and for a time was an
opponent of the faction led by Governor
Smith. A few years ago he was elected to

he

rumbles and

Wide apart

capital of confidence. From being cashier of a St. Altans bank he became
a star-route contractor to save some loans
the

fitting

the thunder

mountains,
equilibrium of things.

part of his

by

sic that he is himself

turn to the

had achieved some remarkable successes. He
had the prestige of his achievements as a

made

shadow

more real than any stage effect. One almost
listens to hear the orchestra sound the mu-

en-

caterpillars which will
swarm in fresh and increasing broods over
the adjacent gardens. In the weeks to come
ltt everv man and woman upon whom one
of the disgusting worms drops from the trees
overhanging oar sidewalks remember the
Mayor’s veto, and consider whether it is
worth while to make an
appropriation from
the contingent fund of gratitude In recogni- I
tion of this

thin veil of

scurrying clouds, the sunlight kissing only
the uplifted face of Kearsarge, it seem* no

encouragement
to the owners of private grounds to rid their
owu trees of the pest if all the avenues of
which the city has charge are permitted to
be

are so

mountains with

proposed appropriation
large enough to pay for

stimulate public interest and

white cap and every unconthough it were there sole-

for ornament, so perfectly does auything
that happens to appear in these broad inter-

that it was
all the work necessary, but that it was suf-

ficient

the top of
to topple

ly

compensate for the ruin he has invi ed.

courage all public-spirited citizens
the work along. There is no

Every

to

ready

Now I find myself rather bewildered by
the turn of affairs. Hammocks have displaced the lilacs; white houses with green

cerned ox looks as

office, or dining his life, he is able to accom"
plish any good thing for the city which wil-

was not

hay

rounded loads that seem all

The caterpillars must be destroyed
before that date or it will be impracticable
to successfu ily wage war upon them. The
Mayor’s action has, so far as he is concerned, devoted the beautiful trees which
are the glory of our city to destruction.
He
will be a fortunate man if during his term of

too late.

The merit of the

who sees a vision.

one

was an

ey would be saved by taking the three hundred dollars from one appropriation rather
than from another.
not occur until

CASWELL.

“O, that is lovely!” exclaimed afour-yearold girl, with hands clasped and eyes up-

To take the

ficient before the end of the year.

news

of

tion for cemeteries and
This veto

an

been

following.

public
and grounds from the caterpiliars which are
destroying them. As originally drafted,
the appropriation was made from the appropriation for cemeteries and public grounds;

hausted.

com-

STKPBB S \ ili'.URY.
Hook, Card and Job Printer.
JOi ST Plum
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u
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stalks and leave the corn-stalks. The cows
fed twice a day one pound of bran and
one pound of
middlings, with a sprinkling of
salt mixed. I have planted
pumpkins and
winter squashes for the cows.—N. Y. Examiner.

PEE89.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUG. 8.

Howto Choose a Horse.
First look at his head and eyes for

qualities predominate
only serves to enlarge

in a horse, education
aud intensify them.
The head is the indicator of disposition.
A
square muzzle, with large nostrils, eviden-

ample breathing apparatus aud lung
power. Kext see that he Is well under the
with
jowl,
jaw-bones broad and wide apart
ces

naturally vicious, can never be trained to do
do anything well, and so a horse with a
rounding nose, tapering forehead, and a
broad, full face below the eyes is always
treacherous aud not to be depended on.
Avoid the long-legged, stilted animal—always choosing one with a short, straight
back and rump, withers high aud shoulders
sloping, well set back, and with good depth
of chest, fore legs short, bind legs straight,
with low down hock, short pastern joints,
aud a rouiidmuiisb-shaped foot.—Turf, Field

JelUfM**,

aud Farm.

Farm and Garden Notes.
The Devon cattle are believed to be the
oldest pure breed in existence. For beauty
and regularity of form they are surpassed by

the
most permanent, their red being always the
same, and an animal of any other color is
seldom produced. They are unequalled for
beef, except by the Highland Scotch, an
afford an excellent quality and good quantity of milk. The oxen are strong and active,

eight to day

Or worse slnee it may be another
Is wearing my pearl of price,
And the gem that was mine, w ith its
May be set in some strange device.

lucent

shine,

few or no rose-bugs, and the grapes have
blossomed full and set welt.
Under such
circumstauces there will be great danger
that too many bunches will be left on the
vines, more than can properly mature. In
cases where many bunches have set, it will

Perhaps in an opaline twilight,
Perhaps when the moonbeams lay
With their delicate quiver o’er field and river,
And night was fairer than day.
dreamed half how precious
Was my beautiful pearl to me
Till the grief of its loss, a heavy cross,
1 bore over land and sea.
never

be a good plan to cut off all the smaller ones.
Pinch in the new wood, and thus check excessive growth of vine.
When thing* have
been attended to, one may reasonably expect
to enjoy a plenty of good grapes the coming
autumn.

Tou marvel? You do not divine it?
I have lost what I could not lend,
What i’ll mourn while I lire; for no art oan
To my heart the lost heart of my friend.
a

give

The American people rear, fatten and
consume more pigs than any other people,
and the exports of pig products exceed
every other export except wheat and cotton.
The average pig exports for the last six years

Letter.

LANG BRIDGE.

have reached

half millions.
The
And

draws near,
Ho the quiet street
Througn gossamer curtains peer
Two wistful eyes and sweet.
For many a weary morn
She has kept her station there,
That brave little heart forlorn,
That never will quite despair.
Slowly she turns away,
The crushed heart murmuring
“It has aot come
To-morrow I know it will.”

potman’s

h

nr

•

forego,

But rapture must weep

or

still,

A

Wit and Wisdom.
still,

Courtney

is not a man to go out and beat his
record. He thinks too much of it.—New
Orleans Picayune.

die.

The great sale of Swedish Remedies is astonand for enriching the blood, creating

appetite,

the whole syscan surpass these remedies.

A newly-arrived immigrant to this country
if he intended to support the gov“Why!” he exclaimed, “is there a
government in this country? If there is, I'm
itl”
agin

Why do you suffer with Back Achs, Pain in
the Chest, Rheumatism, or lameness anywhere
when a Hop Platter will surely give you fa
l’efl

Druggists sell them, 2* cts.

An indignant landlord writes that he adopted coils of firt-ascape rope in his bed-rooms,
and that three guests successfully escaped
though there was no fire. They left unpaid

bills.

Bails, blotches, pimples, and all skin diseases, are quickest cured by cleansing the
blood with Ayer’s Sarsapatilla.
“Of course,” said Mrs^Rubric. “our rector
conducts the service in Eugltsh; hut then, it is
just as grand and inspiring as Latin; you can’t
understand a word he says, you know.”—Boston

in

Transcript.

No specific for local skin ailments can cope
popular favor with Gebnn’s Sulphur

Soap.
“Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye,” 50 cts.
An innocent yonng couple at Chagrin Fallsi
a marriage license was all that
was
necessary, and kept house for several
weeks before discovering they had not been
married.

Ohio, supposed

the explorer, was surprised to find
several copies of the “Science of Life” in the
interior of Africa. They were printed as long
ago as 1865 and '69. A new and.impioved edition has just been published.

Stanley,

52%@52%c August, 60%@60%o

I will explain that whenever I want a thing
and Mrs. McWilliams wants another thing,
and we dec'de upon the thing that Mrs. McWilliams wants—as we always do—she calls
that a compromise —Mark Twain.
Success is certain when the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.

PORTLAJiD POST OFFICE.
Jmue

OFFICE HOURS:
to *H0 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open for * riers and General Delivery
7.30

a. m.

from 9 to lO

a. m.

From

Feed for Horses and Cows.
lover of animals, and treat them
kindly; but 1 al3o let them know that I am
master, and do no’ spoil the animal by sparing the rod. They all love and fear me. A
farmer 'o d me that I ought to have a premium for keeping old Loises. X have three;
the youngest 16 years old, the next 19, the
Our western farmers,
oldest and best 26.
and especially our town teamsters, abuse
their horses more than they do at the
east. The general feed at the west is corn.
I have been in the
I usually feed cord.
habit of soaking it in water twelve to twentyfour hours. Of late years I have had my

ground, and f"d meal with wheat bran.
Corn this year is fifty cents a bushel; grind-

torn

A bushel weighs fifty-six
ing five cents.
pounds, which makes the cost of the meal
one cent a pound.
Wheat bran is threewheat flour or midcent,
at the mill one cent a pound.
I am
coarse

dlings
now feeding 1$
pounds of bran and three
pounds of meal and middlings mixed, three
times a day, with a handful of oil meal and
a sprinkling of salt, some hay and more
grass. I let the horses out at night in the

bly, more food for animals in an acre of
corn, and more especially of sugar cane,
when green, than any other crop we raise.
For some years past I have been in the habit
of planting some sugar-cane, not only to
feed when green, but to cut up for winter.
The stalks keep slightly green all winter,
aod the autmals eat the stalks of the cane
alt up, especially when run through a cutting-box; the cattle end horsei eat the cane* |

23, 1883.

ARRIVAL AND
Boston
p.

m.

ana

Close

,

pPARTURE

OF MAILS.

intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.10
at 8.16 a. mM 12.00 m. and
9.00 p.

m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10.8.30,
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00
6.45 and 9.00 p. m.
intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston Si Maine
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.30 p. m. Close at
8.16 a. n.. and 12.00 m.
•reat Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.10 5.10,
8.30 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00
m. 5.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting route*—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
f .00
Close at 12.00 m. and
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.46 a. m. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 6.15 a.m., 12,00m.,
4.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesport, Machias. Machiasport, East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Ea8tport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail
ot steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the EuBt—Arrive at
2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the non.li—•
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. It.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. Si O.
R. It.—Arrive at 8.00 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m
isartlett, N. H., and Intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 8.55 a. m. Close at 12.00 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via I*.
& R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.36 p. m. Close at 12.30

..

-------

ice current rates.

OEATBA

P, T. Willetts, Kennebec to New York, lumber $2 loaded and towed.
Bark Hattie N. Bangs, Portland to Philadelphia,
Schr

In this city, Aug. 7, Mrs. Emily, widow of the late
Samuel N. Parsons, aged 76 years 7 months.

I Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Aug. 7, Joseph Butterfield, aged 79
years 5 months. [Boston papers copy.]
[Notice of funeral liereafter.l
Jn Kennebuukport, Aug. 6, Jonathan S. Jeffery,
aged 71 years.
In Kennobuuk, Aug 6, George Hubbard.
In Georgetown, Aug. 3, Thomas Raymond, aged
65 years 3 months.
In Bath, Aug. 5, Evie Jane, daughter of James
and Lizzie B. Eastman, aged 1 year 10 months.

ice p. t.

Schr Alaska, Portland to New Yqpk, lumber $2.
Schr Perseverance, New York to Portland, pig
Foreign Imports.
PILLAU. Bark Emma Marr -2070 bales rags to
S I) Warren & Co.
PORT GILBERT, MS. Schr Oriental—23,857 ft
lumber 26 cds bark 49 eggs to F Yoaton & Co.

Receipt.,*
Portland, Aug. 7.

>AUI-IN«2

Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
35 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
reads, 82„cars mis ellaneous merchandise.

FROM

street^

C'OTTONS.J

if «*avy 36 in.
8 Mi Pino 7-4.14S17
36 in. «Mii» 7Mi Fine 8-1
Id.
5
36
6
Pino 9-4. .22w26
Light
#
Fine
*<>ln 7*4® R
Wn a 10-4
TICKINGS, ETC.
Tio kings.
Drills.
9
Beat.16 @18
Corset Jeans.... 7 a
Medium.. .11
8atteens..
8$ 9Vi
@14
Cambrics. 5-te 5Vi
Light. 8 @10

Med.

...18(§22

—

Oregon.Quebec.Liverpool.

Denims.12V%@16V** Silesia*.IttfSO
Duoke-Browti P @12
Cotton Flannels. 7:3T6

Fhb% !2''3a;HiVa

••

Twine* Warns 186028 Vi
s*nt....n Vfe<k! S
Q*o4..
W,
blrachsd eorrouft.

^
|§37

i Fine
Fine
Fine
! Fine

6-4.15
7-4.19
8-4.21
9-4.26

Fine 10-4

..

@20

@23
@26

®St>
27 to $82 ft

AT H» ALMANAC.AUGUST 8.
.4.65 High water, (p m)
2.47
3 in rtM;
S-«ise*>
.7.16 Moon sets..
9,39
■« \lsi

Stock Market*
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodburv & Moulton (mein*
hers of the Boston Stock Exchange), cornel of Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.

M.A.K1N K

T. & S. F. 80
Boston & Maine ...—163
Flint & Fere Marquette common
24
Flint Si Pere Marquette preferred. 99%

A.

L. R

& Ft Smith.

Marquette, Hughton & Ont.

common

Mexicau Central 7s...

...

TUESDAY, Aug. 7.
Arrived.

19
33

Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for Eastport ami St John, NB*
Barque Emma Marr. (Br) Brewster, Pillau, with
rags to S •) Warren & Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Spoke, July 19, lat 48 40 N, Ion 38 43 W, barque
Mist, of Yarmouth, NS. from Gibraltar for Philadelphia; all well. July 25, on the easterly edge of
Grand Banks, passed two large icebergs.
Sell Oriental, (Br) Melanson, Port Gilbert, NS—
Sch C
Willard, Wallace. Philadelphia—coal
Sch Storm Petrel, Herrick. Raritan River, NJ
clay to Portland Stonewaae Co.
Sch Lncy A Davis, Davis, Philadelphia—coal to
Boston & Maine KR.
Sch A J York, Littlejohn, Amboy-eoalto Portland & Ogdeusburg RK.
Sch Olive Branch, Oliver, New York for Yarmouth
Sch Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Salem, to load for
Gleu Cove.
Sch Etta, (Br) from Cow Bay, CB-coal to G T
Railawy Co.
Sch Ethel A Addle, Dyer, Bay Fundy, with 120
bbis mackerel. Reports, Angus Smith, of Cape sable. aged 26, fell overboaid from the bow and was
struck by the vessel and instantly killed.
Sch Amy Wixon, Stone, Bay Fundy—160 bbls
mackerel.

Denver •&. R. G... 347i'
Missouri Pacific...
98%
Omaha common... 44%
Wabash preferred. 36%
(imaha preferred ...103
Northern Pactic preferred..
87%
n on hern Pacific common.
47%
Pacific Mail .,. 36
Louis & Nash..
49%
Central Pacific..
70%
Rich & Dan...67
Texas Pacific....31%
..

...

took and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Aug. 7.—Money is in good supply at
2@2% on call; prime mercantile paper at 4% t,6.
Exchange steady at 483% for long and14S7% for

short. Governments lower for 4s and 4Vss. State
bonds are steady. Railroad bonds Bomewhat firmer.
Stocks—Western Unicn sold up to 9%; New York
Central to 118%.
'The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

ed 290.000 shares.

The following are to-day’s closing quotations
Government Securities:

on

United States bonds, 3s.-.. 103
do
do
do
111%
4%s, reg.
do
do
do
4%s,coup.112%
do
do
do
4s, reg .119
do
do
do
4s, coup.119
Pacific 6s, ’95.128

The following

Sch
Rich.
Sch

...

34
75

p.

m.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via

p.

& R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made
cepted.) in the business portion

daily (Sundays exof the city at 7.00
In other sections
a.
and
2.00
m.
10.00
and
m.,
p.
Collections *rb made on
at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
week days at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. m. and 4 15 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

Daily Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND, Aug. 7.
merchandise marnetl are generally quie*.
Flour firm and unchanged. No change in ProvisThe

7.—The following were to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter- We quote Western creameries at 21(o,
23c for choice, 18@20o tor fair and good: Northern

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 29th. ship Two Brothers,
Havden, New Tacoma.
PORT TOWNSEND-Sld 29th, ship Undaunted,

Hamilton. San Francisco.
CEDAR KEYS—Ar 2d,

ions.

In

Lire Mtock Market.

BALTIMORE—Cld 4tb, sch A P Kmefson, Sawyer, Portlaud.
Cld 6tb, schs Frahk O Dame, Haskell, Portlaud;
Win O Snow. Kelley, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4th, sch A P Nowell,
Whalen, Hadowell.

Ar 6tn, sclis Electric Light, Case, Bath; William
Cobb. Kendrick, and J W Drury, Coyle, Kennebec;
J O Campbell, Matthews, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, barque Colin E McNeil,
Burgess. Progresao; Harry F Percy. Hinckley, Bath

Grain, Corn

is very strong and prices show
here of about lc, while at New York
up 2c, with No 2 for August fully
4*^0 better; the Western markets also show a sharp
rise. Oats are easier.
The following are to-day's quotati
of
lour.
Grain, Provisions. *o.
an

advance

the market went

Flour.

Superfine and
low grades. .3
X Spring and
XX Spring.. 6
Patent

Spring

Grain

60@4
00@6

Wheats.7 60@8
Uteulgau Winter straight«5 25&5
Do roller. •.. 8 86®0

H.M.Corn,

car lot*....09
Corn,car lots
@8K
Corn, bae lots,,. .70®7.ri
00| Oats, car lot*.47Va
Oat*, bag lots.BO
'•
00 Meal
.tSB
Cottonseed car lots 28 *10
76 iCottonSeed.bag lot*3u 00
601 BaekedBrrn car lot,

60! Mix

(By Telegraph.)
Watertown, Aug. 7.—There was a good demand
for country and northern Cattle.
Market Beef—Extra at 8 00@8 76; first quality
at 7 00@7 75 second quality at 6 00&U 76; third
qualtiy at 4 26@4 75; receipts of Cattle 3020 head.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen <|* pair at $100@fi250;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20 a$4H: Farrow Cows
$18@$32; fancy $50£§C80; Yearlings at £12(3121;
two "years old $l8@$34i three years $24 a$44.
Swine—Receipts 10,350 head; Western fat Swine,
live,6*4^6Mso; Northern dressed hogs 7ViCSheep and i.ambs—receipts 0891. Sales of Sheep
in lots at 2 25'a4 60 each; extra 6 (30,0-6 60 each;
Lambs C@7; Veal Calves 3*4@7c.

Branihall, Hamilton, Portlaud; Koret, Bickford,
New London.
Cld 6tb, barque Bertha, Crlckott, for Bristol, K;
Matthew Baird, Forbes, Portland; schs E S Newman, Keyes, Galveston; Modoc, Perry, fm Boston;
Olive Crosby, Hutchinson, Antigua.
Sid 6th, barque Matthew Baird.
Passed the Gate 6th. schs Jachin, from Rondout
for Portland; Carrie L Hix, New York fer Rockland; Addle M Bird,* Weehawken for Boston; Geo
Walker, Klizabethport for Boston; Mlndora, from
Amboy for Bangor.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 4th, schs Perseverance,Willard, and A Hammond, Goldtbwaite, fm New York:
Maroellus. Alley, Jo.
Sid 6tb. brig o O Clary, Lewis, Portlond; sch A
Hammond, Goldthwaise, Saco.
VJONINGTON Sid 6th, eck Addle Fuller, Hart,
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4tb, seb David W Hunt, Baker, Richmond, Va.
Ar 6tb, sch Onward, W’beeler, Northport.
FALL RIVER—Ar 6th, sch M B ftfaboney. Per.
kins, Bangor.
SOMERSET Ar 4th, sch Dolphin, Chadwlek, fnv
*

Dofnentie Market*

<By Telegraph.)

fairly active;
options oj>enod %@% higher, closing with advance
partly lost; speculative trade more active; receipts
18,900 bush; exports-; sales 695,000 bush futures, 112,000 bush pot: No 3 at 3 7c; do White at

39%c, No 2 at 38@39o; do White at 41 Vac; No 1
at 39; do White at 52c; No 2 Chicago, .*29,000 bush
at 39% «39%c Mixed Western 39u41c; White at
41®50c; White Stale at 47 a51 %c, including 200,000 bush No 2 for August 36Vi@36%c, closing at
36 Vac; 316,000 do tor September at 35yH@35%c,
closing at 85Vac; 175,030 do for October 3f>% @36,
closing at 35% c. Hu gar crude ranged quiet; refining 6%@«%c: refined quiet; Cat 7@7%c; Extra C 7 %@7% ,do White 7%c; Yellow C 6% @6% ;
off A 7%Me; standard A %@8%c; powdered at
9.®9%; granulated at 8 13-16c;.Con. A at 8 Vac;
Cubes o% @9. Molasses quiet. PeiroItJiitu—reunited at 7 Va®7%; united 1 10%. Vsllsw quiet
but firm; sales 46,000 lbs at 7%@7 9-16, Pork is
held arm; sales 60 bbls mess spot 16 37%(gl6 60;
40 dear pack at 18 60. Lard 14@10 pdoti high-

Hawes,

Fur-

for Portland.

Cattle Market.

Nov 62 Oai*-cash shade better and

sch Ella M

ington. Belfast.
JACKSON VILLE-Ar 3d, sch T H Livingston,
Pressey, New York.
DARIEN—Ar 2d, schs Dora Matthews, Brown,
Savannah M V B Chase, Blair, do.
CH ARLESTON—Ar 6th, brig 0 S Packard, Harkness. Boothbay.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out «tb, brig Kodiak, from Baltimore for Bath; sch FO Dame, do

(By Telegraph.)
CmcAOO.August 7—Hogs— Receipts 12,000 head;
shipments 6000 head; weak and 6@10c lower; light
6 40®6 6; mixed at 4 90§5 20; heavy 6 20@5 4o;
skips at 6 60@6 40: market closed steady
0 Cattle—Receipts C 000head; shipments 3000 hd;
firmerjgood choice shipping steers 615@6 70.*

quoted

July 24, brig A G Jewett, Reed,
New York.
Sid 24th, brig Giles Loxlng, Simpgon, New York;
28th, sch Eva May, Travis, New York.
Ar at Havana July 28, brig Hattie M Baain, Colling, East Machine; 30th, barque Caprera, Michborn, Marseille*.
Ar at Bormuda 24tb, barque
Payson Tucker,
Pucker, Newport News.
Ar at St John, NB. 6th lust, sobs Nelson
Bartlett,
Wntt,. Brunswick; 0th, JullaS. French, Portland;
J S Moulton, Cummings, Machine.
Cld 6th, ache Acara, Cummings, New York- Sultan Camp; Marysville, Hurder; Carrie B,
Whelpley: IjOttio B, Coernan; Now Euglaud, Cameron
anil Woattleld,
Uocklaud.
Perry,
Ar at Moncton, NB, 3d luat, ach Active, Blabon,
*
Portland.

a. m.

AKRIVALN.
From Eewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
12.46, and 6.60 p. m.
From Gorham, mixed, 9.40 a. m., 6.00 p.m
Frosii Chicago, Montrca
and Quebec,
12.86 p.m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 6.20 p. m.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cara on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

Calais

I

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 4tb, schs May
Dav, from Hoboken for Keuuebuukpmt; Win Fliut,
New York for Boston; Moutlceilo, do fer Gloucester; Albert Jameson, do for Ron d Pond ; Curtis
Tilton, Boothbay lor Fortress Monroe: Zampa. tin
Machine for New Voraj David ioirey, Portland for
Glen Cove. IV1 E Fldnge, Boston ior New York;
S P Adams, Fall River fordo; Lizzie Carr,-.
V1NEY AKD-IIaVEN—Ar 4th, schs Albert Jameson. irom New York for Round Pond;
Charlotte
Fioh, St John, NB, for New York; Lewis Clark, fm
Bangor for Stamford.
Saued, schs Albort Jameson, Surprise, and Lucy
Wentworth.
Ar 6th, sob* Petrel from Amboy for Salem: Am
Chief. New York for Hyaunls; Martha Weeks, EMsabethport for Friendship; Albert H Waite, Port
Johnson for Gardiner; E A DeHart, Eastport tor
New York; Laura T Chester, Camden for do; HS
Boynton, Rockport for do; J Nickerson, Bluebill
for do; Commerce, Rockland fer do; Adrianna, fm
Richmond, Me, for do; Ida L Ray, franklin for do;
Elva E Pettengill, and ftlaggiej Chadwick, Gardiner for
Philadelphia; Georgletfca, Brunswick lor
Now Haven; Helen Thompson, Bangor for Wash-

Port Johnson.
Ar 6th, schs
Port Johnson.

Francis
Ar

Coffin, Bellatty, do.
Redondo, Hutchings, New York.
®®&e Manantioe, 0ulleu* FortNewton, Pendleton, and Jennie F

te?'
YfUity, Chadwlok,

Boston*

fit.

A

Leaves
WLlte Head.

fit,

A.

A.

8.80
7.36
9.26
10.66

6.46
7.00
9.00
10.30

SUNDAY

FIStHKR.Jr.

Leaves
Peaks’.

Portland.

„

p. a.

1.46
3.00
4.80
6.10

DEPOT

FOOT OF

INDIA ST.

M.

Leaves
C us Inna’s.
_

9.30
11.00
p. at.

2.10
3.26
6.10
6.30

2.16

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

lt.06
p.

m

2.20

STEAMER

6.00

4.60

CAHT. A.

6.40

6.46

3.30

Leaves
Portland.

Denver,

Man

Frnnciare,

A. M.

▲. M.

6.4G
7.00
9.00

6.10
7.26
9.30

6.20

3.00

10.30

11.00

11.15

all point! in the
Weal anti Montbweat.
JOSEPH HJCKSON, General Manager.

P. M.
2.30
3.46

P. M.

6,00

6.16
6.65
9.36

and

North,veal,

J.

STEPHENSON,

9.00
10.30
12.16
P.M.

0. P. A.

oot7dtf

CAPT.Wn.J. lit All,.
Leaves
Leaves
Diamond.
Evergreen and Trtf.

r. M.

2.00
3.15
4.30
6.10
7.30

7.36

SUMMER
On and atter

AKKANtiEMENT.

Monday, June 18. 1888,

__

m„ 1.15

4.45,

and

10.00

ORCHARD BEALU FOR RONTON at
6.40. 9.13 ft. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 6.54 p. m.
PORTLAND
FOR
NCARKOHO
REACH, AND PINK POINT, at 6.16,8.45,
10.25 a. m., 12.35, 6.16, 6.00,and 8.15 p.m. FOR
OLD ORCHARD BEACH at 6.15, 8.45,
10.25 a. in.. 12.36, 12.55. 5.15, 6.00, 6.30
8.15 p. m. Returning lcaveOI.lt ORCHARD
at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. m„ 12.29, 2.46, 4 33, 7.25,
7.48 and 10.30 p. m.
PORTLAND FOR
HALO, at 6.16, 8.46,10.25 a. m„ 12.35, 12.55,
6.30
and
8.15*
FOR BID
6.00,
p.m.
5.16,
DEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.2o a. m., 12.35,
12.55, 6.16, 6.00 and 8.15* p. m. FOR KEN.
NE IICNH at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, 5.15 and
8.15* p. m. FOR W KLLNt at 6.15, 8.46 a. m.,
and 5.16 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
ORE AT FALLS, AND DOFKR, at 6.15,
8.45a.m.,12 655.15and6.30pm.FOR SALMON
FALLS,at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 5.16

ami

FOR

EXETER.HAVERHILLi
LAWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.16,
8.46 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR NR TV
M IRKETt at 6.15, and 8.45 a. m.
FOR
ROCHEHTER. FARM I NTS TON, N. II.,
ALTON BAY, WOLFBOKOCUH AND
m.

CENTRE HARBOR at 8.45 a.m„ and 12.56
FOR UANClIENTERtAND CONp. m.
COIIDt N. II., (via New Market Jet.) at 6.16
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
MORNIN« TRAIN I.EAVEH KENNEHDNK
FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
'Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach.
tPassengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.50 p. m.
WT'he 12.66 p. in, train from Portland connects with Sound Line Hieamrrs for New
York and all Kail LineB for the West, and the 6.30
p.m,, train with all Rail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Cars on all through
trains.
Seats
secured In
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 and 6.30 p, m. BOSTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00
PORTLAND
FOR OLD
OKCHARD BEACH at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00,
3.30 and 6.30 p. in. OLD OR< HARD FOR
PORTLAND 12.22. 2.46, 7.30 and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. in., 1.00 and
6.HO p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.16 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,

p.

m.

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Trans-

fer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Diulng Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of ni. L. Willianm, Ticket
Ageut, Boston Hi Maine Depot, and at ITniou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ap5

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
TAKES EFFECT

Monday,trains
July 23d,

1883.

run as follows:
Passenger
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
13

From Bbidgtox

mbs.

a.

a. m.

6.05
6.12
16.30
tH.34

2

7.05

11.20

7.00
g
p. m.

Bridgton

Ar.

Junct. Leave

Mills,

9.55

tlO.05
f 10.35
110 40

2
8
9
10
14
10

Witliam’s
Perley’s Mills,

10.43

2.15
t2.22

t2.42
12.46

-TO

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R
Honday. Jane 10.
P?T?f?I“,T*?*tlNS3, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. ra.,
and
-“~l.03 p. ra., arriving at Woroeeter
at 8.16 p, m. and 7)30 p.
m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Woreester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a,
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m, and 6.40 p.

ORCHARD

Fare to

Camp Ellis and
in the

Ayer

-I

uue..

Fitchburg,

R.

The 1.03 p. ra. tialn from Portland connects at
Aye- June, with Iloosnc Tunnel Route for
t It West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich cine, and all rail,
itApringfleld, also with N. Y. 4k N. B. R.

South and West, at
Adams’ No. 88 Ex-

Does not

Ju6

stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

H\m CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On mid after MONDAY, June
Dili, Passenger Trains will run

follows

as

V..eaTe
Portland for Dexter*
Bangor
Vance boro,
St John,
Halifax
and
the Province* St* Andrew*,
St.Stephen,
Fredericton Aroo*took
C ounty, and all
Stations on B. A Pincataqui* R K.. 1.15
1.20 p. ra,,
t6.10 p. ra. (11.15
p. m.,
and
p. m.; for
Belfast
Skowbcgnu
1.15 p..
1.20 p. m., (11.16 p. m.:
a.
m.
6.45
1.15
Waterville,
p. m„ 1.20
m. t5.10
m.
An>
p.
p.
(11,15 p. m
gUMtn, Hallowell, Gardiner and Rruu
M«vick 6.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m., t6.10. 6.30 and
(11.15 p. m.; Bath 6.45 a. ra. 1.20 p. m., 6.30
and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
ocklaud. and Knox A Lincoln R. R.,
6.46 a. in., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
5.30 p. m.; Auburn and ficwiston. 8.15
a m. 1.16 p. ra.,
5,06 p. m. Revriston via
Brunswick 6.45
a.
m.f (11.15 p. m.;
*1 on mouth.
FariMington*
Winthrop,
and imnraaacook, 8.15 a. ra. 1.15 p. m. Oakland and North Anson* 1.15p. m.
5.10
ra. train is
the St. John
t The
p.
F *tt ICxprcwM. with Reclining Chair Car
attached, arai stops between Portland and Bangor
at
Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Waterville and Newj>ort only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p. m. and St. John at 6.80 following

fem.

ra. train is the
night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sunincluded
but
not
days
through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
on
beyond Bangor
Sunday mornings.

LEAVE EOS PORTLAND AND BOSTON

From Halifax, 8.10 a. in., 6.15 p. m.; St. John.
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; HouIiod, 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. m.;
St. Stephen, 7.3f‘ a. m.f

9.00 p. rju., Vaurrboro, 2.00 a ra. 10.10 a. a4.t
1.60 p. m,; ft tick*port. 5.10 a ra. 10.00 a. m.,
5.06 p. m.; ??«u«or. 7.20 a.m., 2.05 p. m.
8.00 p.m.; Dexter* 7.00 a.ra, 8.10 p m. Belfast, 6,46 a. ra., 3.15 p. in.; Skowhegan,
8 30 a. ra. 3.05 p. m., Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3.33 atd 10.08 p.m.: Augusta. 0.00 a.
ra 10,03 a. m., 3.0C, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m.. 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. ra.; Rath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., ami Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
BrunHvrick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. n?. 4,45 & 5.10
p m. 12.35 a. ra., (night.) Rockland.8.16 a.m.,
1.25 p m*, and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. I.evi*tan. 7.20 a.m. 11.16 a. m., 4.35 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillip* ,7.06a.m. Farmington. 8.30
a. ra.; Iflaranacook, 10.11 a. ra. 3.25 p. m.;
m.
3 37
W'iuthrop, 10.18 a.
p.
m.,
being due In Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.85 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. no. The day trains from
Uangor, and all -utermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.85 And 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterville, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p.m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.

18.27
18.31
t8.30

12.50
3-08
8.53
3.15
9.00
conductors.

dtf

Rxciirsiou Rule* to iflarHuacook a tad reparties of five or more.
Vjiuaitod Ticket* flrtt and urcond class for
S'. John acd Halifax on • ale at reduced

tnru to

rate*.

PAT SON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland, June 12.1883
f
jul

ELLIS.

Eastern Railroad.

return

including

observation

cars

Orchard Beach K. R.

a

of

rid
th

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
—TO—

BIRLINGTOIV

VT.,
OOOEIXSBFKO,

N.

Y.,

AND [TTOIVS'KEAI,.
On and after Hominj .lime 2.1th,
IMWti, unlil further notice PoNneuger
Train* leave Portland a* follows:
Nd43 A. WI.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. R. R., St,
Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. A L,
C. R, R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and

passenger coaches and baggage cirs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swanton and Burlington via. St. Johnsnew

bury.

liJJIA p. tu. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Gleu House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Wludham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownfield.
0.^,3 p. ui. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
TruioN arrive *■• Portland :
8.40 a. m.— from Bartlett and local stations.
J2.56noon from Fabian's and all Mountain points.
6.16 p. m.—from No. C'mwny (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2 00 p. in. for Portland and way stations.)
7.46
p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

2

a.

Train- leave Portland
Dally (Night Pullman) lor Saco,

m.

Blddeforii
KennebUIlk, Conway Janet, Kittery,
Ports to nth Nowburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Koeton, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At N.'l.l a. m. lor Cape Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Wells,Nortli and Sonth
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conwav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Nowburvport. Salem. Gloucester. Kockport,
Lynn, Chelsea anil Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 12.33 p. u». (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Keunebnnk.
| No.
Berwiok,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Nowburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.66 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern aud Western points.
At O.lfO p. m. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving In Boston at 10.00 p.m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston and
principal Wav Stations, arriving at Boston 5.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New

and For.laud 8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6 80 p. in'
Cars
Un Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m„ and Portro.

1

hrough Pullman Sleeping

land 2.00

a. m.

Through Til kru

Route.

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in

Pliilndelpliia

NINTH INK ISIIKKN

NTIIBKTN,

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Bal las
Be

.nre I
buy ticket, (at any railroad orsteamboat office in New England) *in

BOUND BROOK

ROUTE

FARE
Oop Way.

(JUxctirtion,

AND

Direct Steanisliip Line.
From HO Vl>5

Every Wednesday and Satarday.
From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday

and

Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
I* m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Iniuranco one-half the rate of
Bailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. K.. and
South by connecting lino®, forwarded free of com-

miggion.

•

Tea

UoIIhi-m.

KouimI Trip 8IN
included.
to
«• «• NAMPNOiT. A gen i,
70 I .out; Whnrf, Hohiou.

Mealg and Room
For

Freight

ow#
de3ltf

or

Paging© apply

4.00.

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

‘KM WASHINGTON IT.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
NBW KNULANDAOEN€V,
United States and British Provinces at the Loweeft
till Washington Sired, Boston. Contract Trices.
Any information ohoorfnlly given
and estimates promptly furnished.
C.G HANCOCK,
J. E. WOOTTIN,
Fils of tb#
for tuapooMon at an? tint
Gen. Manaur.
Gee. Past. & Tick. Agt,
Send for Citcnltr,
KfefimatM fwr&ighod.
H. F. BALDWIN. Gin. Lot tern Fast, Agt.
fut of 100 cSacloo stwrpop«i«,i|
l

A.M.
9.^0
11.30

P.M.
12.25
2.30
5.00

P.M.
12.15
2.40
5.15
e.40

6.30

Entertainment.

B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
jyaidrt

Island

9.C0 and 10.16

WLAWD VTEA.11ERS.

Harpswell

don, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, M&nheim, Amsterdam, Ko
terdam, Paris, Bremen and liar ugen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi; jsand, Bergen
Troiidbjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
der 12 half fare.
Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FAKMEK, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24d;t
22 Exchange St.

,

\

Steamboat Co.

and after
2, 1883, the Steamer Gordon will leave Harpswell daily for Portland
as follows, viz:
Leave Harpewell 6.00 a. m, 2.45 p. m.
Qrent
Chebeague, East end, 6.30 a. m.. desks', 5.45 a.
m., 8.3u p. m.. Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m., 3.4*
p. in., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.05 p. m., arriving
at Portland at 8 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland,
9.30 a. w., 6.15 p. m., Long Island, 10.10 a. m.,
6.55 p. m., Little Chebeague, 10.30 a. in., 7.IS p.
m., Great Chebeague, Jenks'. 10 4 > a. in., 7.30 p.
m., East End, 7.35 p. m., arriving at Harpswell at
11.30 a. m., 8.15 p in.

July

SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 5.30 p. m. retaining
leave Harpswell. 2.45
p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
Jy2dtfCapt. GEO. F. WBS*.

JULY 24. 1880.

BOSTON

MEW TIME TABLE

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

/Steamers!

“EMITA”

STEAMER

CAPT. JOHN T. STERLING.
Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island,

FARE $1.00.

Jones Landing
to Portland.

M.
6.00
7.20
9.35
11.00
A.

6.16
7.36
9.20

10.30

11.15

P. M.
12.00
2.00
3.15
4.30
6.15

l>ense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
SST'TlcketB and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
fOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New jfork, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. ft. < OVLE,lr., General Agent.
dtf

Trefethen’e L’6g
to Portland.

A. M.

A. M.
7.00
9.00

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Bocton, at 7 o’clock y. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex

P. M.
1.16
2.20
3.35
5.16

P. M.
12.20
2.35

3.46
5.00
6.45

7.30
6.35
9.45
9.15
10-4010-15

S U M P A %
A

M.

A. M.

A. M.

6.30
7.00
9.00

10.30

Portland Bangor I. Desert

P. M.

12.30
2.00
3.00
6.16
9.30

And Hachlas Steamboat Company.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deeriug, will leave Kailroad

^CHAS.

J

a. m.
m.

for

•*

ong.

Little and Great Cbe-

Portland at

..11.45

a. a

Lea^e Great Cbebe gue at.4.30 p.
Little Cbebeague at. 4.46 p.
11

a.
a

Long

Island at.5.00 p. m.
Jones* Landing at. 5‘30 p. a.
Fare
(round trip)....
Regular
.2oeb
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).15 ets

Great Cbebeague Band will furnish music eveey
evening on board this steamer, for a sail down the
bay and a dance on Long Island—leaving Long
Wharf at 7.15. Fare for sail and dance 35 ets.
Parties wishing to engage this Steamer fer speeUfl
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Chase aboard the boat.
Exchange sts., or

C£pt.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

•Except when chartered

for

special

excursions.

J24dtf

ON

WANTS.

Wanted*
ladies

or

men

who

are

ANYment. in cityyoungcountry

out of

employ-

or
(distance no object),
have steady work at their own homes alt the
year round; work sent my mail; any one can do it;
good salary; 1:0 canvassing; no stamps for reply.
Address BURT & EMMONS, Manufacturers, Box
2170, Boston.
aug7dlw#
can

Wanted.

shipped

FEW good coat, pant and vest makers.

A

|

c< mmence

L.

work at

Woodford's,

aug4dlw

Can

once.

C. YOUNG, Merchant Tailor.

I

Ms.

WAY1TED
MIDDLE AGE woman (Protestant,) to take
the care of an invalid lady. Enquire of H. J.
LIBBY at First National Bank or by letter to Scarau4dtf
borough, Me.

A

passage
by
FORCunard. Anchor,
State, American.
North German

Red Star,
Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast
passage steamers, to mud from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
tickets from Portland at low%st rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Euto
inland
rope*
places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exohange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, cireulars, sailing schemes
,&c. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

WANTED.

prepaid

A

first-class

Conk at

119 PINE

STREET, Portland, Me.

aug2dtf

Wanted.

ly

A

COMPETENT nurse (protestant) !to take care
of a young cbild.Address with reference.BOX

A

YOUNG man who has studied Bookkeeping,
some, wanted as clerk at 632 CONGRESS

1339, City.

jy24dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Clerk Wanted.

Calais, Ale., St.
CaKtport,
Jn|m, N.B., Halifax, IN. S., Oec.
Ale.,

STREET.

ARRANGEHENTS,

jun20dtf

GltiLS WANTED.
Portland Star Hatch Co., West
Commercial SiKcet.
myl2-dtf

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
NUN.

NAT Hit, fleam,|DAY,
ere
of
this I,in*

will

CANVASSERS WANTED.

I.eoee Kuilroari AVIurf,
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
at
f)
Friday
jp. nr., for Eastpon and gt.
John, 4!tli connections tor Calais, Robbinston, gt,
Andrew,. Pembroke Houlton, Woodstock, Orand

Energetic Canvassers to sell the F.agle
GOOD
install meats. Men who
Wringer
give
reference

foot
and

good
ry

Mourn., Campobeile, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmontb,
Windsor, Hallfas, Monoton, Xewoastio, Amberrt
Piotoa, Shediae, Batliuret, Dalhensle, Cbtr
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Orand Falls, and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis. Western Counties, liall Roads, and Stage Routes.
resolved up to 4 p. m. and any iniSr'Freight
fermaiio'i regarding the earn" may be had at the
office ot the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate
rltb Excursion Routes, Tickets
State Room?
and further
information apply a
Company's nffice, *0 F.icbauge St.
r*
T
SET President, and Manager’
-1

at

AFTERNOONS,

Bteamship Company

AFTER

-Manages^

Peaks’. Long, and Little Chebeane

for Peaks’,

Arriving at

Returning,

ON AND

Trees, and

RETURNING,
Little Cbebeague at.11.06 a. m.
Long Island at .11.15a.m.
Peaks’ Island at.11.30 a. a

Leave

with steamer for Gouldsboro
and Sullivan, each trip.
will leavo Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday Weduesaay and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
K. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, June 18t 1883.
jul8dt

wm.

SPARROW,

beague Islands.

uesday’8 trips.
At Bar Harbor

L.ilak

A.

Islands.

2.16 p.

Lamoine, Hancock

and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. inland
leave Pier 38, Fast River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
toneh at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room, $6;
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
oe tween
New
route
for
travelers
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods
by this line destined beyond Portland
or New York, will be at once forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
J R. COYLE. Jr., Leucrnl A genu
dtf
Portland, May 10,1883

1.00

Exchange Street,
10.00

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND.
Capt. Wna. E. Dcnui-ou. leaving same wharf
every 3Ionday. Wednesday. A Saturday Evenings at 11 16 o'clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Exp. ess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ells worth, Monday'sand Wed

*■-'uLgW

2.36
S.15

STEA1ER GEN. BARTLETT

new

SPRING

P. M.

will leave Eonp Wluirf, Toot of

freight

Tan10

P. M.

12.60
2.20
6.30
9.00

✓

#.gO

•TIME TABLE.

4.30 a. m., touching at inlandings,and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect w ith Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

Maine

11.08

Steamer will run to accommodate the Rollerskating Rink, leaving the city at 7.30, returning at 9.15
and 20.15. Tickets, with admission te Garden, 26
cents. Will ran as above until further notice.

and Thursday,at
Monday
termediate

The

7.35

7.20
0.45
10.60

_

Wharf, Portland, Tuesday

and Friday Evenings, at 11.lo
o'clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Kockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. (Stage from sedgwiek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors,
| Milbridge, Jonesport and Machiaaport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
j HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday's trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO\ LAMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip, also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland, going East, for Bangor and River
Landing* each trip.
RETUBN 11X4*, will leave Machiaaport every

on
or

to handle.
no? 15

can

security

can

Address

have outside territoNo. 36 Temple St.
dr:

M A .TV II O O I> :

dlf

^

PI1KUDELPII1A

eaves

Diamond.

A.M.
9.40
11.20

Steamers will run to accomodate the Paillllon
25 cents for the round ,..trip and
free admission to the pavillion.

P.M.
12.26

WII2TE NT A It LINE.
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamer*
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

—

I

Leaves

2.00
3.15
0.00

steerage ticket! at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across the
ocean,
on the warm Gnif Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; Lon-

m

"•ODD'S

i

New York and Philadelphia,

I'oinu ksulh nml

STEAM BBS.

—

Bound Brook

nil

Pullman Car Ticket- for Beau saf
tterlbi—fs si DerslTiciifiOWre ouly.
June 17, 1883
PAYS1 IN TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Mastor of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gou’l Pass’r Agent
Junli'dtf

Ogdensburg Ac.
J. H A ?f I l.’f’ON, Miipcriulcudrct.
EH AW. IV. FOY R, <4. T. A.
Jun23dtf
Portland, June 22d, 1883.

mm hiding r. i

to

«>.!•

MINNEHAHA.

12.00
P.M.

save

A’rains Leave Boston

Pailuian Parlor Cars
On Trains loavIng Boston 9 a.in., 12.80 and 7.00 p.

*.20
C.40

Evergreen and Tref.

to
nd for friends in the Old CounON
ALLtrydesiring
will
money by baying their prepaid

York.

At 7.30, 9.00 a. m„ and arrivo In Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 12.65 u. in.
At 12.80 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. ro
At 7.00 p
n.
>.ni\
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.m.

P.M.

WN.J.CBAIO.

10.30

ftenernl Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of
tickets
the White Star,

At

6.20

A.M.
9 00

SO Cents.
Fiu>sengcr trsiiw leave Portland at 10.00 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30, and 5.30 p. m. Returning leave Orchard
Beach (or Portland at 12.22, 2.45, 7.30, and 9.49
p. ni.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
,JA3. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
jlylBdtf

P.M.
2.40
6.10
8.30

Leaven

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

Close connections made at Westbrook J auction with through traluB of Me. Central R. K., and
at (IrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through

Street.
change
*

P.M.
12.40
2.30
6.00

Portland.

NTEATIEKM.

a. m.

trains of Orand Trunk R. R.
C3Through tickets to all points
Depot ooces and at Hollins a

AM.
9.40
11.30

in

8hia,

t8.07

BEACH

p.

Trips

R .(‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltfmore, Washington, and the
outn and with Boston A Albans R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

30 Cents.
along the Beach,'

Clinton,

Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. ra. and 1.03 p. ra.
Bor xlancheeter, Concord and points North, as
1.03 p. m.
Bar Rochester, Sfprlogvote, Alfred, WoleSerboroand Saco Hirer.7.30 a. m., 1.03
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 a. m. Returning
are Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.1E
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
CS5(mlxed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Bor liorham, Aaccarappa, Camberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s.
Hill.,
C-nl dO a. ra., 1.03, II.'IO and (mixed)
>0.30 p. ra.

-AND-

CAMP

On and after

m.

Bor

Lafit

P.M.

1.30
2.46
6.00
9.00
10.16
from Peaks’

of Trains.

Arrangement
__.

8.00

—

P.M.

7.30

6.07

TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
2
4
For Bbidgtox
mbs. a. m.
p. m.

Bridgton Junct.

8

16.

P.M.
2.16
3.30

Portland and Worcester Line.

6.Q0

110.49
110.53
111.13

Mills,

m.

11.10

11.46

( APT.

OLIVER,
will leave as follows, except on Excursion days,
when notice will be given in the daily papers.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Portland.
Peaks.
White Head.
Cushing’s
A. M.
A. M
A. M.
A. M.
10.00
10.30
10.46
12.00

L. L. LINCOLN. Bupt.
Portland. June. 16, 1883
octl4dtf

p. m

t0.68

Witham’s.

Rankin's

and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections with liyron, Mexico, Dlxfleld,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

5

10.25
16.29
16.33
16.53

6
7
8
14
16

and

(The 11.15 p.

m.

10.20
10.27
10.45

Portland

morning.

will

Brldeton, Leave
Samlv Creek,
Ingall’s Road,
Parley’s Mills,

for

Leaves
Cushings

9.30

STEAMER

2.40
3.60

STEAMER GAZELLE.

p.m.

HONTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 5.00, 8.16 and 11.00 p. m.
BOSTON
FOR OLD ORCHARD BEACH at 8.00,
9.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD

12.30, 3.80,

p.

Janton

4.45 and 9.45 a. m.
nrjri^fBjSSiJlLewiston
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00

'a.

PAN8ENOEKTRA 4 Ns Wal.L LEAVR
PORTLAND Tor RONTON
12.56 and 6.30
gpjjlat 6.15, 8.45 a.atin.,
Boston at 10.45,
SS=S£-ap. m., arriving
-a.

Leave

---rr-T.-am

T

Leaves

White Head
A.M.

___

CAPT. A.S.

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Leaves

Peaks*.

9.45

6.40
9.30

GAZELLE
K. OLIVER.

A.M.
9.20
11.00

A.M.

2.00
3.16

A. M.

Caoaila, Detroit. Tbit-age,Milwaukee
Cincinnati, St. I.outa, O mitha, SaginSt. Paul, Malt l.ake
aw
City,

To

TABLE.

7,20
9 40

——

p. a.

T I M L

mT*

A.

0.16

10.16

L<eaY«e
Portland.

Rumford Falls & Bncifleld

RAILROAD*.

Ann, Beunet, and July Fourth,Wood

NEWbUJvYPORT—Ar 6th. schs Susie J Sawyer,
Dickerson, and Florida, Carl, Weehawken.
Sid 6th, sch Pacific. Mitchell, Calais.
PORTSMOUTH -Ar 4tb, sell J M i{ ennedy,Whittaker, Rondout.
Ar 6th, schs Fannie & Edith, Warren, Rondout;

tlapt.

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.

-ANDAT

W. J. SP10EH Superintendent.

ington.

►Sid, sell Albort H Waite.
U Y ANN IS—A r 4th, sch Marion Draper, Bailey.
Gardiner for Now York.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, isehs L T Whitmore, Blackington, and Eagle, Berry, Elizabeth port; babao, Flynn,
and Abbie Dunn, Fountain, Hoboken; CUas Upton,
Lufkin. New York; Lucy Wentworth, Hannah, do;
Helen Thompson, Stevens, Romlout; Mentors, Dunbar, Bangor.
Ar 7tb, sob L Snow, Griffin, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch Webster Bernard, Marshall,

STEAMER EXPRESS.
JOHN
Leaves

9.00

74 EXCHANGE STREET

aPOKER.
May 27, lut 68 20 S. Ion 70 40 W, ehlp Bed Croaa,
Howland, from New York fer Portland O.
Aug 4, lat 40 62, Ion 00 01, ship St Franclf, from
Liverpool lor New York,

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

7.30

TICKET OFFICE*

Fare to Orchard Beach and return

(MMIElM f lC rOHJS

creameries at 21 (a 23c for choice, 18@20c lor fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 18@20c
fb for’choice, 16@17c for fair and good; choice
Western dairy at 14@l6c and Western ladle packed
13@15; choice creameries in good demaud; other
kinds in moderate request.
Cheese quiet: ‘J V-j 'a) 1 Oc for choice and 8@9c for
fair and good; fi@7c for common.
Eggs—have been in demand; 22@23c for Eastern,
21 (a 22c for New York and Vermont,20@22 for Nova Scotia an 1 P E J.
Potatoes—We quote Jersey and Khodo Island at
1 75&2 00 $> bbl.
;

66%,closing GOVsc; September 8]%@G2 Vac, clos^
ingat 62%c; October 61% @62%c. closing 62%c;

Bostou.
Ax at Caibaxien

CHANGE OF TIME.
On anil after Monday, June 45th, I MM3,
Train* will run as fallows:
DCPAKTIJREN:
For Auburn and Eewiaton, 7.10 a. m., 1.16
and 5.20 p. m.
For Uorbnm, 3.30 (mixed )and 5.20 p.m.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chi
ch«4> 1.30 p.m.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago 9.00

Rockland.

Boston Produce Market.

Mkw York, Aug. 7.—Flour market—Receipt?
14,599 bbls; exports 4192 bbls; very steady;prioes
without quotable change; export demand somewhat
better and lair inquiry from the jobbing trade; sales
10,550 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 40@3 60; Supertint
Western and State at 3 00.®3 90; common to good
extra Western and State 3 90@4 40; good to choice
do at 4 50@6 76; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 0 26@7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 9<>@o 50: commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 90®8 75; Paten
Minnesot^extra good to prime 5 6o@8 60; ohoic
to double extra do at 6 80@7 35; including 3700
bbls City Mill extra a
6 2 @5 90 900 bbls No 2
2 it 2 40 @3 60; 1800 bbls Superfine af 3 00«3 90;
d(;0 low extra at 3 90® *25
bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 3 90.0/7 26;3800 bbls Minnesota extru at 3 90
7 35. Southern llou quiet, common to
fair at 4 2' @5 10; good t
choice al 5 75.a,G 76.
Wheal—receipts 82,022bush,exports 217, 18 bu
cash V> @% amt options % @1 higher, closing very
steady at best itgures,sales 3,848,000 bush future**,
32 4,0 >0 hush on spot
No 2 Spring—180,000 bush
at 1 10 on spot aud to arrive; No 2 at 1 16% f o b,
1 17% « elivered from store, 1 181/ @1 19 In elev;
No 1 Red State at 1 .2
; White do at 1 22l/2: ungraded White 81c® 1 22 %. Is -stronger: sales of
4,000 Western 68 store; Canada aud State at 7l@
73c. 4 aru—cash * @Jc higher; August No 2 fully
4%c better; others V4®1 Vsc higher, closing very
firm and more active speculative trade; fair export
demand; receipts 74,789 bush; export 61,639 bush
sales 1,408,000 hash futures, 204,000 on the spot,
No 2 at 01% (a 82% c in store, 62%@02%c fob;
afloat
63®63Vac; No 2 for August 83%@

Donald,

Ingall’s
10.58
Saudy Creek,
11.05
Bridgton, Arrive,
1 Stops when tdgna led or n tiee to
Jy24

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.!
Sid fm Algiers 1st inst, barque Haunah McLoon,
Keen, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst, ship McNear, Frost, fm
Bombay.
Sid fm Liverpool 4th inst, ship Gen Knox, Henry,
San Francisco.
Ar at Yokohama prev to Aug 3, barque Furness
Abbey, Marcy, New York.

ISLAND RTEAHEMI.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

Launched—At Camden 7th, from the yard of
H M Bean, sebr Win H Allison, of Rockland, 460
tons, to be commanded by Capt E C Kermis ton of

New York Central.116%
Rock Island.. .121
St. Paul. .103%
St. Paul pref.
..118
Union Pacific Stock.
92%
Western Union Tel
79%

'own

PORRIGN PORTN.
Sid fm Penarth July 23, ship Caledonia, Potter,
Rio Janeiro.
Ar at St Thomas July 22. brig Sullivan. Guptill.
Boston; 2flth, Ysldora Rionda,Jones, Portland, (and
sailed 30th for Areeibo and North of Hatte/as.)
81d 19th, sch Grace Webster, Young, St John, PR
and Boston; 19th barque Hancock, Pettigrew, Jo.
Ar at Arroyo PR, July 19, brig Haven, Armstrong
St Thomas for Naguabo and New York.
Ar at 8t John, PR, July 20. sch Grace Webster,
Young, St Thomas.
Sid fm Matanasas 28tb, sch EUa Elliott, Russell
New York.
Ar at Cardenas July 17, barque J B Babel, Sawyer, New York.
Sid fm Cardenas July 30, brig Cadet, Sawyer, for
New York; 31st, barque Harriet 8 Jackson, Mc-

KENNNEBUICPORT. Aug 7—Sid, sch Lorain
Campbell, (new, 697 tons) C N Franklin, for Philadelphia.
EAST MACHIAS, Aug 2 —Sid, schs Beta, Sanborn, New York; Swallow, Sherman, Boston.
Aug 5—Ar, schs C V Miuott, Hathaway, Portland;
Carroll, Libby, an M B Oakes, Ingalls, Boston.

...

Chicago

1UILIIMBI.

Delhi, Jordan, Philadelphia.

Road

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Illinois .Central.130%
Lake Shore.107
87
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central
86%
Northwestern.
.127%
Northwestern pxef .144%

Un»e

Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—W C

Freedom, Kent, Camden—Nathl Blake.
SAILED—Btig Geo Burnham.

the closing quotations Stocks:
.135
Chicago & Alton.
&
Alton
140
pref...
Chicogo
123%
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.
..

81d,

Rankin’s

Cleared.

are

Erie.
Erie pref.

Bfcb» ,ob* MaryB Lo»g, Orme,
<iAIlPJNRR~^r
S P Hitchcock, Reed, Portland.
Bch

ana

Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.

NEW YORK STOCKS,

New York

NEWS,

FORT OF PORTLAND.

59%

—

FOB

8
9
Adriatic....New York..Liverpool....Aug 9
Westphalia.New York. Hamburg—Aug 9
Frisia.New York Hamburg.... Aug 10
Jtrcassfan.Quebec.Liverpool. ...Aug 11
Dominion.Quebec.Liverpool,.. .Aug 11
.New York..Liverpool...Aug 11
Gallia
Helvetia.New York. Liverpool... .Aug 11
of
Berlin.New York..Liverpool... .Aug 11
City
Baltic.New York..Liverpool....Aug 11
Bolivia.New York..Glasgow.Aug 11
Aug 11
Santiago.New York. .Havana
Necker...New York. .Bremen.Aug 11
Cienfuegos.New York..Cienfuegos..Aug 14
Muriel. ..New York. .St Kitts.Aug 14
Pavonia.New York. .Liverpool—Aug 16
..Aug 18
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Aug 18
Newport.New York..Havana;.. .Aug 18
Advance. New York..Brazil-.Aug 18
Valencia.New York.. Mar adkibo .Aug 18
Servia.New York..Liverpool....Aug 22
City of Puebla.New York.. Hav&VCruz. Aug 23
British Empire— New York. .Hav&VCruz.Aug 28
St Domingo.New York.. St Domingo.. Aug 28
Scythia..'New York..Liverpool.. .Aug 29

Drv (wood* Wheietittie market*
The following quotation* are wholesale prices and
c rrected daily by Stoier, Bolster & Co. I>ry Goods
Wootens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 152 Middle
CKBLRACHKD

DaV* OF WTKAIT1SH1P8.

Amerlque.New York.. B avre.Aug
City of Merida.New York. .Havana.Aug

m..

ing

September;

for

50®60%o for October; 48o for November; 4b%o
Oats in good demand and Armor at 28%@29
for cash; 27%®27%e for August; 2ti%®2«% for
September; 26%®2<'%c for October; 26%®26%
Tear. Kye strong and higher 69o. Pork Armer with
light trade at 12 76®12 87% oash; 12 76@12 80
for August; 12 82%®12 86 for September; 12 96.®
Creamery.24® 25o
Seed*.
12 97% for October; 12 12%®12 15 year. Lard is
Gilt Edge Yer....22«23c Rod Top.4 26®4 60
steady with fair demand at 8 36®8 87% for cash
Choice.17®18o Timothy..2 16®2 35
and August; 8 4<>®8 42% for September: 8 45®
Good.
Clover.16Va®10
8 47% for October; 8 80 November; 8 16®8 17%
Storo.
Ruiaiu*.
year. Bulk Meats easier; shoulders 6 00; snort] rib
4'hceae.
Muscatel.1 70®2 40
7
16; short at 7 «0.
Vermont....
10®12 Loudon Lay’r .2 20® 2 80
Receipts—Flour 13,000 bbls, wheat 64,000 bush,
10a 12HDnduraVal.. 8
NYFoot’y..
®11
coru 289,000 bush,oats 48,000 bush, rye 18,000 bu,
Apple*.
Orange*.
3000 bush.
Eating.^ bbl. .4 76@5 60j Valencia 10 00®13 00 barley
Shipments—Flour 8000 bbls, whoat 76,000 bush,
Evaporatedlbie Va®l 8 Vfe1 Florida.0 00®0 00 corn
169,000 bu, oats 125.000 bush, rye 1,800 bu,
Dried Apples. ...tH*®101 Messina.7 00®8 00
barley 1,000 bush.
Sliced
...10® 10Mi I Palermo.C 60®7 60
Sr. Lons, Aug. 7.—Flour Is doll and 6o lower.
Miijrnr.
liSmoit*.
Wheat slow but higher; No 2 Red Fall at 1 06%®
Granulate<l
lb_DVs! Messiua.4 60@fl 00
1 05% for oash; 1
06%®1 06% for August;l 07®
Extra C.85/g 1 Palermo
..4 60®6 f*o
1 07% September;! o»®l 09% for Ootol>er.-111%
FREIGHTS—The market continues dull and rates
for November; 1 05%
year; No 8 do 98%o. Pork
declining, Shippers of ice are|not offering over 60o dull at 13 26® 13 60. Lard nominal at 7%
3000,
Receipts—Flour
bbls, wheat 84 000 busk
ton from this port to Philadelphia, and from the
corn 00.000 bush, oats 0.000 bush,rye 00,000 bush,
Kennebec to Philadelphia 70c; transactions have
barley 0,000 bush.
been light even at these figures. We notice the folShipments—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 95,000 bush'
oorn 00,000 busb.oats 0,000 bush.rye 00,000 bush,
lowing charters for the week ending August 7th:
barley 0000 bush.
Schr Ariadne, Windsor, NS., to Philadelphia or
Detroit. Aug. 7.—Wheat Is stoady; White fall at
Baltimore, plaster, $1.70.
1 08% oash; 1 09% Augusl; No 2 do 99%o; No 3
do 80%e; No 2 Red Wluter 109%; rejeoted 70o.
Barkeutioe Ocean Pearl, Portland to Matanzas
Corn Arm at 63%c bid.
Oats are dull 34%ofor
■hooks and head* 30c.
No 2; 37o fer No 2 White.
Schr Manantioo, Bangor to Philadelphia, lumber j
Wheat—Receipts 6,000 bn; shipments 26,000 bu.
82.50.
New Orleans, Ang. 7.—Cotton steady; Middling
Schr Odell, Kennebe**. to New York, lumber 2.25 i uplands 9%o.
loaded and towed.
Mobile, Aug. 7.—Cotton is dull; Middling up*
lands 9%o.
Schr Margie, Portland to New York,lumber 2.00.
Savannah, Aug. 7.—Cotton is steady; Middling
Bark Esther, Turks’ Island to Portlaud, salt p. t.
uplands 9% o.
Brig Geo. Burnham, Sydney to Portland, coal at
Memphis, Aug. 7.—Cotton steady; Middling up1.25 and discharged.
lands 9%c.
Bark Savanetta, Portland ts Bowling, Scot.,spoolEuropean Markets.
wood 72s Gd.
(By Telegraph.)
Schr Mary E. Van Cleaf,Portland to Wilmington
Liverpool, Aug. 7—12.30 P. M—Cotton market
N. C., bay p. t.
hardening; uplands at 5fyfed; Orleans 5%d; sales
Schr Kocheka, Windsor to Baltimore.plaster 1,70.
12,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
Bark Oneco, now at Martinique, has teen charV
tered from Bonaire to Portland, salt p. t.
MAKitlACSEM.
Sehr Oliver Dyor, Portland to New York, empty
bbla 10c.
In Rockland, July 31, Andrew Allen and JoAt>
Schr Charlotte E. Sibley, Belfast to Jacksonville
phiae Allen.
In Rockland. July 29. Sewall A. Rich of Rockland
hay and ice p. t.
and £Ule S. Simmons of West Camden.
Schr Etna, Philadelphia to Portland, coal at cur
In Camden, July 21, Hiram U. Aunis of Camden
rent rates.
and Miss Aunle Gammon of Belfast.
Brig American Union, Wiscasset to Charleston,
year.

Boston, Aug.

a

pasture, where there is 'plenty of grass and
a brooi?of water.
Mv work is light and my
feed is usually less than the above given
quantity. I have planted a quantity of early
corn and lugar-cane, which, when grown to
roasting ears, I begin to cut and feed green
for cows, horses and lings. There is, proba-

strengthening

or

was asked
ernment.

or

a

nothing

tem

sea-

j

The Horsford Almanac and Cook Book
mailed free on application to the Rumford

ishing,

the time the meadows were mown it was

fourths of

Cranberries,

Bast 38 in.. ll*ft$13
Med. 86 in.. 8
£'11
7Vfr
Light38in.. 8
42 in 10
ll4
5-4.... il

A three-year-old was told by his brother.
“Stop nicking up that dirt,” as he was playing
inlthe street, “I won’t,” was the reply of the
little logician; “dirt ain’t yours.”

Falling- Meadows and Cqjn Fodder.
Last year there was an unusually heavy
growth of grass, which was exhausting, and

I am

#r, closing Arm; trad* only moderate; prime eteam
spot quoted at 8 70@8 75; 140 city steam at 8 40®
8 45; reAned for continent
quoted at 9 00; 8 A at
it H5. Butter steady; Penn. Creamery 22%@23c;
State at 15@23;Western 9® 22%. Cheese is weak;
State H@10 skims lia4%.
Freights to l iverpool lower; Wheat steam 3%d.
Cute Ado, Aug. 7 —Flour is nominally Unchanged.
Wheat stronger; sales at* 00% for August: 1 02®
1 02% for September; 1 03%®i 04 for October;
1 05 for November; 1 00% ail year- No 2 Chicago
Spring 1 00-% No 3 do at 87%c; No 2 lied Winter
1 07. Corn active, Arm and
higher; 63% o for cash;

..

6*tting-

Chemical Works, Providence, R. X.

rain
three weeks, and most farmers
gathered their entire crop without its being
wetted. When this burden of grass was removed from tbe land the hot sun, with the
absence of rain, mast have killed many of
the roots. There was very little aftergrowth
to protect the roots and to renew the plants.
If the, winter had not been very favorable,
with the snow covering the surfac*-, many
meadows would have been entirely instead
of partially destroyed. Another fact is, the
mowing machines cut closer than the oldfashioned scythe and leave the roots much
more exposed to the heat of the sun, and the
liability to have tlie roots killed is therefore
much greater. In a dry time it would tie a
groat deal better to set the machine higher,
so that the stubble would protect the roots
more.
The longer the stubble the more it
would shade tbe ground, and at the same
time the juices in it would afford moisture
to sustain the plants, or, in other words, the
green stubble would help to keep up the vitality of the plants until they could make a
renewed growth, and so protect the crowns
or tops of the roots.
I once destroyed a
whole field of orchard grass by cutting it too
elose so late in the season that there was
not any aftergrowth.
The same condition
would injure any kind of grass. It would
be a great benefit when meadows are mown
in a dry time to sow plaster or even salt upon the surface.
Both would attract moisture, and thus help to start a new growth,
particularly the plaster, which not only
would attract the moisture, but also ammonia, from the atmosphere, and thus doubly
benefit the meadows.
In consequence of the prospective lighter
yield of grass, fodder corn should ba extensively grown. It may be put in any time up
to July first, at this latitude, and mature.
As the present season is about two weeks
later than usual, we can reasonably expect
a proportionately longer time for ripening in
the fall. Every farmer has some piece of
pasture or thin, light meadow which can be
turned to a good account for fodder corn
and every farm will afford manure enough
to enrich it by scraping tbe barnyard and
gathering up fertilizing material in different places.
The ashes will go a good ways
and it will pay, if there is nothing better, to
purchase commercial fertilizers for the fodder corn. It can be put in so rapidly that
the time required Is of little account. When
tbe ground is plowed, harrow it until it is
mellow, and where there is a drill, take out
teeth enough to make the rows sufficiently
wide to run a cultivator between them,
or lay tbe ground out in furrows from two
and a half to three feet wide, large corn requiring wider rows, and scattering the seed
In the furrows. A man can do this almost
as fast as he c in walk and then the seed
may be covered by running a barrow lengthwise of the furrows. If the ground is cultivated as soon as the rows can be seen, no
hoeing usually is necessary, as the corn
grows so fast when planted late It gets the
start of the weeds. On this account many
farmers do not pnt in their fodder corn until quite late in the season, as they save labor
by so doing. The seed should not be put in
too thickly, as a greater weight of stalks
and far more substance can be bad with
thinne.rseeoing. Some allowance must be
made for waste of seed, but two bushels is
ample for an acre, although most seeifsmen
recommend four.—Xew York Trinune.

00

...

own

an

for two

correspondent of

tive.

exceedingly dry and hot. The haying
son was remarkable, as there was no

00@19

I
Produce.
Provision**.
Porkt> bbl—
Maine
12 00®18 00 i Hacks
20 00®20 25
Cape Cod,16 00®T7 OO Clear.3 9 00®. 9 26
Pea lieans
2 50®2 76
Moss.17 60 a 18 00
Mediums....2 60®2 66 Mess Beef.. 12 00® 12 6<)
Ex Mess..12 76® 18 26
German med2 00 d 2 261
Yellow Kyes3 85®B 1)0, Plate.13 60® 14 00
Onions *>bbl. 3 E0®4 001 Ex Plate. 14 50® 16 00
Crates.1 PO®
j Hams
13Vfe@l4c
New Potatoes 2 00 a/2 25 Hams covered 3 4 Vs® 16c
Lard—
do*.22&23o>
Eggs )p
lb.OOo I Tub, & lb
Turkeys,
Chickens.. .25® 30c
Tieroes..
Fowl .18®20c
Pail.
Stutter.

Railroad

the English Live Stock
Journal says he found that charcoal will
cure the fluke and other parasitic attacks iu
sheep, when salt, which lias so often been
recommended for this purpose, is inopera-

AGRICULTURAL.

at

one-

how well cared for. All young stock should
be kept growing continually from the star'.

Flow, happy fountains, flow.
Sweet founts that have long been dry!
tears

and

important, says the Nation&1 Live
Stock Journal, that ewes should have an
abundance ot good feed while suckling their
lambs for if the latter are once stunted they
will not do so well afterwards, no matter

Rat-tat! to the door she flies—
O rapture keen and dumb!
O eloquent cheeks aud eyes!
Her letter bas come—has come!
O postman pocket the gold—
Full well thou has: earned the fee—
And treasure the thanks untold,
That are better than geld to thee I
Sorrow may

nearly eighty-four

It is

today—

The postman knows her tale,
And it makes his old heart bleed;
Those blush rose cheeks grown pale
Are pages a child might read.
Ah! letters enough he brings—
Great circulars blue and grim,
Slight feminine scented things—
But never a line from him.
Slowly she turns away,
The crushed heart munnuriug
“it has not come to-day—
Tomorrow I know it will.”

are

and the bulls more docile than the cows of
many breeds. Taken all in all, they combine more excellences, with fewer defects,
than any other variety of cattle.
The prospect is better this year for a grape
There are
crop than for many years past.

I do not know when I lost it;
It wns 311st as the dawning hurst
t
Through the crystalline bars of the lingering stars
That frith sorrow I missed it first.

F.

other breed, and in color they

no

I do not know where I lost it,
For it slipped from a broken string,

REV.

fullness

between the ears aud eyes are always desiraThe eyes should be full and hazel lu
color, ears small and thin and thrown well
forward. The horse that turns his ears
back every now and then is not to be trusted.
He is either a biter or a kicker, aud is sure
to be vicious in other respects, aud being

SANG8TER.

Waiting for

Breadth and

ble.

A Lost Pearl.

I

an

under the throttle.

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

And far and away from my
It lies a neglected thing.

signs

of intelligence, temper, courage, and honesty. Unless a horse has brains, you cannot
teach him to do anything well.
It bati

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberta.

MARGARET

18

do bag lots.23 60
Middlings, car lots.24 00
do bag lots
26 60
1
Rye.

...

the p^tEse.
»1 Depot* ot H. G
May be obtained at the Ptrlodl
Armstrong,
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell -S Go
Hubert
Gutello,
Uilpatrick,
Went--ortf), Hodsoon,
htranget Stim.Jewett, How. McFarland, Watson.
and
Maine
&
Boston
Depot,
■on Gould, Lanagan,
Chisholm Bros.,on all trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small ft Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News C©.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddefprd, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jell ergon.
Brunswick, It. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Yerrili.
Damartiscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. 1L. Irish & 0©
Hallo well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. I). Hughes.
Meohauic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thesnas.
Norway, S. L. Creckett, A. O. Noyea.
Old Orohard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. A» drowe,
Sabattus, E. H. Jehmtoa.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick ft Oo^
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.'
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.

1
St. Louis Winter straight.6 00@6 25!

KNOW THYSELF.^^
A Book for Rvory Mm

figt’d

Voimg, middle*

nnd Old.

The untold miseries that restfit from indiscretion
in earlj life may be alleviated ai d cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published bv the Peabody
medical Inmtitnte. Boston, entitled The *ci~
race of Life; or, *< lf Preservation.
It is
not only a complete and
perfect treatise on Manhood,
sailings are as follows:
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Germanic.Jan. 20 j Baltic....,.w. 1
Premature Decline In man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
Republic.Jan. 25 Brttania .Feb. 10 [ but it contains one hundred and twenty-tive prer or samnc h»te, cabin plans, passage rates anu |
scriptions for acute and chronic diseases, rack one
drafts, apply to ,1. L. FARMEK, 22 Exchange St.
of which in invatuablr.80 proved by the author
<»y
delH
whose experience for 21 years is such as ,probably
never before fell to the lot of any
phvslcian. It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful era bossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to bo a tiner work in
5
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed iu this country for
$2.50, or the money will he refunded. Price only
JAPAN. t'UINA,
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
Islaada, Mew Zealand and the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on reAustralia.
ceipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
Dr. W. H.
No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Bostou,
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying Mass. ThePARKER,
author may be consulted on all diseases
passengers and freight for all the above named
and
my30d&wly22
experience.
requiring|skill
port*.

Rate* reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
1
reme southerly route*, a voiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60 and $80; Excursion $110 and $141; Steerage at Ijw rates. The

_

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
T

CALIFORNIA,

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands New Zealaad
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Kasern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT Or CO.,
? 13 mute Street. Cur. Qrsnd sit., JBo»te«.
MUM

Si *«&w5yS?rort2in«.

Or.

KEXISOII

I1. *1.
4

ha* opened an
Portland
and
found at

office in
can

be

>0. 276 Middle St.
owEd-wanr* an.) Wal
en' tiara war* itoit iro
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TRESS

RAILWAY NOTES.

CITY AFF&IBS.

Atlanticl& St. Lawrence Railroad.

The Mayor Vetoes the Caterpillar Order.

The annual meeting of Ihe Atlnntio & St.
Lawreuce Railway Company was called at the

The following corrections should be made In
the report of the meeting Monday night, ne-

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUG. 8.

CITY AND VIC NITY.

company’s office iu this city yesterday.

#HW ADYERTINE]IEKTN TO-DAY'.

ENTERTAIXMENTS.
Great Spiritual Phenomena!, the Everetts.
nkw;abvkrtisrments.
Wanted—Robert *L. Libby.

land.
Vice
treal.

Wanted to Hire.
Bod spreads -Rines Bros

Advice
to Mothers—Mrs.
Winslow’s
Soothing Strut should always be used wheu
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at oner; it produces natural,
quiet
sleep l>v relieving the child front pain, and the
little cherub awakes ns "bright as a button
It is

very pleasaht to taste. It soothes the
ohild, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other canses. Twenty-five
cents a bottle.
dec4
WSM&wly
_

Solomon himself would be puzzled
If called upon to decide whiclt is the more ex
quisite— the Violet, West-End Bouquet, or
Stepbanotis of J. & E. Atkinson, Loudon.
W&S

Enterprising

local agents wanted in ihit
town for an article that is sure to
sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Homiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilhy Street,
Boston.
jy30-dawlm
Municipal Court
JUDOS

GOULD

Tuesday.—Robert Prince, Patrick Murray, John
Little, jerry M. Haley, Hugh MoGowan. Intoxication. Fine! 85 and costs eacb.
Hugh McGowan. Resisting officer. Fined $30
and costs.

Tlionuss O’Neal and Patrick Murphy. Bathing
within city limits. Fined $5 and costs each.
Wallace Johnson.
Common drunkard. Sixty

days in county jal'.
Linsey A. Palmer,
Fined

Charles

Cooper,

$2 and % costs each.
Harrtgau. Open shop.

John E.

Larceny.

Fined

but the

following

the great pressure of business.
The caterpillar order was vetoed by the
Mayor. Mr. Smith 6tated in his remarks that
the wotk of destroying the pests must be nocompliBhed at once, and another meeting
would be too late If we would save our beautiful shade trees.
The upper board passed an

President—Joseph Hickson, E>q.,

Mon-

Directors—Sir Alexander T. Galt. Montreal;
Charles E. Barrett, Harrisou J. Libby, Franklin R. Barrett, Francis K. Swan, Philip
Henry
Brown, George P. Wescott, Portland.
The following annual repoit'was presented:

Proposals.

BSVOJ'lt

present,

cessitated by the lateness of the meeting and

Presideut—Hon. Samuel F. Spring, Port-

Vacation Notice. Pr. Macsllastor.
$100 Reward.—James Hopkins Smith
Owon, Slooro St Co.
Tornado Insurance—Dow, Coffin & Libby

aug8

was not a quorum
officers held over:

There

$10 and

costs each

E. Ilarrigan.Search and seizure. Fined $100
Appealed;
Berton A. Gray. Assault. Fined $3 and costs.
John

and costs.

directors’ report.
At the close of the current year the directors find little to which they need call the attention of the stockholders.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company have
continued to maintain the road and property iu
good and satisfactory condition, and to make
the payments required by tho lease.
Last year we referred to the report of the
commissioners of the sinking fund, which
showed that, in consequenoe of the large payment made by the Grand Trunk Company iu
January, 1881, tho fund was actually iu excess
of tho »mount of this company’s obligations to
the city of Portland.
By making this payment the Grand Trunk Company intended to
relieve itself from all further liability by reason of these obligations.
The city, however,
declined to receive tlie fund so made up, as
naymeut, on the ground that the company was
bound to provide for the city bonds not yet
due, and not, simply at;its pleasure, to pay the
amount of these bonds to the city.
The Supreme Judicial Court of the State having sustained the city iu its position, the commissioners, with the consent of all parties, have refunded to the Grand Trunk Company a portion of the sum paid into the fund, as nppeara
by their report herewith,—the effect of this repayment being to leave the total amouut of
the fund just what it would have been had the
regular semi-annual payments to it been made
without interruption or variation to date.
Tue treasurer’s report, herewith submitted,
gives the preseut share capita! aud debt of the
compauy.
For the Directors,
S. E. String, President.
The following is the treasurer’s report:
treasurer’s report.
I present my 87th annual report as treasurer
of the company.it beiDg for the year ending
Jane 30. 1883.
Tho by-laws require of the treasurer an annual report; but as your road is leased to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada,
which operates the rood, receiving the income
and paying the expenses, the report becomes
almi at an abstract of the preceding
reports, so
litt'e chance ocouis now from year to year in
the general accounts of the company. The
capital stock of tho company remains, in
amouut, the same as last year, and is divided
as follows:
260 shares in Federal currency of $100
..s
26.000
11.878 shares in sterling currency of
£100 or $484 each.
5,468,552
28 fractional share rights of $10 each
outstanding.
448
..

Brief Jottings.
Warm yesterday. Mercury 66° at 7 a. in.,
80® at noon, 74° at sunset; wind north.
A large excursion party from stations along
the Ogdensburg, accompanied by the Sanford
Brass Band came into the city yesterday and
went to Peaks’ Island
The Emma Marr, Capt. Brewster, loaded
with rags from Piiiau, June 27tb, arrived yes.

terday.
Look out for the grand
Island Friday, Ang. 17th,
Bteamboat line.

gala day
on

p.t

Peaks’

the Forest City

The

$5,484,000
the company, all funded, is as

debt of

follows:

Balance of obligations to the city of
Portland, first mortgage, with sinking fund....
..3
The company’s second mortgage bonds

6300,900

ceived quite a blow from an assault at Market
square.
The church on Newbury street by the ener.
getic action of the youDg committee has im-

May 1,1871,6-208, ,61*7,300, or...
on exchange of bonds.

712,932

Balance due

152

Tiie si,000 bond of ihe issue of 1851, alluded
iu previous reports, has not as yet been
presented for payment.
Two dividends of S3 each, upon the Federal
shares,have been declared payable at this office
and the corresponding dividends upon the
sterling shares are paid by the Graud Trunk
Railway Company, lessees, at their office iu
London.
to

Respectfully submitted,

Chas. E. Barrett,
Treasurer.

very much the appearance of its
building outside. The ladies have not secured
quite funds enough for furnishing the inside,
but hope to do so early in the fall.
The health officer and Dr. Cammett, city
physician, visited the Emma Marr, from Pil.
lau with rags, on her arrival at quarantine
yesterday and fonnd a clean bill of heilth.
The rags aboard of this vessel came from a
port on the Baltic, and are collected within a
radios of a few hundred miles of the port,

Cottage

at

Portland, July 1,1883.

The commissioners of the sinking
as follows:

Cape

Entered.

ent amount:

y*“"’
J84O.
Igii.
18i«.
•.
78^7.
7848.
78/9

tle money in it. While he and Mrs. Smith
were gone to the Cottage, he ordered a servant
ta keep watch over the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith returned home at a late
hour and then fonnd everything all right.

They retired, and in the morning Mr. Smith
discovered that somebody had cut away the
ganze mosquito netting at tbe window during
the night, raised the curtain, stolen the business suit and gold watch left the other
pocketbook on the table, polled down tbe enrtain
behind them, and left as they entered.
Tbe
watch was a very valuable one and he offers a
reward of 850 for its recovery and 8100 for the
detection of the burglars. The rascals took a
note for 83000 and a check on New York for a
sum of money, payment on both of
which has
been stopped
Mr. Smith says she saw two strange charac-

day previons. They
caressed them,

smd

Committee Reports.
The city committee on pnblic grounds report they had an appropriation of 82,000 and
expended 8767, leaving a balance of 1233. The
appropriation for Deering’s Oaks waB 82,000,
and 81,223 have been expended leaving a balance of 8777.
Tbe appropriation for Forest
City Cemetery was 8300 of which 8237 has been
expended, leaving a balance of 803.
Committee on Pnblio Buildings report 814,000 appropriation City Bnllding, 82000 for public buildings, and 85,000 special City Building.
There has been 85,040.52 expended for City
Building, and 83,418.90 for same purpoee from
tbe special appropriation; 81,071.52 for public
buildings, and 84,066.06 for Chestnut street
schoolhonse.
Steamboat Traffic on tbe Atlantic Coast
The report of Geo. H. Star buck, United
States Supervising Inspector of steam vessels
for the Second Supervising District, embracing
the waters of the Atlantic coast from Patsa-

maquoddy Bay to Cape Charles,
months, ending Jane 30th, has been

for

six

receivedThe report shows a total of 53 accidents by
collision, six steamers wrecked and two lives
lost during six months. The total number of
passengers carried by steamers is estimated at
210,970,500, divided among the principal ports
New York, 200,000,009; Philadelas follows:

8,500,000; ^Boston, G,181,500; New
phia,
London, 775,000; Albany, 1,800,000; Portland, 20,200. The total amount of property
lost by fire, wrecks, collisions, etc., 8304,075.
Forest City Amusement Company.
|Tbis company is furnishing great attractions
About 2000 persons visited the island yesterafternoon.
The
entertainment comday
menced with a grand rope ascension by Miss
Laiscell, followed by a terrific and daring

trapeze act by Miss Carlotta Laverny and Mr.
This company has a talented orchesFrancis.
tra which discourses some fine music. Uncle
Tom's Cabin proves a great attraction.
Tbe
introduction of the olio element enlivens the
piece and pleased all. Tbe Sherwood sisters
are immense, while the other characters are
well sustained. The sail down the harbpr is de-

lightful and all should take
tle Ev t and Uncle Tom.

a

trip

and see Lit-

Free Baptist Camp-MeetlnflT.
At Ocean Park yesterday Rev. Dr. R. Dunn
delivered an interesting lecture on “The Great
Rebellion,” and last evening there was a fine
concert by Misses Etta F. Kileski,
Lowell,
soprano, Alta Pease, Boston, contralto; Arthur
F.-Burnett, tenor, Harry L. Cornell, Boston,
bass, and Martha Dane Shephard, Boston,

pianist.
To-day Dr. Dunn will lecture at 11.30 a. m.,
"Tbe Reign of Grace,” and the afternoon
will be devoted to the children, Rev. J. Malvern delivering an address.
on

Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
comity have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:

Portland—Win. P. Goss io Margaret Hale,
lot of laud. Consideration $3,000.
John W. Lane to Daniel HuDer, land and
bmidiugs. Consideration $1,000.
Westbrook—John C. Knight et al. to John
K. Dunn, lot of land. Consideration $H0.
Long xsiand -Catherine Wallace to Claia X.
Johnson, lot of land. Consideration $25.

Principal.
S 4,162 60 $
9,196 88
25,000 00

26,000
2o,000
24,060

00
00
00
26,000 00
25,000 00
26,000 00
35.000 00
25,000 00
25,000 00
08

7881.428,502
7

882..

Less sum refunded to G.
T. R. Co., June 5, ’83.

1883.
T

$691,861

46

117,327

59

874,533 87
12,600 00

Interest
33 00
ISO 43
2,712 51
954 89

4,637.33
6,082 08
7.800 11
8,949 87

11,046

13,214
18,625
18.529
25,266
33,431

19
59
88
21
24
74

35,724

61

$687,033 87 $188,187

68

balance refunded to
G. T. K. Co., July 31,
1883. 277,206 66

Less

1,656 42

$309,827 22 St 86,632 16
309,827 22
Less debit

balance of

expenses (because the latter appropriation was
the proper one, and the former is a small appropriation for the various purposes (comprised
In the name of the appropriation) and as
amended passed it ?.ln non-concurrence. The
order was returned to the upper board,and that

body receded and concurred with the Common
Council. The Mayor immediately soized the
order and endorsed it as follows:
Disapproved for the reason no charges
should be made to the contingent fnnd until
the appropriation for cemeteries and public
grounds is expended.
J. W. Dkerino,
Mayor.
This

veto

be presented to the City
Council for action until the next stated meeting, or Sept. 3d, when it will be too lato lor an
appropriation to be of nse.
James A. Conley and John H. GreenongU
were
appointed inspectors of petroleum by the
Mayor, hut the appointments were uot oorflrmed by the Board of Aldermen.
Permission was grunted the Paper Box Company to maintain a steam engine.
The request of the Public Library for a set
of oity plans was referred with power.
The order to buy a clock for the Council
Chamber passed the upper board and was ve
toed bv the Mayor on the ground that the furnishing of the City Building is under his control.
cannot

The York Society.
Yesterday the committee oi arrangements
of the York Society visited the islands in the
steam yacht Great Eastern, nDd decided to
hold the mammoth clam-bake at White Head,
Gushing’s Island, listen will furnish the bake
and dinner for one thousand people.
The Gazelle will leave Railroad Wharf at
9 a. in., on Augnst 15th, thus affording oppor-

tunity for all
tho

of town guetts arriviug ou
Maine, Eastern, and Ogdeusgo directly aboard, and will then

out

Boston &

burg roads,

to

Custom House Wharf and tike
the Bociety from the lower part oi the
oily.
The steamer, will sail for a couple of hours in
the lmrhor, enjoying the music of the Buxton
Baud, and land about noon at the island.
Games will be in order and the band will
play
at the pavilion, and at 2 p. in. the mammoth
steam uowu to

bake will be uncovered.
Atter dinner the president, Hon. Bion Bradbury, will welcome the assembly in a few brief
remarks, and will be followed by two or three
well kDowu gentlemen, members of tho Port"
land society, and two or three from York

§496,459 38
premium acct...
6,43110

Total fund.§490,028 28
The investments are as follows:
City of Portland bonds.§290,600 00
County bonds.
1,000 00
United States bonds.
10,000 00
Loan, Portland bonds as collateral_ 19 000 00
Deposit on interest.
169,528 28

5490,02838
As was stated in our last report, the Grand
Trunk Railway Company, lessees of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad, paid into the
fund in January, 1881, the sum of $428,502.08.
This sum, added to the amount then in hand,
made up the sum of $787,000, the amount of
the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company’s obligations, Jthe several securities in
the fund being valued at par.
At the request
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company, we
then tendered the fund to the city authorities,
who declined to receive it, on the ground that
euch payment was not in accordance witli the
act creating the fund and the agreement with
the city.
The Supreme Judicial Court has now sustained the city in its position; and we have,
therefore, with the formal consent both of the
city and of the Atlantio and St. Lawrence
Company, refunded to the Grand Trunk Company the sum of £394,534.24 and a small
amount of interest. This leaves the total of
the fund, at the present time, $490,028.28, as
given above.
It was deemed equitable by all parties that
tbe Grand Trunk Company should thus be
placed in the same position that it would have
been held bad the regular semi-annual
payments of $12,500, required by the act, been
made in due coarse. The fund may now be
considered to be in amount what it would
have been bad such regular payments been
made, without variation nr interruption, to
date.
There is no outstanding interest due the
fund at the present time.

will not be over

a

half

a

dozen.

trains.
A meeting

the directors will be held at
at 7.30 o’clock this
Reception
evening,
and it is hoped all will be present.
All persons who were born in York couuty,
residing in Portland and vicinity, are reminded
that they may become members of the
society
by signing the constitution, which they wilj
find at the office of E. S. RedloD, Esq., in
of
Halt

of Congress and ExAs none but members of the
corner

change streets.
society (invited guests excepted)

can

procure

tickets for the clam bake to occur August 15,
it is important that they sign the constitation
at

an

early day.

Greenwood Garden.
a gala week at Greenwood Garden. Prof. Henry Parks, tbe hero of
Montmorenci Rapids, will perform on the tight
wire afternoon and evening.
In the evening
he will string the wire with fireworks and light
them as he goes along.
The wire will be suspended between the skating rink and a neighboring house. Prof. Parks is excelled by few
in his specialties, and he has just closed an tn.
gagement at the Point of Pines. In addition
to the above Capt. Knowlton has secured the
services of Dr. Albert Merlin, an expert

Tc-day

commences

sleight-of-hand performer and thought readerDr. Merlin uses, daring his whole performance
two small glass tables, without friuge or covering, and free from tr»ps, a decided novelty
Tbe performance will b« given in the band
stand.
Tickets
er to all.

by the

Emits entitle the hold-

The patrons of the Garden will also have

an

opportunity to trip the “light fantastic” tonight, commencing at 10 o’clock and continuing until the boat leaves.
Runaway.
Yesterday morning, a horse attached to a
hay-rack, became frightened by tbe breaking
of the arms of the rack while the team was on
Camuerland street. The horse ran, and near
the corner of Cedar street, collided with a
wagon owned by Snmner Winslow. |The rack

overturned, the driver, Mr. Leighton, was
thrown off, and the Winslow wagon lost a
wheel. The horse was caught without further
was

Portland, July

Personal.
It is reported the adjutan y of the 1st Maine
has been offered to Lieut. Milliken of,tbe Blues.
Professor Stephen J. Young, treasurer of
Bowdoin College, was in the city yesterday.
Mr. George M. Strout, of West Falmouth,
has been engaged as principal of the High
echool at Farmington for the coming year. Mr.
Strout is a [fine scholar and an experience!
teacher.
Rev. C. H. Daniels, pastor elect of the Second Parish conducted the usual meeting last
evening, in the vestry.
Mr. John C. Baker, whose death was announced yesterday, was jailor at the old jai1
which was situated where tbe city building
stands from 1845 to 1854, sorving under
Sheriff Wendeil P. Smith.
Having retired
from the jail, with a change of
administration,

now

about 1860 he went into the hay and lumber bus
ine6S on Commercial street, remaiuing in business until 1870, when he removed
to Keune-

bnnk, entering the hotel business, continuing
until his death.
Mr. W. B. Swett, Superintendent of the
New England Industrial School for the education and instruction of deaf mutes at Beverly,
Mass., is now in Maine in the interest cf the
institution he represeu's.
The Ohio Republican Slate Executive Committee have invited Representative Boutelle to
speak in that State during the present cam-

paign.
M. [Stuart Phelps, of Andover, Mass., is
among the arrivals at the Falmouth.
The U. 8. Court Booms.
At the suggestion of the Collector of Customs at (bis port, who has supervision of the
public buildings here belonging to the United

States, the Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department has detailed a man from bis
office to come to Portland to inspect the sanitary condition of the court rooms in the poBtoffice

building

with

regard to plumbing
There has been some complaint
“f
of defects in the present
arrangements.
Tornado Insurance.
The Home Insurance
Company offers a
novel feature in

day.

our

It is insurance

and

advertising columns toagainBt damage by tor-

nadoes, cyclones and other wind storms. Dow
Cofflu & Libby will tel 1 you all about it.

Owen, acoore & Co.
offer a special iot of children’s rubber |ooats
and citoalars today.

ing.

Hon. John L. Stevens’ team collided with
another team in Augusta Monday afternoon.
The horse started to run but was
immediately
captured. The carriage contained Mr. Stevens and Ids daughter Grace.
Miss Steveus
fainted from fright.
The citizons of Hallowell are
subscribing
liberally for a city clock to bo placed in the
tower of the new granite church.
It will cost
about $530; already about $350 has been subscribed.
Willie Moulton, aged 15, s in of Oapt. Moulton of Augusta, was drowned in Bowdoiuham
yesterday afternoon while bathing.
PENOBSCOT

The Old Game.
Mr. Z. Bouvert, a French boot
and shoe dealer visited the city and went into
a saloon near the Grand Trunk station
for a
glass of beer. While there two men were en-

gaged in shaking dice and
to lend him S20 for a few

one

asked

moments

Bouvert
while he
Bouvert

like some from his comrade.
laid down tho money when the two sharpers
seized it.and fled. Now Bouvert wants to find
them and recover his money.
won a

W. C. T. u.
How

the

Woman’s National Christian

Temperance Union has grown up-Its
aims and the work it Is doing-Special
features of tne

late

meeting

at

Old

Orchard Beach.
The Woman’s National Christian TemperUnion has just closed its third samufr
meeting at Old Orchard.
At a convention held in the city of Cleve.
land, Ohio, in November, 1874, at which thir.
teen States were represented, this organization
was formed.
A few states had before this held
ance

conventious.com posed'entirely

of women and in
a small number local soclties had been formed,
che result of that great uprising known as the
Woman’s Crusade.
Today thirty-one states
and the District of Columbia are fully organized and local societies exist in most of the
other states and several of the Territories
making this the largest society composed < x,
elusively of women and conducted entirely by
by them, which has ever been organized.
At the outset the work of this organization.
Was reformatory,but the logic of eveDts proved
more potent than mere words and out of
years

experience nearly thirty departments of
work have developed and all these various avcnues of endeavor lead to one point, the total
prohibition of the liquor traffic. Wherever
the traffic has touched and left its blight,
of

At 90 Cts Each.
lot of

a

The beat baking powder is made from pure
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate of Soda, and a
small quantity of flonr or starch. Frequently
other ingredients aro used, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing tlto protits
of the manufacturer.
We give the Government ChemiBt’s analyses of two of the leading baking powders:

dtf

To-day wc

offer unusual

ease

all

“

44

44

perfect
Quilts,
44
44

goods

Spreads

anywhere.

RINES

BROS.

without
cold

or

wfttor

$1000 REWAR D for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
‘REN’S
SELF-WASHING

MOI.E

V WADE

(

V

Wanted.

Blcndy, trustworthy young man
to assist handling goods at I'ntrs
and Races. Must have
$100 to
$200 Cash to he us •*! in the business, salary $13 i»cr week and
travelling expenses, steady position to right party. Musi be ready
immediately. Address ROBERT
I-. LIBBY, U, S. Hotel, Room 40.
ang8
__d3t
$IOO BCWAHB.
Will tie paid for the arrest and convic-

tion of the person or persons who entered the Cottage occupied by me, on the
night of the d ilist. And $50 will bo
paid for the return of the WATCH taken
at that lime. Watch was made by Henry Capt, Geneva, So. 28214.
JAMES HOPKINS SMITH,
UlW
augtt
Vacation Police.
N. K. MACALASTKR’8 Office, 592 Congress
St. will bo closed on or about Aug. 27th, for
four weeks. All those wishing to have their teeth
attended to will please call before the above date.

Dr.

eod3t#

aug8

If and If*
suffering from poor health
languishing on a bed of sickness,
‘take cheer, if you are simply ailing,
‘or if you feel week and dispirited, without clearly knowing why, Hop Bitters
surely cure you.”

“If you are a Minister and have overtaxed your‘self with your pastoral duties, or a Mother, worn
‘out with care and work, or a man of business or

'laborer weakened by the strain of your everyday
•duties, or a man ol letters, toiling over your midnight work, nop Bitters will surely strengthen
•you.”
“If

you

‘from

suffering
eating or

indiscredissipation, or
‘are young and growing
‘too fast, as is often the

‘drinking,
‘tiou

myl4

j

early,

'that your system needs cleansing, tonMng, or stimulating, without intoxicating, if you are old, blood thin and irn*pure, pulse feeble, nerves unsteady,
‘faculties waning, Hop Bitters is what
‘you need to gfae you new life, health,
‘and vigor.”
costive

are

suffering

or

dyspeptic, or

from any other of the numerdiseases of the stomach or bowels,
is your own fault if you remain ill.

always engaged

you are wasting away with any
form of Kidney disease, stop tempting
death this moment, and turn for a cure
to Hop Bitters.
If you are sick with
terrible sickness
that

If
of

a

you

Hop

are a

Bitters.

frequenter, or a resident
district, barricade your

miasmatic

system against the scourge of all countries—malaria, epidemic, bilious and
intermittent fevers-by the use of Hop
Bitters.
If you havo rough, pimply, or sallow skhi, bad
breath. Hop Bitters will give you fair Hkin, rich
blood, the sweetest breath, and health. $500 will
be paid for $ case they will not cure or help.
That poor, bedridden, iuvalid wife, sister, mother
or daughter, can be ma<le the picture of health by a
few bottles of Hop Bitters costing but a trifle.
au8
MWF&wAw82

change

jy24eod3w

Street.

A. I>. 1883, at 2Va o’clock
for the purpose of
considering proposed
changes in layi’ g out the Public Urounds, and of
transacting such other business as may legally come
before said meeting.
The Stockholder* are requested to invite their ladies and friends interested in the cottage system to
be nresent, on said occasion, where
every facility
will be afforded to exanrine the natural advantage*
ot said Island for sum mer residences. Baked Beans
from the ‘‘New Oven” and hot coffee will be served
in ihe Restaurant at 1
o’clock, p. m.
forest City steamboats will leave for the Island
at 3 and 10.30 a. in., 12 m., and 2
p. m.
Per Order of the
President,
P. J. LAKKABKE. Sec’y.

ang7_did
Maine Association.

Annual Meeting of the Maine Association of
the New church will be held at the church of
the New Jerusalem in Bath, at 10 o’clock a. m. on
Saturday, Sept. 1st, 1883. The meetings will be
continued through the following Sabbath. Those
proposing to attend are requested to send their
names as early as convenient to S. F. Dike, that
provision may be made for their entertainment. Ail
friends are cordially invited.
S. F. DIKE, President.

THE

Bath, Aug. 3,1883.

aug4eodtd

eIdoimt
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LIFE mum M1F.UT.
Better titan a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
about
cent, inpremium pays

a

nml

others

the line of

needing

to communicate with

us

mayScodtf

FOR SALE.
the most, desirable location at FERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk of the Bay View
House. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, iuquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

IN

jn5_dtf
Carleton and

Braekett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua Hobbs.
JOHN P.
corner

Sts., forInquire of
HOBBS,

30 Market Street.

No.

To Let.

or

Better than tiie Savings Bank,

which

as

Bbowu

by comparison of results.

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giviug insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 53/8per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid secures of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent, reserve is $3,022,012.

For Sale.

CARLETON, Att’y

at

great bargain. S.
180 Middle St. Portuiar8dtf

Law,

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred, its policy-holders increase their Insurance in the Northwestern.

Cor sale at

EXCHANGE

advantageous

to

soon as

WYMU&CO
Proprietors.

take risks at their office, New
Cargoes and Freights, and issue

open

Opposite the Preble House,
480 Congre

Jyl'l

Company will

York, on Vessels,
policies to merchants, making risks binding

STORE,

eodtt

as

water-borne.

Premiums

Marine Risks from 1st
1882, to 31st December,

on

January
1882.$4,412,693

58

1,516,844

85

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882
Total Marine Premiums.

$5,929,538 43

ASSETS,”

$13,171475.0 2
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1888.

A BIT I ST’S

MATERIALS,

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums TercninatitiK in 1882,

For all Brandies and Sketching

40 PER CENT.

ART

STORK,

Temple Street,

MOTHERS!
READ THIS!

The Prettiest Sight in
Admit

Physicians

Losses

Pairi in Thirty
After Proof,

Days

*, D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DKNN IS. Vice Preridenl
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Seorotary.

PORTLAND:
J.

To unscrupulous parties for a
Mattress, when you can buy the

PINE

J.

II.

OAU DEHT.

lUuniifnciarfr and

199 Middle
jy23

St.,

Proprietor,

Portland,

Me.

olTxCHANGE

ST.

a

Speolalty, at |Lowest Market

ihcir Mothm.

Ditto MHlk.
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adaptation of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla to the
cure of all diseases arising from impure or impov

Their only food being Murdock’s Liquid Food
(see label oh each bottle), they require no medicine, as they are nourished; and being nourished
enables them to throw of the wastes which are
making daily, as well as develop new life, as their
increased weight weekly proves.

Our infants are nine-tenths foundlings or orphans,
and are physically as diseased or weak as the worst
that are in any institution.
A foundling eight weeks old was removed from
quarantine too soon, and broke out with measles
after he had been in the ward one week. The other
infants, being well nourished, did not take them,
as they did not want them.
The child is as bright
as any of them, and our treatment was only
reducing the strength of bis food.
Dr. K. Tanszkv read a paper before the New
of Medicine, April 2tf, 1883, which
York
was endorsed by Drs. W. M. Cbamberlaiu, Jewett,
Burrell, Brown and others.
The subject was one of vital importance to us all:
“Why is it that almost every woman, as soon as
she becomes a mother, begins to suffer frern some
form of pelvic disease?”
In support of the words, “almost every woman,”
he referred to a very large percentage of guynecological cases, in which the marked condition present could be traced directly to child birth, and
then asked the significant question,
“By wliat
means can the occurrence at these conditions be

blood, and

erished

a

weakened

vitality.

AYER’S SARSAPARILLA

claimed.

enriches and strengthens the blood, slim
nlales the action oi (me stomach aud bowels, and

Cleanses,
thereby

enables

the attacks

Lao

system to resist and overcome

all

Scrofulous diseases, Eruptions of
the Skin, Rheumatism, Catarrh, General OtbUity
amt all disorders resulting from poor or corrupt®
blood and

or

a

low state of the system.
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. AVER & CO.
Sold by all
au2S

Lowell,

Mass

Druggists; price §1, six

bottles for $5.
MW&F&wlw

Academy

All will admit that

our answer

is

ART NOTICE.
Strangers visiting

Portland will

find

it to their ad-

vantage to call at my

What will

give

FINE ART STORE

correct

The women cannot obtain sufficient nourishment
from common food during pregnancy to supply the
wastes. Confirmed by the per'ceut. of women that
cannot retain their food, also are unable to nurse
their babies, the poor quality of their milk, loss of
teeth, etc., is increasing annually.
relief.

—

can

do

so

if

she

will

take

—

—

AND

—

Artists’ Material

a

teaspoonful of Liuuid Food four times oaily for six
mouths. It will also build up her system, so as to
protect her from the diseases that Dr. Tauszky’s lecture describes, as they all come from not being able
to supply the waste made on the system.
dlawtfVV
aug8

FOR

ART GOODS!

Any lady that lias any trouble in retaining
her food will have no trouble if she will take Murdock's Liquid Food, as it ; repares the stomach so
that it cau digest other food. Any lady that wishes

and Fine Framing. Special attention to filling ordo
for Artists and Tourists. Orders by mail
promptly and correctly tilled.
Sketching outfits a specialty.

J. T.
400

REUNION,
—AND THE—

r

Celebration of tbeir 2tst fnniversaiy, WINES k
Will be held at

LIQUORS

Tuesday, August

SIst,

Arrangements for free return tickets have been
made. Accommodations within lho means of all
will be arranged.
Announcement of programme
hereafter. Lot every surviving member be
pri sent
if possible.
H. H. SHAW,
President,
1st Heavy Artillery Association.

ftT16”

o3ttheueodau21

4to;Ni:wm

Summ t

Mineral

Spring Water,

IIARKIMON, 1TIAING.

Jit.

late*.
before
of the

STREET,BOSTON’.

~

Warrant*!

and
perfect,
OfflOE, T8 TKEMONT BT.fBsstSa.

TST. D. AMES has bought tho exclusive rigbt'of
»T
the Eureka Lamp Stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties. Anyone canvassing lu said
Counties for the Eureka Lamp Store uot anthorixed bv
me will be prosecuted.
Agents wanted.
W D. AMES
22 Market
Square, Portland, Maine.
Spdtf

SEE

EMBOSSED

WALL PAPERS
in

NOTICE.

l112'1_

and'—

Millinery

«r
cases

-ARTIFICIAL EYES"
both in eeler

TN“5RRTEI>.
J. movement.

i’okt-

BROMZE and

We have constantly on hand a full
supply of LinGoods and other materials for
Embroidery.
Stamping done at short notice. Orders oy mail
promptly attended to.
at reduced prices for the next sixty days

BFFTUKB Cl’HE. 13 Mll.K.

Importers,

Abo. General Managers for New|England,
FOR THE C'EI EBRATED

KOffl

en

•ptratlsn

seen at

can

street,

ME.
,itf

UNO, MAINE.

auflO

STAMPIMG

fore

without truss, tertnrs.

farence with labor. Likenesses of
CFRim
the efDcs
be
and after cured

BY

B. STANLEY & SON,

1883

PORTLAND,

Rupture

PACKAGES,

-FOB SALK

Tbe birth place of the Regiment

Congress St.

iy26

;•( all kinds, in llie

sRIGIVAL

STUBBS,

Opp City Rail,

IMPORTED

A. A, SMART,
dtf

prove the per-

fect

jirently Reduced Prices
until September I st.

show

WRING, SHORT & HARM.
1

a

resi lence

‘‘W and Stahl*, acre of land,
aiPrltif
60
fruit ttory
trees, nice water.
One 2 story
bouse, new, never lias been oc-

cupied, very

lot lit xl 15, fruit tnes, currants
Send for plai-s and descriptions to
-. and Beal Estate Agent.
WEEKS,
Gorbam, Me.
fcy House lota for S ile.
JySldtf
D.
G. /t

utce

Au

urn yoeh
PtKs now,
advertisements wiit'en snor c roc s ) ‘ill I a y e
*n<l proofs given, free of charge.
The leading bail} and Weekly News papers oi the
United States and Canada, kspt on die for tlnoocotnmcdatlon of Advertiserr.
•j

aug 2

HERE!'

anyone In want of
nice
J great bargains at (lorharn
CVAN
Village.

H.W. SH1RFE * t o..
Advertising A cents,

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.
Orders rodved by Telephone, No. 614,

“78 E 54th St., Xew York, May 10, 1882.
Messrs. J. C. Ayer a Co., Gentlemen:
Last winter I was troubled with a most uncomfortable itching humor, affecting more especially
my limbs, which itched so intolerably at night, and
burned so intensely, that I could scarcely bear any
was a1 so a sufferer from
a
clothing over them,
severe catarrh and catarrhal cough; my
appetite
was poor, and my system a good
deal run down.
Knowing the value of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by
observation of many other cases, and from personal
use in former years, I began taking it for the abovenamed disorders,
My appetire improved almost
from the tirst dose.
After a short time the fever
and itcbings were allayed, and all signs of irritation
of the skin disappeared.
My catarrh and cough
were also cured by the same tnpans, and my
general
health greatly improved, until it is now excellent.
1 feel a hundred per cents, stronger, aud I attribute
these results to the use of the Sarsaparilla.
which 1 recommend with all confidence as the bert
blood medicine ever devised.
1 took it in small
doses three times a day, and used, in all less than
two bottles. I place these facts at your
service,
hoping their publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds.**
The above instance Is but one of the many con-

stantly coming to our notice, which

Any infant ten days old will not take any other
food unless the Liquid Food is added; and this
rapid growth in flesh and strength is proof of all

faafa work.

COAL.

All
seen

Heavy Artillery,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Domestic Coals
Prices.

MONGER,

RIMPOIt 1> EN7

dtf

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

on

EXPERIENCE.
The Rev. X. P. Wild*, well-known city
miMMiouar> in .‘Yew Y »rk, nod brother of the
late euiluent Judge WildH. or the Jin mamchuMettM Supreme Conrt, writes an

FIRST MAINE

HYGIENIC MATTRESS
r0R TE OOLLARS.

It makes the Sweetest; Purest and
Healthiest Bed in the World.
Highly cllicucious in all difficulties of the Lungs,
Asthmatic
Throat,
Troubles, Catiirrlml
Afflictions, Neuralgia and
Be sure tliai
Ithcuumtism.
the trade mark, the Pine Hygienic ITfuttrcss Is on each piece.

W.
CO St

odtf

DON’T PAY* $15.00

so

Ditto Wet Nurse*.

to nourish her babe

Flue Engravings, Gold. Bronze and Plush
Frames arc my specialties;
common
framing in ail the leading styles. Those
in want will llnd It to their advantage to
examine.
Formerly ST BBS BKOS.,
Temple street. Old Irani regilded.
ju25

Boston,

that hare

dependent

Wilds’

followesk^

Them

are not

Father

xxltf

prevented?”

Outfits at

Algernon Stubbs’

Rev.

Ditto Nursing Dollies.

the

call nt

Agent.

jne23

They

AGAINST KARINE
RISKS ONLY.

ftoothby,

Poytlap r\,

T. T. MERRY

can visit them any day from 10 a
m. to 0 p. m.
These beds are assigned to the cities of Massachu
setts, and any lady can have a bed for her infant, if
one is vacant, free for one year.
The babies gain
from one half to one pound per week.

Mutual Insurance Co.

Mott

estate

are
Liquid
Company.
wards, 20 teds each.
Any phvaician or officers of benevoleat societies

ATLANTIC

ST.

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.
SPECIAL
AGENTS,

three

This

PEOPLE’S SHOE

V.

Binder.

the Babies at the

will find
it

Hook

PoMcies

Endowment

T*,•, above

wa. A. oust!'/, Bm« II, Prltltn
I I
Evcban«r
Kxriiaugc »trf«

Free Hospital for Infants
Women with Chronic Diseases, supported
AREand
Murdock
Food
There

INSURE

a*4 per

over

Portland, Maine.

by the

OP NEW FORK

Boots, Shoes, Slippers, &c,,

3% per

Results Accomplished.

TWIN COTTAGE

and, Me.

Congress St.
MWFtf

Tourists

Nervousness, you will
find a “Balm in Gilead”
in

ling, Diamond Island,

Wednesday, Aug. 22nd,

as

assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in securing and building up a perm a
nent business.

anything in

ous

If

of
at

gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withuraw your deat
posit
any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.
Be ter tliiin Tontine Policies in
oilier Companies.

a

FERRIS,

every section of the State

as we aro

tourists" anotravellers.

any

“Or if you are in the workshop, on the
‘farm, at the deBk, anywhere, and feel

NOTICE.
SPECIAL

Meeting of the Stockholder*
A Diamond Island
Association will be bold
the Now Restaurant Bull

FOR SALE OR RENT.
The Route dc Lot corner of
Reeling und State steeet, for sale
at $'>OOOan<! taxes for 1883. Or
put in thorough repair anil rented for $800 per annum.
Inquire
of JOR* C. PROCTER. 03 Ex-

L.

CM CUSTIS k CO.,

or

‘case.”

hearing

of the best farms in the County of CumberLIVE AGENTS WANTED.
ONEland. situated in Cape Elizabeth,
known
the
‘•Brooks Farm” will be sold at

B3P*Oommunication8 treated confidentially when
sodesired. Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite company
whose popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from

are

over

o’clock in the forenoon, for tho purpose of
the report of the directors and choosing a
board of directors for tho ensuing year.
Per order of tho directors.
JOSIAH CROSS 7, Clerk.
August 1,1883.
augl-8

at 10

terest.

&p7dtf

are

‘or

it

A

Manager for Me. & X. H.

__

Give your orders
some time ahead.

dlf

"Ug8_

THR

BRIG

of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popular with the People, the
largest financial institution of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for flrst-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

WANTED TO HIKE.
From September 1st, a good bouse of
about 10 rooms in au eligible locality, or
would exchange for an estate in Portland a very desirable estate near the
city of Boston. Address W. A., P. 0.
box 1557, Portland, Me.

FOR

Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth

Y

OR$*ER

493

street Echoolhouae.
Plans and specitications may be seen at the office
of Chas. H. Kimball, architect, 180*6 Middle
street.
The committee reserve the right to reject any
J or
all bids.
Portland, Me., August 8th, 1883.
aug8-dtd

Dexter & Newport H. R.
animal meeting of the stockholders of the
Dexter & Newport Railroad Company 0111 be
held at the Town JJallln Dexter, 1n Penobscot ceuaty. on Wednesday. the 6th day of September, 1883,

88

J. F.

YORK,

will be received at the office
Mayor by the Committee on Public
MONDAY, AUGUST 13th, 1883, at
12 o’clock M.. for the painting
the Chestnut

—

For Sale.
Hyperion 30(5 tons Register, rate lMt- In
good order. For particulars Inquire of
B. J. WILLARD.
Jyl2dtf

eodlm

FINE

have deemed it fitting to offer indemnity against this
hazard and are therefore issuing such policies for
one, three or five years,

proposals

A

West Buxton, Maine.

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY

on

IUEETINfiS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

In view of tbe
very general prevalence of windstorms, cyclones and tornadoes in different parts of
the country, the

?;©FOSAl„S.

an

HOME

Street,

KTISK.niENT*.

_d3Uw2w32

^

SALE

Farm For Sale

KJe.M'H.

317 & 319 Commercial
augO
PORTLAND, JllI.'VE.

it in

□ The
UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now is its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at 110 time has it bees more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last\ear was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSIINCREASED
INCREASED
SURNESS,
ASSETS,
PLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

BOWES, HI!,TO & HARRIS,

Tornado Insurance.

If you

IN

WORK

“WEEKS Ms POTTER.”

‘will

place

HOME
COMPANY.

SOAP.

immediately by freight.
“Yours very respectfully,

“If you

and

—

ENDOWMENT POLICY

SEIF WASHER,

From H'etl'g <£ Potter, Wholesale Druggists
and Importers. Boston.
“Mr. F. M. Kinsman: We must have some
more Adamson’s Balsam, for
they do say that
it is the best thing out.
Please send us tea

ON ALL CLASSES OF PKOPEltTY
To any one seeking such protection we offer, ia
these policies, the best coureivnbie, at fair rates.
1>«W, COFFIN & I.1BBV, AHKNTS,
t‘0 Exchange Ml., Eartinnd.

FOR

jy28dtf

SAVE YWIIR MONEY

Can be used either in hot

Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches peroz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, hut subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE, Ph. D.
New York, Jan’y 17th, 1881.
The above analyses indicate a preference for
“Cleveland's Superior Baking Powder,” and
oar opinion is that it. is the better
preparation.—
Hall’s Journal of Health.

acres

Homestead of the late Oliver Dow, situated
Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
acres excellent land, two story
brick bouse and “I.,” barr, stable, wood house, ice
bouse, sheds &c., very desirable for a country home
For terms &e., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS,

dlt

boiling.

Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 percent,
to 11G.2 cubic inches of gas
per oz.

k

THEat West

aug8

Will wash jour clothes

equivalent

w. 4*41

Regular sale of Furniture aud Genera Merchan.
dlse every Laturday, commencing at J 0 o’clock a
oct8dtf
m.
Consignments solicited

containing fifty

—

of Powder.

4.S End hukc *i.

Msieiireo):)
V.O. KAILX7.

Gorham Maine.

jy31d&w2w#

lower than such

are

known

were ever

...

sixty

about

conveniently

50c
OOc.

...

premises contain

of excellent land, well watered, with dwelling house
and two barn
The farm is
divided
into mowing, tillage and pasture land, and has about
twenty acre?- of wood upon it. the larger part being
hard wood. The location of tnis property is healthy
and attractive
The view from Fort Hill, a spot of
historic interest, is one of the most delightful and
extensive In the State; while he vicinity of the
place to Gorham Village, with Its churches, schools,
post office, It. K. station, telegraph, telephone offices
and other conveniences, give it additional value.
For terms or other information, address
JOHN A. WATERMAN.

THE

in

QUILTS.
One

JOHN €. PROCTER,
1).‘f Exchange St.

Farm in Gorham for Sale.

White Marseilles and Crochet

BEN’S

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch

LED
ol the

State Street.

on

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Anclloaeer* and Commission Merchant

p. in.,

The Motley farm, a beautiful and valuable place at Fort Hill about 1 I
milea
from l-orham Village, in offered for Male
upon reaNouable terms.

Bargains

Powder.”

“Kojiil Baking Powder.”

Buildings,

au4dtf

Three Ntory Brick 15on*
containing
14 finished rooms and bath room, supplied
with hot and cold water, cemented cellar well
drained. Lot about 7600 sq. ft.. Immediate possession given.
Inquire of

aug2-eod3w

BID SPREADS 50 CIS.

—

Available carbonic acid gas 12.fil per cent,
equivalent to 118,2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

OF NEW

August 4, 1883.

For Sale

aug8

Cream of Tartar

?

bar-

a

Moore & Co.

Owen,

Bioarbonate of Soda

_aug8

FOB SALE.

Brick House for Sale.
No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west of
High street. Contains nine rooms, bath room
Price $4,200. Apply to WM. U, JERKIS.

&c.

price and will prove
gain to any purchaser.

Floor

HI5W AJ»V

A

much under reg- HOUSE

are

ular

I have examined samples of “Cleveland’s
Superior Baking Powder” and “Rojal Baking
Powder,” purchased by myself in this city, and
I find they contain:

gross

HOXlJl<\®

AISAiTIN, No, 4!l Exchange Street. Portiund, fflniu ).
JySdtf

At $1.25 Each.

These 50ct.

ll«M Etuhiug Powder.

Cleveland* Huperior linking

This Island, seven miles from Portland, lu full
view of the city, is the gem of “Casco Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor,
veranda on all sides, 14 feet wide; lighted through
out with gas;
electric bells in every room;
pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good seabathing; every facility for sal>lug,
shore Mid deep sea fishing; communications with the
city regular and reliable, two steamers making
round trips from
Poitland, four times per day.
terms reasonable. For Information and terms address < THE
WAt.VHI,” Tittle * iicbeuuiie
or

Boys’ Rubber Coats

These goods

WALDO.

Little Chebeaguc Island, Portland
llurbur, Hie.
rilHTS Hotel, Just completed by the Little CheIsland
1
Association, will be open to the
beaguo
public duly 9, 1883.

This week we shall sell a special
lot of Misses’ Rubber Circulars

ously.

whether on individuals, churches or states,
juBt there this society has inaugurated some
means to counteract its influence.
Instant in
season, every instrumentality has been used to
educate public Bentiment toward total abstinence of the final extermination of the
traffic,
and the extension of tliiB organization has
been found a leading factor in this problem.
With this idea in view the National Union
for several years has been In the habit of holding largo meetings at the diffieront mountain
and seaside resorts, thus carrying to thousands
who could in no other way be reached, the gospel of temperance.
At no other suiumor rBSort on our coast, perhaps, are bo many people gathered from all
parts of our own and from other countries, as
at Old Orchard and for this reason it is the
most desirable place at which to hold such a
series of meetings as that which has just
closed.
The weather was delightful. Twelve Stato
organizations were represented. Hon. Neal
Dow mado the opening address, in which lie
compared the past condition of women with
their present, setting forth id a very clear
manner the great gain which
had been made
in the past few years, and showing how, as
woman had cornu to occupy a higher place in
the family and in the community, in just that
proportion had the family and the community
been benefited thereby.
No feature of this series of meetings was
more interesting
than the account given by
Mrs. Clara L. Koacli of Washington, of tho
efforts of tho Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union of the District of Columbia among the
soldiers. As a result of their labors a soldiers’
temperauce organization bas been formed at
the Soldiers’ Home, which has not only the
hearty approval but the active assistance of

CHILDREN’S
RUBBER GOSSAMERS.

Also

iNTION H1I.RH.

11'N.nER HOTELS.

THE

COUNTY.

Orono is soon to have another match factory. Mr. John M, Chase is the projector of the
enterprise and it is proposed to manufacture
for consumption outside of the State. Work
will shortly be commenced 1 and pushed vigor-

'* he

lUVKEniEHEnTI.

A

Mrs. Samuel Blanchard of Chelsea, aged 70
years, committed suicide on Monday by hang-

damage.
Yesterday

NEW

NEWB.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

After the

speeches there will be mnsic, and the boat will
be taken f ir thejeity in time for the
evening

Respectfully submitted,

Char. E. Barrett,
Sam’l E. Spring,
1883.
31,
Commissioners.

STATE

county, in five minote speeches; all told there

Insurance block,

SINKING FtJND.

78«0....”".
Mr. James H. Smith, with his family, are
Bummeriog at the Ring cottage at Cape Eliza
btth, not far from those of Messrs. P. BV
Brown and W. H. Clifford.
Monday night be
was going to an entertainment at Cape Cot.
trge and threw off his bnsiness suit upon a
chair, in the bedroom facing the ocean, leaving his wallet in the coat and an elegant gold
watch in the vest.
A pocketbook was in
plain sight on the table, bnt there was but lit-

re-

The following is a statement of the increase
of the fund from the beginning,
by the several
contributions and by interest, and of its pres-

7874
7876.

the

fund

port

7873

ANOTHER BURGLARY.

ters about the honse the
called the dogs to them,
examined their collars.

499 910

mortgage bond* of

proved

Smith’s

1

or

$3,000,000

Mayor Deering is out of town and Chairman
Winslow is acting mayor.
There were several arrests for drunkenness
and disturbance last night, and one party re-

J. H.

787,000

..

of Oct. 1.1864, 6-208,
t he company’s third

order appropriating 8300 for the purpose. The
lower board amended tlio order by simply
Changing the appropriation from which the
money should be taken from that of cemeierles and pnhllc grounds to that of contingent

the commandant. At the different army posts
societies have been formed and the work has
so extended that a request lias come frftin Fortress Monroe for the ladies to go down and
begin the same work there. A reception was
reoently given to these societies by the ladies,
and it was an occasiou long to be remembered.
The addresses each afternoon and
evening
by the ladies covered almost every plmse of
The
temperance effort.
"Question Box”
brought out varions arguments, pro and can,
which weie answered or sustained by the
speakers, showing a knowledge as wide as the
questions wore varied.
The last meeting on Sunday evening was
closed with an account by Mrs. E. A. Tuttle,
from the Indian Territory, of her temperance
work among the Indians, iu the course of
which she told of the conversion of the Modoce, Steamboat Frank, Soar-faced Charley
and others of that notorious tribe, after which
she spoke briefly of the relation of our government to the Indiana.
Mrs. Tuttle is of the society of Friends, and
has Bpeut much of her life among the Indians.
She is well qualilied to speak of these
things
Her success with the Modocs has been remarkable, and she told some very interesting stories
of her life among them and their adherence
to
temperance principles.
Tliis seemed a very tttflng close to a series of
meetings which had presented so va.led a programme to those who were in attendance, and
the seeds thus sown will, no doubt, iu the near
future, Hpring up and bear a rioh harvest. It.

d2w
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